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reigns supreme
with kings of
the trumpet world

Fran

In jazz, rock, band, pop, symphony,
King delivers amaster-touch of excellence
great artists demand

Pete Candoli

Every musician has his own ideas, his own
needs, his own personality to express, and King
has the answer for them— not with one but with
aseries of superbly crafted trumpets. The
King Silver Flair, completely new in design, has
rocketed to the top in popularity among
professionals. The King Symphony has long been
asolo instrument and the backbone of trumpet
sections in leading orchestras. King trumpets
with Sterling Silver bells (a King exclusive) have
been chosen by outstanding artists in all
fields, especially those who do
demanding recording work.

NAT ADDERLEY
Great jazz trumpet
and cornet player
brings a basic blues
roots to modern
jazz. Nat is the " big
sound" in today's
modern music.

Mel Davis

Dizzie Gillespie
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This Man
Started a
Revolution.
The world has changed significantly
due to the labors of this man —
Leo Fender. Music was revolutionized
when he inyented and introduced the
world's first solid body electric
guitars and basses. He went on to
create and introduce tradition
shattering instruments and amplifiers,
building acompany that today is
the world's leading manufacturer of
Amplifiers and Electric Guitars.
Mr. Fender no longer works in the
plant on aday-to-day basis, but
he's close by. He acts in an advisory
and consulting capacity providing us
with his judgement, experience and
enthusiasm. He laid down avaluable
heritage that we intend to follow.
We're going to keep building products
that Leo can be proud of.

Fender is aregistered trade mark of:
CBS Musical Instruments
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting, Inc.
Iino F. Valencia, Fullerton, California 9263

the first chorus
Charles Suber
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FOR YOUR GUITAR!

GUITAR CLEANER/POLISH
Special formula for guitar woods and metal parts.
Cleans while it polishes. Will not harm finish. In handy
plastic squeeze bottle with flip-top applicator. Use it
with Guild Polishing Cloth.
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AT YOUR DOUR 1101.11!
For Accessories Sheet 7637-B:
GUILD MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
225 West Grand Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey 07202
A Division of Avnet. Inc
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down beat

thas been a tradition for down beat's publisher to wax historical
on the occasion of this magazine's anniversary. I'd rather skip the
tradition this year. if you don't mind — not because it isn't a prideful
thing to reflect on 38 years of consecutive publication with paid
circulation at an all-time high of over 90.000 copies per issue (got that
in anyway) — because there are other things going on now to which we
should pay mindful attention.
Let's start — not at any particular beginning— hut with an observation that is becoming more clear as the days wear on. Too many
"adults" are playing games with the lives of younger people.
Remember the Ladd McIntosh affair? Well, it's settled. The students lost.
McIntosh's contract has not been renewed. Bill Fowler, the former
head of the University of Utah's jazz major program is taking a
sabbatical. The music faculty who booted McIntosh out ( for succeeding all too well) is going to run an emasculated jazz program by
committee — eight sweaty hands trying to grip one baton. The university administration, though so sorely tempted, has decided to maintain
decorum and protocol and not take over direct jurisdiction of the
music department. The replacement of both the Dean of the School of
Fine Arts ( who is also embroiled in an almost identical situation in the
art department) and the chairman of the music department will be
accelerated because of their disregard of the student's welfare, but not
in time— not in time. The soonest that anything good could happen at
U.U. would be 1974. It will take that long for new administrators to
come in and then convince jazz educators of the caliber of McIntosh
and Fowler that the coast is indeed clear. ( The present " search"
committee is only empowered to offer a visiting instructorship that
does not offer tenure.) Applicants beware.
Most of the out- of- stage jazz majors will go elsewhere next term.
The Utah students are trapped unless they can come up with
out-of-state tuition or change their major to animal husbandry. And
why? Because eight men and women on the music faculty fear and
hate— yes. hate — what jazz stands for. They're jealous of the kind of
beautiful freedom and musicianship demonstrated by McIntosh, Fowler, and the students. They hate those who raise afuss and talk about a
student's right to an education of his choice. They hate what they
sense about themselves and what they have become. And. Idare say,
they hate the young for being young. Secure in their own tenure, they
act out the charades of position papers and committee studies but the
results are meaningless because it's all one big GAME: a game that
some people play with other people's lives.
The " Chicago problem" is much bigger in terms of the number of
persons involved ( 600.000 public school students) and in the GAME
plan ( all music, art, and physical education removed from the 1972-73
budget) but is really more to simple to correct if you understand that it
is easier to change aperson's vote than his heart. That is, aperson will
change his vote if he feels responsibility to something or somebody
regardless of what his heart keeps saying. Idon't believe for one
minute that any member of the Chicago Board of Education who
voted to remove music from a child's school experience has had a
change of heart even though he/she has changed his/her vote. ( The
Board has now voted to restore the excluded programs IF the Illinois
legislature votes more funds.) The change of vote came as a result of
the people in Chicago coming to life and packing the public hearing of
the Board and demanding that music, etc. remain as part of their
children's education. What the Board of Education did— and some
version of this is happening or is contemplated in your city— was to
hold the public school students as hostages for ransom payable by the
legislature. The action— if not the actual dialog— went something like
this:
Were short of money U.S usual. Let's cut out the frills and see what
happens hut let's not tell anyone. U no one notices, we've saved some
money and we can look like fiscal friendlies. If the cuts are spotted
we'll say that ire meant to include money for those important things
but the mean old legislators won't come across with any extra funds
(music is always an extra). If the legislature .says no, our consciences
are clear. Uthey say yes, we're heroes.
But now the people to whom the board members and the legislators are responsible are saying: STOP THE GAMES. Stop playing
with my kids. Find the money for acomplete education or else! ( The
details of the " else" have been elaborated on to some degree by
certain quiet- voiced Chicago citizens in private, not- for- publication
sessions.)
Please, let's keep the GAMES non- lethal. No more Chicken or
Russian Roulette or any other forms of brinksmanship. Tell them that
the damn thing is loaded and we could all get hurt.
db

souNdSATiONAL!
We don't comment on our competition.
The new Farfisa VIP 233 does it for us!
Want today's " heavy" sound for your group?— FARFISA.
Want percussion on four footages?—FARFISA.
Want the unique Slalom full octave glide?—FARFISA.
Want full bass or string bass— manual or pedalboard?—FARFISA.
Want more? Farfisa gives you corresponding drawbars that control
voice and percussion footages—including a quint.
There's also two parallel 49- not?. manuals for compactness.
Vibrato selection in 4 different speeds.
And a 30° console tilt for stand-up playing.
Farfisa really puts it all together! Don't wait to see this all new
portable electronic organ. Note its extras! Hear its notes!
Take our word for it!
Soundsational!

Farfisa SPA., Exclusive Distributors: Chicago Musical Instrument Co.
7373 N. Cicero Ave., Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646
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Quality Control
in awarding four- and- a- half stars to Johnny Coles'
Katumbo LP, did reviewer Will Smith downgrade the
LP for ( 1) the too- frequent casual intonation
of the horn ensemble, ( 2) the gross lack of bass
response on the LP or ( 3) the lack of quality
control ( assuming I wasn't sold bootleg copies)
that resulted in various pops, scratches and
skips as well as a warp that rendered the
opening cuts of both sides virtually unplayable?
Producer Bobby Shad's past and present contributions
to the general jazz welfare have been substantial.
And reviews that emphasize the positive do more overall

CR20

good than the ungenerous variety.
But the constant battle for jazz exposure is difficult
enough without the added and unnecessary burden of

Wind Screen

technical deficiencies which the idiom's competitors
nowadays take great pains to eliminate.
Substance admittedly should take priority over the
trappings, but not to such an unbalanced extent...
if we're to succeed in opening up the ears of the
sound- quality- wise young.
Dave Blume
Red River Productions
New York,

N.Y.

Bass Backlash
Please publish more articles like the one entitled
Double Take: Ron Carter and Richard Davis ( db, May 11).
The following statements by Ron Carter were most
informative:
1: "White society makes the black artist scuffle for
his bread and his recognition."

CR20 OMNI-DIRECTIONAL

2: " Everybody who plays any music but jazz has a
contract."

ELECTRET CONDENSER NEOME

3; " I'd like to take a year off and just go study
the bass, learn all I can.
But I can't.
They won't
let me.
I have to conclude it's because I'm black."
(My italics.)

• High Impedance: 50,000 ohms.
• Frequency Response: 40 Hz to 15,000 Hz.
• Output Level: -70 dB ± 2.5 dB at lk Hz.
• Signal- to- Noise Ratio: More than 45 dB at lk Hz.
• Sound Pressure Level: Maximum 120 dB.
• Dynamic Range: Up to 98 dB.

Ron's observations and conclusions are very interesting
and informative. ( Maybe it's because I'm white; the
meaning is clear.)
Fred Gruman
Syracuse,

• Power Supply: UM- 3 ( AA cell), 11
2
/
volts.

N.Y.

• 20- Foot Cable.
P.S.:
I know several white musicians who have no
contract.
I'm sure Ron could tell them where to go.

• Wind Screen.
• On- Off Switch.
• Exceptional bass response.
• Excellent for all recording applications
• Picks up sound from all directions
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(omni-directional).
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BOTH MODELS MATCH ALL AMPS!
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I,too, have enjoyed listening to and playing next to
lead trumpet players in different bands, and I agree
Al has to be next to or right on top of the lead man
A good, really good, lead man has to be the heart of a
big band.
It must be frustrating for musicians like Al
to stumble about in the quagmire of the musi_ business,

ELECTRET CONDENSER MIKE

never attaining the heights of glory
basking in.
I want

pattern. High rejection of sounds from back.
instrument miking. Distinctive modern styling.
No on-off switch.
Write for Kent catalog today.

they should be

to thank down beat and Whitworth for at least

giving a guy like Al a pat on the back and a small
commercial plug.

Excellent for public address, recording, vocal or

—

William Whitworth's story on Al Porcino ( db,
made it for me.

heap.

CARDIOID

Saine specifications as CR 20, but cardioid

ko,(i

Porcino Piece Pleases

Don Blankenburg

42.95

Everett, Wash.

Correction
5Union Square, New York, N.Y. 10003
Subsidiary of B&J
7576

In my review of the Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival
(db, May 25), I erroneously identified the bassist in
Children at Play as Chip Jackson.
The name is Chris
Amberger.
Sorry.
--morgenstern
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UNUSUAL RECORD DATE
JOINS EVANS, RUSSELL

real new BS&T was happily recording its new
album for Columbia in late May. with the
following lineup:
Lew Soloff. Chuck Winfield. trumpets:
Dave Bargeron. trombone: Lou Marini.
reeds: Larry Willis. keyboards: George Wadenius. Steve Katz. guitars: Jim Fielder. bass;
Bobby Colomby. drums: Jerry Fischer. vocal.
Joe Henderson is out, replaced by Marini. a
graduate of North Texas State College who
has worked with Woody Herman and other
heavies and is also writing for the group. Dick
Halligan is out, replaced by Willis, a brilliant
young pianist who's led his own groups and
worked with many jazz names, most recently
Joe Newman. And Bobby Doyle is out, replaced by Fischer, reportedly a fine singer
who also is a trained musician ( he plays piano).
We're waiting for anew photo.

It has been quite some time— more than 12
years. to be exact— since the remarkable talents of pianist Bill Evans and composer
George Russell last interacted synergistically
in arecording studio.
In mid- May, the association that produced
such gems as Concerto For Billy the Kid. Jazz
in the Space Age, and Chromatic Universe

FINAL CHANGES FOR
BLOOD, SWEAT&TEARS
The photo we published of the new Blood.
Sweat&Tears in our May 11 issue has already
become ahistorical artifact.
After some hectic weeks of reshuffling. the
10 E down beat

B.G. GOES TO BAT FOR
CHICAGO SCHOOL MUSIC
Benny Goodman made a special trip to his
hometown of Chicago in mid- May to testify at

à

JAZZ MUSUEM OPENS IN
N.Y., SETS WIDE SCOPE
The New York Jazz Museum, the country's only museum devoted to the entire jazz
scene, opened its doors to the public June 16
at a converted carriage house at 125 West
55th St. in midtown Manhattan with aspecial
exhibit dedicated to Louis Armstrong.
The museum will display photos, instruments and other jazz memorabilia, have
daily showings of rare jazz films and of Jazz
Panorama, aslide- and- tape presentation, and
is open daily except Mondays from 12 to 8
p.m. Admission is free.
The museum, founded by the New York
Hot Jazz Society, was made possible by a
grant from the New York State Council on
the Arts. Attorney Howard Fischer is executive director, and photographer-writer Jack
Bradley managing director. In order to raise
additional operating funds ( contributions are
welcomed) the museum will run a "jazz store"
selling new and used records, books and periodicals, photos, posters and jazz novelties. A
mail-order catalog is available. There is also a
jazz information center listing all N.Y. area
jazz events on the premises.
A pre-opening party was held June 15 with
live music by Tyree Glenn and his combo.
The museum's board of trustees includes
Mrs. Louis Armstrong, Billy Taylor, Milt
Hinton, Clark Terry. John Hammond, Fr.
Norman O'Connor, George Wein and Nat
Hentoff.

CBA CONFERENCE SEEKS
UNITY OF BLACK ARTISTS

PHOTO IDEAS, INC.

was revived in Columbia Records' 30th St.
studios in New York. with results that are
sure to be memorable.
With producer Helen Keane ( Evans' manager) in the control booth. Russell presided
over a lineup that reads like the proverbial
dream band.
On trumpets were Snooky Young. Ernie
Royal. Richard Williams and a sensational
young Boston discovery of Russell's. Stanton
Davis. Dave Baker and Garnett Brown
played trombones. while Dave Bargeron ( of
Blood. Sweat&Tears and Gil Evans) divided
his time between trombone and tuba. Howard
Johnson tripled on tuba, fluegelhorn and bass
clarinet, and the brasses were augmented by
John Clark on French horn.
The reed section boasted Jimmy Giuffre,
Joe Henderson and Sam Rivers, whose
doubles and triples would take too long to list.
Ron Carter, Stan Clark and Herb Bushier
played bass, joined on occasion by guitarist
Sam Brown, doubling bass guitar.
Ted Saunders and Webster Lewis ( the latter another young man from Boston with fresh
ideas), manned organ, electric piano and
clavinette. All this was pushed by the drums
of Tony Williams and the percussion of Mac
Belair.
Set apart from this dream band physically.
but close as could be musically, was the Bill
Evans Trio. with Eddie Gomez. bass. and
Marty Morrell. drums.
The undivided and enthusiastic attention of
all this talent was focused or) the creative
challenge of recording Russell's Living Time,
a major work in eight sections described by
the composer as " music with layers of rhythmic action going on." ( Part of this rhythmic
action was generated by Russell himself, pulling a chain of beads across a set of tuned
drums also played more conventionally by
Williams with mallets.)
When the task was completed after several
days of sessions, the warm vibrations in the
studio were a happy reflection of the pride
and satisfaction that comes from having been
involved in agenuine creative effort.
Living Time is scheduled for July release.
—foe h. Alee

1UP

the public hearing of the Chicago Board of
Education on the proposed elimination of music ( and art and physical education) from the
city's elementary and high schools.
The petition shown in the photograph was
signed by Goodman at apress conference the
morning of the hearings. Goodman. who received his early musical training at Hull
House and Harrison High School in Chicago,
told the board members that it would be "tragic to eliminate music from the lives of children" and that such a move would " work a
special hardship on families in the inner city
and the ghetto who could not flee to the
suburbs in search of a more complete education:'
Goodman's appearance was arranged by
SOME ( Save Our Music Education), a citizen's committee organized to inform teachers.
students and parents of the budget cuts which
had never been released to the public. At
press time, the school board has stated that
the programs and 4.200 teaching positions
will be restored to the budget in September IF
additional monies are forthcoming from the
Illinois State Legislature. The fight continues.

The Collective Black Artists is an organization of creative artists in all fields which for
the past two years has been active in the New
York area. The C.B.A. has produced concerts
and other public events and publishes its own
newspaper. Recently, the organization sponsored its own most ambitious effort to date.
The C.B.A.'s First Annual Symposium was
held at the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corporation building in the heart of Bed-Stuy
in Brooklyn. N.Y. on April 28, 29 and 30.
The first evening was devoted to registration, orientation, and ajam session. Registration included filling out two elaborate questionnaires concerning the needs, desires,
goals and welfare of those attending the symposium.
Following that, a panel led a discussion of
the general problems facing the creative musician in his profession. The panel included
musicians Robert Williams. Jimmy Owens,
Genghis Nor and Reggie Workman, plus
George Bookhard, a member of the Bedford-Stuyvesant community interested in restoration and renaissance, and Dr. Leonard
Goines, musician and educator.
It was pointed out that while creative music
has been and is ahigh art, it is also alucrative
pursuit which unfortunately has been ex-

ploited, economically and creatively, by those
in control, who also have relegated it to second-class citizenship. Robert Williams called
for the placement of the creative musician on
an equal footing in the spectrum of the academic, social and economic fields.
The discussion was then opened to members of the audience and many unpleasant
truths about the controlling social attitudes
and their effects on the creative musician
were reiterated. The evening concluded with
ajam session.
On the second day, sandwiched between a
Young People's Workshop in the morning and
alater Workshop on Musical Improvisation.
there was apanel conducted by Jimmy Owens
on the Business Aspect of the Music Industry. Taking part in the discussion were
musicians Dizzy Gillespie and Chris White
and Prof. Joe Clair of Howard University and
Ed Howard, both lawyers in the field of creative arts.
Dizzy led off with several examples of how
the industry takes over the artist's product to
the point where he may no longer see or
desire the advantages of personal control. He
pointed out that by establishing a divisive
pecking order of stardom, by singling out individual musicians for particular elevation, musicians themselves have often played into the
hands of a destructive competitive attitude
instead of realizing that there is a bond between all creative musicians.
Again, as during the entire symposium, the
discussion got around to the central issue:
control of the artist's product. It was pointed
out, again and again, that in order to gain
control, three major factors must be brought
together in harmony: expertise, unity and initiative. Black artists must come together in a
spirit of nationhood to cope with and meet
problems on aunified basis in all areas. Black
people must see themselves as a viable and
effective force, but this force can only lobby
effectively through rank and file unity. But
even with proper analysis of the problem,
creative musicians will still not be able to
effectively determine their destinies unless
individual initiative is channeled into group
action. (To put it another way, you don't win
battles sitting on your big fat rusty dusty.)
It was the feeling of the assembly that the
power and potential exist— that this is no
longer the question. The goal now should be
to get the system to work, through unity, initiative and expertise, for the creative musician so that he will achieve, through leverage
and power, a restructuring of the economic
division of the pie.
The C.B.A. obviously feels that the key to
making the organization effective is education. In terms of the panel, this aim was
realized when many participants in the audience stopped questioning the panelist's
analysis of the problem and began to speak to
the point of organizing, educating, and unifying towards the goal of effecting change.
It is the feeling of this observer that the
time has come, or is fast approaching, when
effective realization of these goals can be
accomplished.
The third and last day included two afternoon panels. The first, led by Genghis Nor.
included Dr. Leonard Goines, Dr. Ronald
Wiggins, and Donald Byrd. Dr. Goines spoke
about the African retention in American music. He outlined and gave examples of traceable characteristics of rhythmic complexity, improvisation, call and response pat-

terns, vocal and percussive approaches, etc.,
and pointed out that African retentions were
present in much music of the Americas, particularly in those areas where they were least
repressed, such as cult music.
Dr. Wiggins, from the University of Massachusetts, addressed himself to the need for
an educational system that is content-oriented. He felt that education should
move from agenerally useless fact orientation
to aprocess of offering options for expansion
of the students' minds, thus expanding their
world. To this, Byrd added that education has
largely been a vehicle for the propagation of
discriminatory moralistic and educational assumptions used in an attempt to Westernize
people and orient them toward a single Western cultural concept.
After a short break, the final panel of the
symposium met to discuss the ethics of the
mass media. It included musicians Owens
(the moderator). Byrd, Nor, and Workman
and media men Gil Noble, Tom Skinner and
Ed Williams.
Noble, anewscaster for ABC-TV, said that
the entire television industry is controlled by
non- blacks, and is set up to promote, justify
and legitimize the controlling powers. Noble
went on to say that although, as Skinner had
mentioned, less than 2% of all people employed in television ( including porters) were
black, the profit margin of many giant sponsoring companies is often dependent on the
black dollar market. Through selective black
buying campaigns, he suggested, unified

muscle could be applied to bring about meaningful black programming sponsored and financed by such companies.
At this point, audience restlessness with the
whys and wherefores of the situation spilled
over in acall for less talk and a move toward
effecting change. Suggestions ranged from
trying to purchase a network to the more
realistic idea of sponsoring, through C.B.A.,
television programs about and for the creative
black artist, and then syndicating them for
showing in various colleges and schools and
to interested organizations.
At this point, ageneral call went out for the
parties to use the C.B.A. as aclearing house
and coordinating agency in bringing together
expertise and support for the purpose of
changing the status quo.
Through the three days, this observer was
highly impressed with the seriousness of purpose, sense of direction, selflessness, and willingness to help exhibited by C.B.A.'s staff.
It is obvious that there has been and is a
great need for change and effective action in
dealing with and modifying America's social,
economic and cultural power system. It is
also obvious that the " establishment" will
only recognize the voice of reason when it
feels the impact of its muscle.
The C.B.A. clearly has the potential— what
it now needs is unified support. Organizations
or individuals interested in knowing more
about C.B.A. may contact the organization by
writing to P.O. Box 94, Times Square Station,
New York, N.Y. 10036.
—robert d. rusch

FINAL BAR
Singer-guitarist Rev. Gary Davis, 76, died
May 5 after suffering a heart attack on the
New Jersey Turnpike on his way to aconcert
engagement.
Davis was born on a small farm in Lawrence County, S.C. and was blinded in his
youth. After playing with country blues bands
he was ordained as aminister in 1933.
Two years later, he came to New York and
recorded ( as Blind Gary) for Perfect, also
accompanying Blind Boy Fuller. He settled in
New York in the early '40s, working as a
street preacher and singer.
Rediscovered during the blues revival of
the mid-' 50s. Davis made anumber of LPs for
Prestige, Folk Lyric, and Vanguard and appeared at the Newport Folk Festival.
Davis, who played 12 and 6- string guitar
and harmonica, specialized in religious material to which he brought astrong blues feeling.
He also occasionally performed secular songs
and ragtime- flavored instrumentals. A
brilliant guitarist, he became quite active as a
teacher with many private students in later
years. Among his records. Rev. Gary Davis
at Newport (
Vanguard) can be singled out as
arepresentative cross-section of his art.
Funeral services were held May II at
Union Grove Baptist Church in the Bronx.
•
Saxophonist Marty Flax (
Martin Flachsenhaar), 48. died May 3 in Las Vegas of throat
cancer.
Flax had played baritone sax with Woody
Herman, Dizzy Gillespie ( including the 1956
Middle- East tour), Louis Jordan, Raymond
Scott, Luck Millinder, Perez Prado, Les Elgart. Claude Thornhill, and Buddy Rich ( circa
1966). For the past few years, he worked in
Las Vegas hotel and lounge bands. His last
job took place New Year's Eve backing Billy
Eckstine at the Fremont.

potpourri
Latest entry in the booming mail-order
record sweepstakes: Hank Jones. The pianist
has issued, on his own Jazz Impact label, an
album recorded at one of the 85 school concerts he has done with his group for the New
Jersey Cultural Council. Called Jazz Impact:
A Musical Journey Through the Rich History
of Jazz., it features Harold Lieberman, trumpet, narrator; Tom Newsom, clarinet, tenor
sax; Mickey Gravine, trombone; Milt Hinton,
bass; Ron Traxler, drums, and Jones on piano
and organ.
•
Count Basie and his band initiates a new
summer policy at the St. Regis Roof of the
Hotel St. Regis in New York July 6-26. The
Roof, once afavorite spot for society dancing.
has been closed for several years. Buddy Rich
comes in July 27- Aug. 16, and Woody Herman follows Aug. 17-30. Willard Alexander is
the man responsible for this welcome news
for big band fanciers and dancers.
•
MGM Records ( including the invaluable
Verve catalog) has been acquired by Polygram. which already owns Mercury and Polydor Records. Mike Curb, president of MGM
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Records. will head the new division, which
will retain its autonomy within the Polygram
operation.
•
Following up on the success of the recent
New England college tour for several of its
artists. Impulse Records took Alice Coltrane,
John Klemmer and Michael White on an
eight-date tour of Northwestern school May
11-20. The tour concluded with a May 21
concert at the Santa Monica ( Calif.) Civic
Auditorium. Archie Shepp replaced White at
the May 20 concert in Berkeley.
•
John Lewis has again been appointed musical director of the Monterey Jazz Festival.
This year's event. the 15th. is set for Sept.
15-17. with three evening and two afternoon
concerts. The program is yet to be announced. but season tickets are now on sale.
For information. write P.O. Box Jazz. Monterey. Calif. 93940.
•
The Harlem Cultural Music Festival will
present a tribute to Mahalia Jackson July 9.
beginning with asunrise service at achurch to
he designated. and concluding with an afternoon concert at Mt. Morris Park. with Alex
Bradford, James Cleveland, Cleophus Robinson and the Rev. C. L. Franklin among the
performers. The tribute is sponsored by Columbia Records. and John Hammond will
present the first Mahalia Jackson Gospel Music Award at the concert.
•
The Flying Dutchman group of labels has
formed an in-house booking agency for several of its artists The agency. Old Reliable
Movers, takes no commissions for its services.
•
Art D'Lugoff marked the 15th anniversary
of his Village Gate by holding abenefit for his
famous New York landmark and himself.
stating that he'd "gotten involved in acouple
of ventures that didn't turn out well." Some
400 persons attended the $ 25-a- hand affair.
including Shirley MacLaine, Paddy Chayefsky,
Paul Desmond, Jules Feiffer, Viveca Lindfors,
Brock Peters, Pete Hamill, Teresa Brewer,
Murray Kempton, Bob Thiele, and other notables. Music was made by Dave Amram.
Elvin Jones, Junior Mance, Gene Perla and
Ruth Brisbane, among others.

annual New York concert May 21 at the New
School. featuring Sy Oliver's augmented orchestra in a program of Ellingtonia arranged
by Oliver. No less than 29 works were performed by Oliver. Francis Williams, trumpets;
Al Cobbs, Candy Ross. trombones: Chris
Woods. Heywood Henry, Mike Gerych. reeds:
Cliff Smalls, piano; George Duvivier. bass:
Don ' Almond, drums and singers Lil Clark,
Terry Swope and Buddy Smith.
•
European Doings: The 4th International
Music Forum Karnten will take place July
15-23 at Klagenfurt. Austria. featuring concerts, seminars, lectures, workshops. jam sessions and two planning symposiums for a
1973 International jazz competition. In Holland. an International Jazz Festival will be
held at Loosdrecht near Hilversum Aug.
8-12. with Max Roach, the Jimmy
Owens-James Moody Quintet. Charles Tolliver
Quartet. trombonists J.J. Johnson, Kai Winding, Urbie Green, Slide Hampton and Ake Persson. a CTI All- Star package, and various
Dutch combos, sponsored by the Netherlands
Broadcasting Foundation. A correction has
arrived for the jazz festival set for the Munich
Olympics announced in our last issue: In
place of the CTI All Stars on Aug. 20, it will
be Phil Woods' Rhythm Machine, the Terje
Rypdal Group, and Association P.C. Ambush,
the recently formed quartet of expatriates
based in Belgium. has replaced trombonist
Nick Evans with American cellist- bassist Peter Warren and toured Italy. Switzerland,
Germany and Yugoslavia in the spring. The
other amhuscaders: Charlie Mariano, Barre
Phillips, Stu Martin.
•
The Waldorf-Astoria booked ajazz group
for the first time into Peacock Alley. a pleasant restaurant- bar with a dance floor cleared
for the occasion. Ruby Braff's International
Jazz Quartet ( Hank Jones, piano: George Duvivier, bass; Dottie Dodgion, drums) made the
music. opening May 23. the gig coincided
with Tony Bennett's stint at the hotel's Empire
Room, and the singer gave Braff a hefty plug
after each set'. Bennett's 32- piece backup orchestra, conducted by pianist John Bunch,
included Garnett Brown, Frank Wess, Al
Cohn, Ron Carter, Grady Tate and Candido.
•
A benefit for the family of Tony Parenti will
be held June 25 at Your Father's Mustache.

•
The 4th annual World Series of faz: was
held May 27 in San Antonio. pitting the local
sponsors. Jim Cullum's Happy Jazz Band,
against the World's Greatest Jazz Band in
friendly battle. Bobby Hackett was a yer%
special guest.
•

On June 30 — the eve of the Newport Festival in New York — CTI Records will present
a concert at Madison Square Garden's Felt
Forum featuring Freddie Hubbard, Hank
Crawford, Joe Farrell, Stanley Turrentine,
Grover Washington. Jr., Hubert Laws, Johnny
Hammond, George Benson, Bob James, Airto,
Ron Carter, Jack De Johnette and Esther Phillips. The timing. and the fact that none of the
artists are appearing at Newport. may or may
not be coincidental.
•
The Duke Ellington Society presented its
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strictly ad lib
New York:

Dizzy Gillespie was honored
by the N.Y. chapter of NARAS with aparty
June 5 at A&R Studios . . . A rare visitor.
Jimmy Raney ( with Linc Milliman, bass) is at
the Guitar Tues. Sat through July I. Kenny
Burrell comes in July 4-7 . . . Free Life
Communication at Space. 344 W. 36 St..
presented the Dave Liebman Quartet May 26
(Liebman. reeds and flute: Steve Grossman,
reeds; Gene Perla, bass; Don Alias, drums)
and Stardrive. ( Trevor Koehler, reeds: Carlos
Hernandez, guitar; Bob Mason, synthesizer;
John Miller. bass; Bruce Ditmas, drums).
Liebman returned to Space June 3as part of
Ictus ( Randy Brecker, trumpet; Richard Bei-

rach, piano; Frank Tusa, bass: Bob Moses,
drums). sharing the bill with the Gary Campbell Trio ( Campbell. reeds; Michael Moore,
bass; Jeff Williams, drums) . . . Marian
McPartland returned to the Cookery June 9
and will stay through July 29. spelled on Sundays by Dick Hyman ... Pianist Jill McManus
brought her duo ( Skip Crumby-Bey, bass) to
Your Place. 1683 First Ave.. Fridays and
Saturdays. and another lady pianist. Barbara
Carroll, was featured at the Overseas Press
Club's Jazz Club with Wilbur Ware, bass. and
Don Lamond, drums May 22 ... Pianist Duke
Jordan and bassist Major Holley were at Bradleys the week of May 15 and moved to the
Cellar. 70 W. 95 St.. the following week. Mike
Abene, piano. and Lyn Christie, bass, took
over at Bradleys. Holley was on hand at Jimmy Ryan's May 23 to welcome Roy Eldridge
back from a successful European tour. John
Bunch, Tony Bennett's talented music director- pianist also sat in, for the second night in a
row, and was really cooking. Roy's chops
were in great shape— it's good to have him
back. Zutty Singleton, Big Chief Russell
Moore, Willie Ruff, comedian Larry Storch
(who can sing some mean blues), and Mike
and Judy Canterino (
owners of the: Half Note)
were in the appreciative audience . . . The
Village Vanguard presented the M.J.Q. May
30-June 4. Rahsaan Roland Kirk June 6-1 I.
and Thelonious Monk June 13-18 . . . The
Horn Blowers ( Curtis Fuller. trombone;
George Coleman, tenor sax: John Hicks, piano; Juney Booth, bass. Roland Jackson,
drums) were at Diggs' Den, 320 W. 145 St..
for two weekends. May 19-21 and 26-28,
joined by Joe Henderson on the latter. On
June 2-4, the Cecil Payne Quartet was featured, with the leader on alto&baritone saxes
and flute; Linda Williams, piano; Paul West,
bass, and Billy Higgins, drums. Payne's Quartet was also at Restoration Theater in
Brooklyn May 18. with guest vocalist Babs
Gonzalez, and on May 25 was joined by Aubrey Welch, violin. The theater's busy schedule included Olatunji's drummers and dancers
on May 20&21, organist Billy Paul May 26,
The Soul Groovers and the Billy Taylor Trio
May 27, and trumpeter Bill Hardman May 28
. . . Mongo Santamaria and his group came
into the Rainbow Grill June 26 -July 8, followed by Lionel Hampton through July 29 ... The
Johns- Manville Corp.. sponsors of the JPJ
Quartet's New Communications in Jazz
school concert/lecture series, were the
recipients of the Business in the Arts award
jointly sponsored by Esquire magazine and
the Business Committee for the Arts.
awarded at aluncheon June 16 in Cincinnati,
Ohio. The JPJ continues its program in the
N.Y.C. public schools . . . The Sam Jacobs
Afro-Jazz- Rock Septet ( Donald McIntosh,
trumpet; Jacobs, alto sax, flute. drums;
Charlie Brown, tenor sax; Billy Smith, guitar;
Judy Sussman, organ; Ron Anderson, bass;
Norman Pride, drums) continued their jazz
demonstration programs with performances
in May at Hewlett J.H.S.. L.I., Highland
J.H.S.. White Plains. and Hillcrest H.S.,
Queens. Jacobs was the recipient of the
J.F.K. Library for Minorities first annual Arturo Toscanini Award at the J.F.K. Memorial
concert at Lincoln Center May 28 . . . The
Jimmy Giuffre 3 ( Kiyoshi Tokinaga, bass:
Randy Kaye, percussion) began a concert/seminar course at the New School June
12. The course consists of four consecutive
Continued on page 56

Itwas

the summer of 1966, and the new
music had begun to emerge from the lofts
and coffee houses. Rehearsal bands were
being formed by the younger musicians.
people like saxophonist Joe Henderson and
pianist Andrew Hill. and Elisabeth van der
Mei. then a vital force in stimulating interest
in the new music being played around the
city, took me to hear the unit Henderson was
co- leading with a trumpeter from another era.
Kenny Dorham.
On St. Mark's Place. we ran into saxophonists Benny Maupin and Robin Kenyatta, who
were talking enthusiastically about their involvement with Henderson's big band. Ken-

rather than the political situation. " It's sort of
like a movement that was swept out. you
know? A movement of musicians that never
got achance to develop. They just washed it
away. They didn't want to hear from it. and so
mostly all of the musicians From that period
who played that kind of music . . things have
gotten so had and people have dropped out.
"I guess it's atired thing. After awhile you
get tired and you say. ' Wow. I've got to live
like other people: I've got a wife arid kids.
I've got to take care of them in some way.'
And you usually wind up using your other
talents."
Kenyatta was introduced into the move-

Robin Keryatta and the Gypsy Lfe
by Valerie Wilmer
yatta, playing tea(' alto at the Sunday matinees at the Dom, was new on the scene. he
later explained. A Harlemite from the age of 4
till the Army took him at 19. he had only been
around for acouple of years. "Ihadn't been
playing professionally that long. Imight have
seemed like it was my first time in New
York." he smiled. " Iwas green."
The enthusiasm that sparked both that conversation and the afternoon's music seems to
have abated somewhat in the fact of the harsh
fact that jazz is the real " underground" music.
and as such not commercially viable. As Kenyatta sees it. today's musicians are more aggressive and less spiritual than at the time of
the October Revolution of 1965 which catapulted him into that circle of musicians.
"There was solidarity there." he recalled. " It
was a good movement, a lot of beautiful
people. but the musicians have changed.
Times have changed and the situation has
changed. Living conditions for the people
who are playing that way are very hard. so it
never stays the same."
Kenyatta is one of the musicians from the
new movement who have chosen or been
forced to seek employment in Europe to subsidize meager earnings in their homeland. He
agrees that his contemporaries no longer seem
as totally involved in music- making as they
were and blamed this on the economic crisis

ment stemming from the October Revolution
by trumpeter-composer Bill Dixon. who had
caught him during a year- long stay with
Pucho and the Latin Soul Brothers. " He came
acouple of nights and Ididn't know who he
was, so he had to come back three nights
before Iwould talk to him. Isaw all this beard
and I said ' Who's this weird cat?' Archie
Shepp) wasn't with him then."
The saxophonist, who joined Pucho
straight from the Army, had his introduction
to Europe when stationed in West Germany.
In 1969. he decided to return fora tour of that
country, and festivals in France and Italy. In
1970, he again crossed the Atlantic and. with
the exception of acouple of brief visits home.
has been based in Europe ever since. " Idon't
feel like I'm living in any one place." he
commented. " Ijust feel like a gypsy right
now. Iwill start lying in London. I'll keep on
living in Paris. and keep on living in the
United States— keep on moving, keep on
groovie
"The change is okay by me because it's a
matter of economics. I've jusi settled to
make that kind of move in my life, to keep on
moving like that — 1mean Ican't stay here ( in
London) and make enough money to support
myself or afamily. and Ican't stay in Paris to
do it, that alone won't do it, and the States
alone won't do it. So if Ihave acombination

of all these places, then it's a fairly decent
living."
Kenyatta was making abrief trip to London
when we got together for this interview. but
up to now he has spent most of his time in
Paris. which seems at times to house the
entire American new music movement. It
seems impossible that aEuropean city should
be able to support such a vast population of
foreign artists for any length of time. yet Kenyatta claims that there is always work to be
found there. " It's not the best work." he
pointed out. " Imean it doesn't always pay the
best money, but you can work, and that
means amusician can mature. He can keep on
maturing even if the money is very
little — there's still a possibility. still an outlet
for his music."
Moncks Corner. S.C. was the birthplace 29
years ago of Prince Robert Haynes —" very
traditional." Haynes changed his name at the
age of 13, around the time Jomo Kenyatta was
leading the revolution in Kenya. " South Carolina means alot to me because every summer
Iused to go back home." , said the saxophonist. " Plus my parents being from there, it just
rubbed off on me. Iguess. Inever went to any
nightclubs there but Ialways heard people
singing. There's always people singing, playing the blues— everybody plays instruments.
And I've got a lot of cousins who play instruments. so Iwas always hearing music. but
Ijust never conceived of myself as playing
one day."
Kenyatta's blues heritage continued when
he worked with blues bands in Harlem. and
between his two most recent trips to Europe.
he kept body and soul together by playing
with the Isley Brothers. " This was the first
hand of that status that I played with." he
said. "There's a lot of discipline: there's no
freedom at all— you just .do their thing. If
you're fortunate you might be able to slip your
thing into it. but you know . . . in terms of
economics it was okay. It filled in the gaps
and Ilearned alot from that period.
The saxophonist has been fortunate to lead
his own groups off and on between commercial gigs, and has always been received
well by audiences. " I've been very successful
in communicating with people, it's never a
problem." he said. Apart from the alto sax, he
plays the flute and, occasionally, the tenor.
And inevitably he uses hand percussion,
something he has always done. " Now, it's an
everyday thing." he smiled. " When Iwas first
doing it, everybody was saying like, that's not
hip — now everybody's doing it.
"I had conga and hongo players and timbales. trying to fuse this with the regular trap
drums. That was the ( African) effect I was
trying to get by using all these instruments,
hut at that time trap drummers didn't know
how to approach it because they were so used
to being free and playing by themselves. A lot
of drummers hated to play with conga drums
and timbales or whatever, but that establishes
another groove right there. adds another thing
to the music, and now all drummers — most
drummers— accept it that way. They couldn't
groove with it before, but it's iust a matter of
changing your swing. It still sv,ings. hut it's
another swing."
Kenyatta was lucky to make four albums
for Vortex. the late subsidiary of Atlantic,
relatively early in his career. One of these was
entitled Sonny Stitt Introduces Robin Kenyam,, a producer's brainstorm that featured
Continued on page 48
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THE SOPRANO SAXOPHONE:
mouthpiece) colored by growls, smears, glissandi, slurs, and trills. Held notes were given
a vibrato of great amplitude. These elements,
along with Bechet's assuredly swinging solo
and ensemble lines, meshed with the existing
jazz tradition.
Just as Armstrong became the trumpeter of
early jazz, Bechet became its soprano sax idol,
albeit his acceptance came later. Having found
a new voice within the traditional trumpettrombone-clarinet front line and having overcome the soprano's objectionable out-of-tuneness through his violent expressionism, Bechet
watched the swing, bop, and post- bop years
pass without a real challenge to his soprano
superiority.
The popularity the soprano earned as aresult
of Bechet's innovative efforts was obscured
when the saxophone section ( initially alto-altotenor) was developed to smooth the rough
edges of early jazz and when the clarinet
emerged as amajor solo voice in big band jazz.
Johnny Hodges' soprano was heard occasionally and impressively with the Duke Ellington
band, but Hodges gave up the instrument in
1940 to concentrate on alto. His soprano style

from Bechet

1 1 he soprano saxophone has an unusual his' tory as a jazz horn. No other instrument
has weathered decades of virtual neglect and
returned so prominently to today's scene.
The history of the soprano sax is largely the
story of three of jazz's most creative saxophonists. The first, Sidney Bec het, dominated the
soprano for zlii years until his death in 1959.
The second, John Coltrane, re- energized the soprano in 1961, and in the six remaining years of
his life sparked more soprano careers than during Bechet's entire reign. One of Trane's musical progeny, Wayne Shorter, took up the soprano in 1969, and his overwhelming victory in
down beat's 1971 Reader's Poll is testimony
to his role in further popularizing the instrument.
Throughout the history of jazz, the soprano's
acceptance has been governed by three factors: 8
(1) the horn's intiiinsic intonation problems,
(2) the kinds of ensembles incumbent in the
vanguard of jazz, and ( 3) the stylistic dominace
of certain soloists. How each major stylist met the challenge of these factors at a particular
time in jazz history provides unique continuity
to the use of the soprano saxophone.
Bechet, Coltrane, and Shorter solved the instrument's tonal eccentricity ( its basic overtones
are out-cif- tune) by tempering their music accordingly. Jazz instruments characteristically tr.
have been played in unorthodox ways and the
soprano's out-of-tuneness becomes an asset in
some settings. Bechet achieved a wide range
of expression through the use of vocal elements
in his playing. Trane discovered the nasal,
Eastern qualities of the soprano. Shorter continues to explore the horn's tonal palette as he
plasticizes Coltrane's linear heritage.
Soprano saxophones such as the straight
model Sidney Bechet first encountered in 1919
were mechanically inferior to today's models.
That he was able to subdue the beast was, in
itself, an accomplishment, but that his playing
became abrilliant transmutation of Louis Armstrong's trumpet style is a tribute to his resourcefulness. Bechet rose to prominence in
small jazz ensembles. He played both clatinet
and soprano sax in a sweepingly grand, extroverted manner. His sax gave forth a broad,
brassy sound (due to his use of a large- bore
14 O down beat

to Coltrane

to Shorter
was a refinement of Bechet's approach. Hodges contemplated taking up the soprano again
in 1970, but death intervened. His refinements
became a harbinger for Bob Wilber's initially
Bechetinfluenced soprano, currently featured
with the World's Greatest Jazz Band, and for
Budd Johnson's recent soprano outings.
Due to several factors during the swing era,
the soprano sax failed to attain the popularity of
the clarinet, though the sound and range of the
two instruments are similar. The soprano's mechanical deficiencies precluded mastery in the
manner of skilled clarinetists. Additionally, its
smoother tone and difficult-to-control upper register were less effective devices for " getting
hot." Finally, Bechet's definitive playing welded style, form, and instrument into aseemingly
unbreakable entity. In a sense, the clarinet
reached the apex of development during the
swing years while the dormant (except for
Bechet, Don Redman, Charlie Barnet, and a
few others) soprano waited for John Coltrane's
recrudescent activity.

Bop evolved in reaction to the size and commercialism of the big bands. Primarily a soloist's music, it excluded the soprano sax :rom
its experiments because the instrument's sound
was alien to the new blends. Also, the soprano's association with another age of jazz
rendered it passe in the minds of many bopoers.
The " moldy fig- versus- hopper" flap probably
didn't enhance the instrument's status eitheir
despite the still kingly presence of Bechet and
the various revival efforts.
The soprano reached the nadir of its decline
during the ' 50s. Only Steve Lacy made it his
principal horn, and musicians who doubled on
soprano were rare. The post- bop " cool" strain
couldn't use the soprano's sound and tradition.
al image either.
At the time John Coltrane approached the
soprano sax, jazz was in astate of transition.
Trane was to chart its new course by his innovative improvisational genius and by his revival
of the soprano in amodern jazz context. Jazz.
during the ' 50s, began to throw off the harmonic strictures of bop. Tenor saxophonist Col.
trane participated in the recording session
which produced Miles Davis' Kind of Blue, an
album containing a jazz first: modally, constructed tunes. Alto saxist Omette Coleman
posited the heretofore heretical idea of "free"
jazz. Gradually, new avenues of improvisation
were opened which demanded new ensemble
textures.
Trane's chordal credentials earned him arespectability that was not accorded Coleman
when the two arrived at the same " free" jazz
destination in the early ' 60s. Trane's 1961 recording of My Favorite Things marked his official soprano debut. Having taken up the instrument ( reportedly to extend his sonic range
above that of the tenor, and because he sought
amore lyrical voice), Trane simultaneously extended the improvisational base of jazz and
stereotyped most of his subsequent soprano
performances.
Like Bechet, Coltrane used the horn's peculiar qualities advantageously, but there is little
similarity in the playing of these two musicians.
Both used trills frequently, but Trane preferred
a pinched, nasal, oboe- like tone to Bechet's
more breathy sonority. An Indian- like, Eastern
feeling based on drones and semi-tones was
created by Trane as his serpentine linear improvisations searched for new vocal expressions. The horn strained and " cried" as high
notes were " split" and low notes purposely
overblown to create the illusion of two notes
being played at once. Coltrane's mastery of
"false fingerings" further enabled him to play
non-Western intervals. Not only did Trane inspire a soprano revival, he also inspired at
least one oboe emulator ( Yusef Lateef) and several bagpipists.
This new jazz vocabulary was employed
most often on lilting, waltz- like tunes in which
Trane's soprano statements developed from
simple, lyrical lines into multi- noted cascades.
Harmony was reduced to tonal centers which
minimally anchored Trane's thrashing improvisations. If the tune My Favorite Things stereotyped Trane's soprano offerings ( e.g., The
Promise, Afro- Blue, and The Inch Worm), it
nevertheless launched the second major stylist
on the horn and returned a " new" old voice
to the vanguard of jazz.
Trane's soprano first appeared in aquartet
setting. As more saxophonists became attracted to the horn during the ' 60s, arrangers began
to explore the ensemble possibilities afforded
by this fresh influence. Gil Evans, Hall Overton, Charles Mingus, Gerald Wilson, Carla

Bley, Oliver Nelson, Gary McFarland, Bob
Haggart, Quincy Iones, Bob Wilber, and Thad
¡ones wrote charts which called for soprano
sax parts, and the ubiquitous horn of Jerome
Richardson became aprominent solo and ensemble voice in the studio. Richardson's lead
soprano and alto were heard regularly with the
Thad Jones- Mel Lewis Orchestra until recently,
and his solo style is avery personal synthesis
of Charlie Parker's bop phraseology and
Trane's nasal tone.
One of Richardson's best soprano solos on
record is on the Charles Mingus LP, The Black
Saint And The Sinner Lady.
Another musician who discovered the soprano as aresult of Coltrane's reinstatement of
the horn is band leader Woody Herman, but
Herman recalls Hodges more than he touches
upon Trane. When he solos on one of his big
band's contemporary charts, Herman speaks
with all the fire and sophistication which characterize his finely- honed clarinet playing.
Basically, the use of the soprano in a big
band context during the past decade has been
for musical color. No big band features asopranoist as its principal soloist ( Herman comes
closest, featuring himself variously on soprano,
clarinet, and alto sax), and Coltrane's legacy is
carried on mainly in combos which permit
soloists maximum freedom to develop the
linear and sonic textures posited by this influential jazzman.

ness prevail. In essence, Shorter learned phraseology and sensuous lyricism from Miles which
he applied to Coltrane's sinuous, energetic
melodicism. On Shorter's Blue Note LP, The
Odyssey of lska, the soprano saxist is concerned with a purity of sound reminiscent of
Miles' balladic sonority.

Another facet of Shorter's soprano is its
"human" quality. As Miles Davis experimented with electronic sounds in Bitches Brew and
beyond, the warm sound of Shorter's soprano
became the focal " human" force in the group.
This facet also applies to Weather Report, the
combo which Shorter and Joe Zawinul now colead. When there are rockish rhythms (on
Bitches Brew and on the LP Weather Report),
Shorter's dancingly deft flurries bounce off
the rhythms, stretch them, and lead them in a
new direction. The ensemble textures on
Weather Report revisit early New Orleans jazz
with its " everybody- solo, nobody- solo" interweavings. Shorter's soprano emerges from
the fray in earthy slides and poignant asides
to the electronic — and electric — atmosphere.
Tonal color is as important as improvisational
linearity.
What distinguishes Shorter from other postColtrane sopranoists— besides his artistry — is
his exposure, first with Miles Davis and now
with Weather Report. Columbia Records'
widespread promotion of these jazz groups
focuses international attention on Shorter, and
many young listeners are hearing the soprano
n 1970, after nearly adecade of " Trane-ing"
during which many saxophonists took up the sax for the first time. Shorter is an ideal popusoprano in earnest— Oliver Nelson, Earl Turlarizer because he is an original and forwardbinton, Pharoah Sanders, John Surman, Rolooking stylist and because he is well- respected
land Kirk ( playing manzello, a soprano muta- oy musicians, critics, and fans alike. Also,
tion), Lucky Thompson, Cannonball Adderley, Shorter seems to have adopted the smaller
Steve Grossman, Tom Scott, Curtis Amy, Steve horn as his principal instrument.
What lies ahead for the soprano? Still in the
Marcus, Joe Farrell, Roscoe Mitchell, Gary
Bartz, and Sam Rivers, to name a few— jazz revival wrought by John Coltrane, it continues
to earn instrumental prestige and is being emwas again in anebulous state.
No satisfactory jazz- oriented amalgamation ployed more on recording sessions, soundof jazz and rock had taken place, despite cer- tracks, and in public performances. Its rarity
tain rock groups' experimentation with Col- in Me hinterlands is decreasing as local jazztrane's Eastern language and despite the com- men become attracted to its flexibility, tonal
mercial success of pianist Joe Zawinul's funky individuality, sonic range, and ensemble soMercy, Mercy, Mercy. It remained for Miles
nority.
Davis to put it all together on the most influSomething should be said here about the
ential album since Kind Of Blue— down beat's
already- demonstrated tonal variety of the so1970 jazz album of the year, Bitches Brew.
prano. Bechet played with a wide-open tone
Wayne Shorter, Davis' then incumbent tenor
and used "dirty" effects creatively. Trane essaxophonist, had only been playing soprano chewed Bechets' large- bore, expansive tone;
for a few months, but drawing strength from
found a small- bore, metal mouthpiece; and
Coltrane's melodic modes and from Miles'
intoned double- reed- like nasality. Shorter
rhythmic spacing, he quickly became the
returned a sensuousness to the soprano tone
second modern stylist on the horn.
that is neither fully oboe nor purely saxoIt is fitting that both Trane and Shorter have
phone. His low register emits bassoon- like
sounds sometimes. Bob W'ilber's soprano tone
been influenced by Miles, because the trumpeter is surely jazz's charismatic symbol of the
is perhaps the purest classic saxophone so'60s and ' 70s, and he was brilliantly forecastnority extant today, while Woody Herman
ing the future when Kind Of Blue appeared in
brings a clarinetist's "edge" to the sax. Other
1959. The " every- tub-on- its-own bottom" apavailable tones range from classical purity to
proach to group playing by Davis' combos per"foghorn" fatness. The soprano's out-of-tunemitted Trane and Shorter to work out their imness can be controlled to fit Western music's
provisational styles in an empathetic setting,
temper (e.g., Bob Wilber), or it can be exploithut both saxophonists had developmental ideas
ed to pursue Afro- Indian musical concepts. The
which also bore fruit after termination of their
horn can lead a traditional saxophone soli in
tenures with the trumpeter.
dance- band style, it can pierce the stratosphere
soulfully in a lone "cry," or it can sing in
Shorter discovered a lyricism that was missing from Coltrane's " fourthy" ( melodic inhauntingly gorgeous tones.
terval of afourth) soprano statements. He careThe Bechet tradition ( perpetuated today by
fully bends Trane's melodic modes so as to reWilber, Budd )ohnson, Woody Herman, Kenny
turn them to the blues (albeit a convoluted
Davern, et al.) gains strength as a result of
blues) and he reinterprets Trane's rhythmic
Coltrane's soprano renaissance, and Trane's
thrust. By judicious use of open space and by a legacy is being extended by Wayne Shorter and
wonderfully poised sense of irony he balances
others to meet the requirements of future jazz.
long, swirling phrases, short jabs, and beauHopefully, the soprano saxophone is here to
tiful, held notes. Tone is controlled so that
stay and there will be no more arid periods in
oboe- like nasality and blues- inflated sensuousits development.
db
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Bob Palmer: How did you get from the Haden
family to what you are*playing today?
Charlie Haden: My father started traveling
around the midwest, hitchhiking with another
musician in the 1920s with a guitar and a
harmonica, going to big radio stations. Radio
at that time was very big and alot of the stations
in the south and midwest were 50,000 watts
and covered vast areas. They used to get bags
of mail from all over the country and sometimes
from out of the country. After my mother married my father, she joined the group; my father
played the harmonica and sang; my mother
sang, and the musician they were with at the
time, Ernest Harvey, played guitar and sang.
As the other children in the family were born,
we were eventually added to the group and
then it was just the family, the Haden family.
Ihave three brothers and two sisters. We all
began singing harmony parts by ear. Iwas
added to the show when Iwas 2years old, at
radio station KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa. My
father recently sent me some tapes of two of
our radio shows from 1940. It was really funny
to listen to myself singing. We stayed on radio,
and later television, until Iwas 15.
While Iwas in grade school, one of my brothers was interested in jazz. He had some jazz
albums and 78s of Dizzy Gillespie, Lionel
Hampton, Milt Jackson; he had a couple of
Charlie Parker's records and Stan Kenton's
Artistry in Rhythm. Iused to listen to his albums and really loved the music. Istarted
seriously thinking about playing jazz when I
was in high school, and then Isaved enough
money to go to LA and try to go to school, and
dropped out of school and started playing in
clubs.
B.P.: Who were some of the people you played
with?
C.H.: The first person you would know was
Art Pepper, and then Hampton Hawes; also
Paul Bley. He had a job at the Hillcrest Club
in the black section of Los Angeles and we
stayed in the place for two- and-a- half years —
1956, ' 57, ' 58. We went to San Francisco to
play and then we went to Vancouver and Denver; the same group, with Lennie McBrowne,
drums, and Dave Pike, vibes.
Different musicians came to the Hillcrest
to play at various times. For instance, once
Paul was in the hospital for about aweek and
Elmo Hope was in town with Chet Baker's
band, and Igot to play with fimo for acouple
of weeks; he was really a fantastic musician.
And Lawrence Marable, a beautiful drummer;
Frank Butler, also a beautiful drummer; there
were alot of musicians in LA whom you never
heard about. Pianists Amos Trice and Carl
Perkins; alto saxophonist George Newman;
Frank Morgan, another alto player. Harold
Land, Teddy Edwards, and Dexter Gordon were
in California at the time too. It was alearning
experience for me.
Imet Omette while at the Hillcrest. Lenny
McBrowne brought him in one day. We also
had early morning sessions on Sundays, and a
lot of days were spent going to after-hours
sessions and staying up for weeks at atime and
just playing. Iwas 19 years old, and that was
what Iwanted to do, just play all the music I
could play. Imet Omette and went to his house
and saw the music that he was playing and
writing. We played together and the first thing
Iknew . . . well, we were playing during the
week, rehearsing with Don Cherry and Billy
Higgins. Ihad met Don and Billy before Imet
Omette; Imet them while Iwas still going to
school and played some gigs with them. Then
Paul Bley hired Omette, Don, and Billy at the
16 D down beat

Hillcrest. From the beginning of that job the
reason the manager kept us there was we had
the place packed every night, every night was
big business. Then the crowd started dropping
off and finally they let the whole band go.
B.P.: What were you playing, what was Paul
playing before Omette joined the group?
C.H.: He was playing standards, and originals
by different people. Then we did athing that
was unaccompanied free improvisation sometimes, but it was nothing like what Omette
was into.
LP.: Was free playing in the air there, in the
late ' 50s?
C.H.: No, most everybody was still into playing
bebop. There was a whole underground of
jazz musicians who played in places where
you'd never think there would be clubs. I

are mostly for local studio musicians who don't
have achance to play jazz. But in 1956-59 it
was really a beautiful feeling, especially with
Omette there, because Omette was an inspiration for a lot of musicians, though many
were completely puzzled by him. They didn't
understand what he was doing. It was the same
when we first came to New York. People
thought that we didn't know how to play our
instruments, didn't know anything about music,
and all of that.
B.P.: It's funny the musicians couldn't hear it
—it sounds like classical music today.
C.H.: Yeah . . . Iknow the first time we played
at Ornette's house, the music startled me; I'd
never heard anything like it before. Lenny McBrowne had prepared me for it. He said, " You
won't hear anybody play like that, but he's
playing fantastic music." Technically speaking, it was a constant modulation in the improvising that was taken from the direction
of the composition, and from the direction
inside the musician, and from listening to
each other. I learned more about listening
playing with Omette than Iever learned in
my life from anyone, because to play with him
you have to listen completely to everything he
plays, every note he plays; sometimes he modulates from two and three keys at a time to
other keys.
B.P.: Was Ed Blackwell out there at that time?
C.H.: Blackwell was there right before and
had to go back to New Orleans. Omette and
Blackwell were playing together and when he
had to go back to New Orleans, Billy Higgins
began playing. Iwas 19, Billy was 20, Cherry
was 20 and Omette was 27 or 28. And some
beautiful music happened from the time we
first started playing.
We all were looking forward very much to
going to New York. The first night we opened
at the Five Spot, in September 1959, Iguess
every jazz musician in town was there, and
most everybody came back. We were there for
several months, and we travelled for awhile and
came back. Idon't remember the club ever
being empty; it was almost full every night. And
Omette was always writing new tunes, as he
has from the time Ifirst met him. Coltrane used
to come hear us every night. He would grab
Omette by the arm soon as we got off and they
would go off into the night talking about music.
Iguess everybody— even classical composers;
Leonard Bernstein was there— anyone who was
involved in music in New York in any kind of
dedicated way came to hear us play.
B.P.: Do you think Omette was an influence on
Coltrane?
C.H.: Yes; Idon't know to what degree he
influenced his playing, but I know he influenced John's thinking about his own direction. Iheard Coltrane with Miles in 1957 and
mean, when you think of Los Angeles, you
he was playing different from other people.
wouldn't even think of jazz, right? And of Whenever he soloed you knew that he wasn't
course, now it's almost like that, there's not
where everybody else was, that he was somemuch jazz there at all . . . but then there were
place where he wanted to go, still involved
some really playing dedicated musicians there,
with playing changes and yet going into a
just I:ke there were in New York. There was a completely unique individuality that kept getclub in East LA called The Diggers that had
ting stronger. It was a very natural thing for
after hours sessions. That's where Iworked with
Coltrane and Omette to help each other, to
Art Pepper. Then there were two clubs on
find out things from each other about each
Hollywood Boulevard in Hollywood, one was other's playing and thinking and feelings and
called Jazz City, and across the street was everything. Iwish Icould have been in on
another club. Groups came in from New York
some of their conversations; that would have
and played there; the MIQ, Miles with John
been nice. I was always somewhere else,
Coltrane.
though.
There was a good feeling in LA then. Igo
B.P.: It strikes me that Omette is always very
there with Omette now and the feeling is (lose to the blues ... I
guess he grew up with it,
completely changed. The musicians there
in Texas . . . and Cherry is from Oklahoma,
Blackwell is from New Orleans; those are all
now are mostly in the studios, and the clubs
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rich blues areas; and your country music background is pretty close to the blues. Do you ever
think of the movement of the music as acycle,
or coming back around to the blues roots?
C.H.: Well, Iwas thinking the other day about
something Inever really thought about before,
and it was this: Itried very hard to imagine
what it was like in the beginnings of jazz playing and Itried to compare it with an art form
actually being born, you know, amusic being
born or alanguage being born ... the very first
time in life and it never happened before. It
was really something to think about the reality
of it, where amusical expression and language
evolved from life or from an experience of a
people, like the black people. And as that
evolved, the beautiful thing, Ithought, was
young people all of a sudden finding themselves with a need inside to be apart of that
new language. It's really a beautiful thing
when you think about it for the first time, a
musician being one of the first artists to want
to express themselves in that art, and when you
think about that in terms of other arts, you can
go back thousands of years. And it actually
happened right here in our own — if you want
to call it our own— country. Ihave a feeling
as far as Imyself am concerned and my own
dedication to playing creative music, as also
being apart of the first people to have dedicated
their lives to this art form, because from 1972
it goes back how many years? Not that many.
B.P.: There are still people living who were
there for the beginning.
C.H.: That's right, and to think about that
really takes your breath away because it's
being a part of something that's so beautiful.
And if people in this country could realize the
importance of that art form, then jazz musicians
wouldn't be starving and would be respected as
artists, and maybe we wouldn't have abad feeling using the word " jazz," because to me now
the word is being so misused, and detrimental
to the respect of the artists who play the music. e,
B.P.: Do you feel that the places you play are
unsuited to playing the music as it is now?
C.H.: Well, some of the places Ihave played
in have been terrible, but Inever really start- u
ed thinking about it or become aware of it as
much as Ihave recently. Iguess it depends on
the place you're playing, and the people who
run the place where you're playing, the feeling
that they have about music; whether they
just have music in their club in order to make
bread or whether they have music in their
club because they are interested in more people
hearing it and appreciating it. So there's many
things that contribute to the bad feeling that
you get when you play in a night club. The
whole thing about drinking and people coming
to aclub to be entertained, to be seen by other
people, or just to be going out to aclub. Whereas when you have a concert, mostly people
really want to come and hear you. If Ihad my
way, which Inever will, there wouldn't be
any money charged for people to hear music,
because creative music in its true sense is
supposed to be given to people and communicated to people, and having to pay money
somehow takes away from that in all of its
aspects, from the club owner taking his piece
out of it and the promoter taking his piece out
of it, the concert booker taking his piece out
of it. The profit motivation isn't conducive to
creativity.
B.P.: One thing I
came up against while playing
in the Insect Trust was the number of middlemen, and they have a monopoly. It's like
they're standing at the door, and the musicians
are in one room and the audience is in the

other, and they're standing at the only door...
they've got it fixed so there aren't any more
doors. But you still get back to the problem of
how the musician is going to live.
C.H.: Well, that's why Isaid, " If Ihad my way."
We were talking before about the word " jazz";
Ihave the language of jazz inside me and I
hear different musicians say it isn't jazz any
more, it's just creative music and Iunderstand
completely what they mean when they say
that. People are conditioned to believe, through
the advertising and entertainment media, that
jazz is low- life music. They are conditioned to
pattern their lives after Johnny Carson. They
are taught that Dean Martin and his daughter
are great singers. Most people have never even
heard of Billie Holiday or Charlie Parker. In
fact, most people probably have never heard
"jazz" on television. Every white middle-class
generation in this country has had a racist
conditioning which includes not only being
against the black man and any other race
except their own white race, but being against
anything that's meaningful or that's beautiful
or that's creative; it's all the same. So the only
way creative music is going to be recognized
and appreciated is when people start knowing
about creativity ... it's avery involved thing.
B.P.: Iguess that's where the political involvement intersects with the music; it's essentially
extramusical things that keep the musicians
from reaching the people. People tell me I'm
crazy, that middle America WANTS to hear
crap, but . . . don't you think that beyond all
the conditioning, they could hear the music?
C.H.: It'll take years of reconditioning, and
teaching people, starting when they're babies,
about the importance of life and of creative
art, creative human beings, creative dedication.
It's going to have to be that kind of condition-

ing, it's going to take a long time. The whole
thing that stems from racism, from men thinking about money and material gain, the governments wanting more territories, more wealth
in other countries, more people under their
thumb, world resources . . . all that stifles
creativity and that's why when we were talking
about money awhile ago, the ideal situation...
we should be able to play for people, we should
be able to make recordings and give them away. A person should be able to go and study
music for free, and everything else— education,
medicine; everybody's supposed to have a
good place to live, everyone's supposed to
have good food to eat, there's not supposed to
be any poverty, malnutrition. And Ithink when
that begins to happen, there will be an intelligence and an awareness in human beings
that's going to start developing, and more and
more people will be developing themselves to
their full potential, and then they will appreciate everything that comes natural to
appreciate, which includes the art forms in
this country and everything will be the way it
should be.
B.P.: But it looks like there's some really
violent stuff between us and that, and I'm wondering what the role of music would be in a
real revolutionary situation.
C.H.: Well, since I started thinking about
playing and writing music about the reality
that's happening around us, Iwanted to meet
other musicians and other artists who had the
same feeling. There've been artists and musicians from all over the world throughout
history who have done that, playing or writing
or dancing or painting about political movements or about political realities or starvation
or whatever, and Ihave in the last five years or
so met afew people in this country and people
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actually aiding and abetting the very system
that is stifling creativity. Ithought recording
for a large corporation would completely destroy the meaning of the album, but then Ihad
to think about getting the album out to where
people would be able to know about it and to
hear it; Iwas almost forced to record for alabel
with distribution. Distribution is controlled by
large record companies. We should make records to give to people; in Cuba they have no
copyright laws. The music belongs to the
people, the music is played for the people,
and that's the way it should be. The peoples'
minds here are not ready for that at all.
82.: In the Insect Trust, when we had cut our
first album, we would send to the company for
boxes of our record, they'd bill us and we'd
throw away the bills and either sell the records
ourselves or trade them for food and stuff.
C.H.: Right, right. Ihope that most rock groups
will soon be able to see what's happening to
them. I'm thinking of the rock groups I've read
about being taken over and completely used
by the profit system. It's really avery sad thing.
Another sad thing is that at the same time black
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in other countries who are doing that now. I
feel that Ican't write or play music about joy
and love and closeness as long as there is
racism and starvation and men who are causing
starvation and perpetuating racism and conditioning it in other human beings. Ifeel that
Ihave to make people aware that that's what's
happening, and hope that they see it for what
it is and try and do something about it. I've
never been one to join any kind of movement
or political organization. Ifeel that Ihave my
own organization inside me, just like Ihave my
own philosophy and direction inside me. So,
Ihave to say what Isay in my music, and Ifeel
right now that 1have no choice, Ihave to play
and write about this reality in very powerful
way that's going to have an impact on someone.
LP.: What do you think about groups like the
AACM who are doing their own presentations?
On the one hand, they're getting it out there
under their own control, without middlemen,
but, on the other hand, they're still able to
reach only avery small audience comparatively
. . . what do you think about that as apolitical
direction for musicians?
C.H.: Well, it's definitely a political direction.
Ihope eventually that this will happen with
more musicians . . . you know, it's very difficult for artists to organize any kind of togetherness thing, ' cause they're just not like that. I
know I'm not like that. The Jazz Composers
Orchestra is also doing their own presentations.
They are getting grants from foundations to
record their own records, to commission composers, and to pay musicians for performing at
concerts to which there is free admission.
B.P.: AACM's situation is very communal in
front.
C.H.: Ithink that's one of the reasons why it
is working. Something has to be done on all
levels to free the artist. So many people could
benefit from the beauty that's here in American
art, but whenever you think about that happening it always goes back to the same thing;
doing something about the people who are
stopping it from happening. That's what has
to be done. So you have a choice of either
going ahead and playing when you can play,
or trying to do something about it at the same
time in your music and any other ways you
can think of. I'm going to do another album
that's going to be about what's happening
right now, the Black Panthers, the Young Lords
... Vietnam.
B.P.: You're going to do one of Elaine Brown's
songs?
C.H.: Ihope to do one of her songs, but we
haven't discussed it yet. After Italk to someone
like Elaine Brown, Ifeel that I'm not really
contributing anything. When Ilook at the little
piddling music I'm trying to play and write, as
compared to what she has dedicated her life
to out of the survival of her people . . . she's
really a brave person, as are all the Panthers;
Imean they're laying their lives out for their
beliefs knowing that they can be killed at any
moment.
Ithink the way Elaine Brown records, the
whole concept, out of that same survival, of
life and death of her people, is also why she
records for a label that turns back all the proceeds of the album to the Panthers, which is
really the way it should be. Iknow when Ifirst
recorded my album (
Liberation Music Orchestra, Impulse) Ihad to make adecision whether
or not to record for a large label. And Ireally
went through a whole hassle inside myself
trying to make this decision. When a person
records for a large record corporation he is
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peoples' music is being directly imitated by
most of the white rock groups. That happened
partly because young people needed amusic
for their world, and so they created rock music
almost overnight, and since most rock musicians did not have their own direction and
identity, they derived their music from the
black people— which was rhythm and blues
at the time, and on back to the earliest blues.
And for years and years, black people didn't
make any money or gain any recognition whatsoever from that music, and now the white
musicians are all making a lot of money from
it, and being recognized as the innovators of
the music, which is really sad, and that almost
turns me off from listening to rock.
Also, because rock is appreciated by millions of young people, rock groups could be
communicating the importance of life and the
importance of creativity and creative intelligence to these people. But Ithink it's almost
too late— they're going in the opposite directions, the very direction the capitalist system
wants them to go in. Iread in the Sunday Times
an article about Jefferson Airplane; I've heard
their music and thought that they were one of

the rock groups contributing some originality,
and they're all apparently thinking about how
much money they can make and buying expensive cars. One of the musicians was quoted
as saying, "The kind of car aman drives is as
indicative of his personality as the very clothes
he wears." The first thought that came into
my mind as soon as Iread that was, if you don't
have enough money to buy a car, then that
means you don't have much of apersonality.
That must be where their heads are at. And it's
really a shame, because they could be thinking in very important ways, completely away
from that materialism and wealth kind of
thinking they've become involved in.
B.P.: Rock is a wealth music, though; apoor
man can't afford a bank of amplifiers, so in
order to play that kind of music, you have to
have money. We got a $ 20,000 advance from
Atlantic, and at the time we got it we were
living in $ 25-a month railroad flats, we had no
transportation to get to the gigs— if there were
any— we had tiny little amps that didn't work
half the time— and that money was spent on a
truck and on equipment. To play on that circuit you have to have it, and people to get it
around and set it up and take it down . . . so
we played second billing at the Fillmore East
(this was aseven- piece band) and tor two nights
we got $ 750. Figure dividing that between
seven musicians and two equipment managers,
and subtracting transportation and what we
still owed on the equipment; people came out
with less than $ 50 — for a weekend. A lot of
times it was less. A more successful band can
afford more, but the more successful they are
the bigger places they have to play and the
more equipment they have to buy. It's just a
vicious circle.
C.H.: The thing Iwas talking about was more
the superstar groups, who ask exorbitant prices
for a concert. Idon't know them and Idon't
know their managers; I've never talked to any
of the rock musicians who are "famous". But
just from what Isee and observe and read it's
really awaste, when you think of it in terms of
meaningful contributions to our lives. They're
thinking about how much money they can get
for aconcert, how much money they're going
to charge for people to get in, how many records they're going to sell — which is different
from what you were talking about. There have
to be exceptions to everything like that. Idon't
believe in putting anybody down, in setting
myself up as ajudge, but there are some people
who are very sincere and honest in what they're
doing and then again there are people who are
thinking about music in terms of completely
commercial values. Whether they're doing it
on their own or whether they're forced into
it is another thing. And the other thing that
turns me off is the false black inflection in the
singing. I've seen rock groups and some individual white singers who put on ablack accent in their songs— Imean, it isn't a white
southern accent, it's ablack accent— and when
they finish singing and begin talking, they
speak with their normal white pronunciation.
Really, Idon't understand that. It's almost as if
they were singing in blackface, the way Al
Jolson used to do.
B.P.: Well, some white kids do grow up hearing mostly black music. When Iwas growing
up in the South, Iplayed in rock and roll bands,
and the repertoire was about 50% Ray Charles
and 50% Hank Williams for the roadhouses
where we played. Maybe you have to make a
distinction between people who are just rehashing what black artist have already done,
Continued on page 45
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tailgate passages executed with great precision and beautiful tone, and then it was
Dickenson's turn to provide his own brand of
personal and incisive wit— the Mark Twain of
the trombone.
Ralph Sutton took California Here ICome
in stride, though the piano seemed ready for
plasma, saline solution and awhiff of oxygen.
Billy Butterfield, in good form all evening,
played fluegelhorn on She's Funny That Way,
lyrically lovely in medium-slow pace.
Big Noise from Winnetka was heard in a
slightly different interpretation spotlighting
drummer Cliff Leeman, who was substituting
ably for ailing Gus Johnson.
Chicago, with Wilber on his curved soprano and an exuberant Bud Freeman, pleased
the crowd immensely. A great, jumping
blues — dedicated to another club, Raleigh's
Frog and Nightgown — provided apedal trombone background ala Woody Herman's Blue
Flame that was an ideal foil for Yank Lawson's searing plunger work. Butterfield provided the intelligent and emotionally building
second horn part, which is so seldom
pulled-off successfully in atwo- trumpet front
line.
The Original Tuxedo Orchestra began their

it left the audience clamoring for more, and
Ms. Thomas roared into Bill Bailey, the band
blowing soft riffs behind her.
Reedman Joe Gordon stepped forward to
render acurved soprano solo which came off
very well and also perplexed Bob Wilber, who
was in the audience digging the set and wondering if Gordon was using the rather rare
horn which has become his trademark. (Gordon wasn't; the horn came right out of a
Rampart Street hock shop.) Blanche Thomas
finished the number to an explosive audience
response. The Saints concluded the Tuxedo
set with a fine vocal by Papa French, excellent trombone by Homer Eugene, clarinet
by Cornbread Thomas and a march around
the dance floor which acquired a large and
good-humored second line.
The World's Greatest returned with adynamite rendition of Panama and followed with
the Dickenson specialty Walk Him Up The
Stairs.
The Lawson- Butterfield trumpet-fluegelhorn approach to St. James Infirmary was hauntingly moving. In a Sentimental Mood, another Dickenson showcase,
was followed by a Crescent City special,
Come Back Sweet Papa, with anice Sutton
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Billed as the third annual New Orleans Jazz
and Heritage Festival, the four- day event held
in April was actually the fifth festival in
the Crescent City— the first two, however,
were produced under different auspices and
didn't include the " heritage" portion.
This was the do-or-die year for the festival,
and it came through with flying colors, even
though arainstorm drowned out the first day
of the Heritage Fair. After some years of trial
and error, the festival seems to have arrived at
a workable formula emphasizing local talent
and taking advantage of the city's particular
attractions within the fair concept.
In the beginning, big names were brought in
en masse for big concerts — in the established
festival manner.
Now, the big events have been scaled down
to one final concert utilizing imported stars.
The opening boatride, always asuccess, has
been retained. Between these key events are
sandwiched two evenings of music by New
Orleans artists, with afew guest stars, held at
hotel ballrooms accommodating about 10011
persons comfortably. And during the daytime,
there is the Heritage Fair, staged this year for
the first time in the city's spacious fairgrounds
and offering continuous music of all sorts, a
variety of foods, displays of Louisiana handicrafts, and such special trimmings as amarching band and acolorful dance troupe.
New Orleans is a unique city, and we invariably enjoy our visits here. The French
Quarter has an atmosphere quite its own, and
Bourbon Street, honky-tonk trappings and all,
offers more live music per square foot than
any other street in America.
The music, of course, is mainly traditional.
It ranges from deliberately archaic ( Preservation Hall) to smooth and polished ( Pete
Fountain's 10- piece band, heard twice nightly
at his exceptionally well-run and successful
club), with waystations in between.
For the more modern- minded, there is Al
Belletto's hip little group at the Playboy Club,
and, beyond the French Quarter, the sounds
of contemporary black groups like Porgy
Jones' and Willie Tee's. For blues, there are
Cousin Joe and Clarence ( Frogman) Henry.
A cross-section of all this was presented at
the festival along with the imports, and yours
truly and Paul Lentz offer their individual
impressions below.
Wednesday
Traditionally the New Orleans festival begins with a Mississippi River cruise aboard
the S.S. President, a side-wheeler flying the
flag of the Streckfus Lines which played an
important part in the spread of jazz up-river.
This year, the World's Greatest Jazz Band
was brought in to play opposite Papa
French's Original Tuxedo Orchestra, and it
was afine night of music, helped in a large
part by the vastly improved sound system.
The WGJB came to town at the end of a
month- long road tour, but seemed none the
worse for wear.
Things got off to aflying start with At The
Jazz Band Ball, Yank Lawson and Billy Butterfield swapping trumpet fours and eights,
followed by an inspired trombone duo by Vic
Dickenson and Ed Hubble. Bud Freeman and
Bob Wilber wrapped it up with an exciting
tenor-clarinet chase.
Savoy Blues opened with Ralph Sutton
stating the theme, then the two trombones
provided a unison background for Lawson
and Butterfield. Hubble contributed some

Wallace Davenport: Has everything
piano and fine plunger work by Yank Lawset with Way Down Yonder in New Orson. It was acharming conclusion to avery
leans— the band alittle more ragged and fragfine set.
mented, but with an easier swing, than the
WGJB. Added to the line-up was trumpeter
Thursday
Dave Bartholomew, a player who can blow
The " International Jazz Cabaret" at the
walls down, coupled with Jack Willis, the
Fairmont Roosevelt Hotel offered arevealing
excellent regular trumpet with the band.
panorama of traditional music in New OrStardust featured Bartholomew, and the
leans today.
composer of several of Fats Domino's biggest
It must be said that only afew great musihits soared into the stratosphere with
cians remain in the city. As students of jazz
ear-splitting velocity. The band was excellent
history well know, many of the best players
throughout, with some particularly impressive
left during the ' 20s, and few returned. The
bass work by Placide Adams.
glories of the past have not been recaptured.
Blanche Thomas came on to sing, opening
When aband of New Orleanians was formed
with Darktown Strutters Ball. Ms. Thomas,
for the rediscovered Bunk Johnson in the
'40s, he called them "emergency musifor some reason, hasn't achieved the acclaim
of a few other local singers, which is a cians" — adefinition as accurate as it was unkind.
pity— she is exceptional. With her deep, resonant and throaty voice and great stage presThe " emergency" music, of course, eventually became acult, with George Lewis as its
ence, she rightfully made a big hit with the
audience. You Gotta See Mama Every Night
saint and symbol. There is no room to argue
the point at length here, but while much of the
was another crowd pleaser. It also featured
music played in New Orleans ( and, under the
pianist Jeannette Kimball, who has chops as
banner of Preservation Hall, throughout the
strong as tempered steel.
world) today is genuine, touching and sweet,
Just aCloser Walk was masterful; Blanche
its remaining veteran practitioners are, with
Thomas reaching the gospel roots of the
notable exceptions, musicians whose limitablues. With Willis providing beautiful, nearly
tions are not merely due to advanced age.
boppish trumpet fills which fit surprisingly
One of those exceptions is Danny Barker,
well and were executed with agorgeous tone,
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featured with the first group on this bill. Barkmuch, due to the presence of drummer Oxley.
er returned here a few years ago after an
As if we hadn't heard enough of his singing,
illustrious career of more than three decades
he was featured in yet another brace of vocaway from home. A marvelous banjo player
als. and his work in the section was an effec(he rarely uses guitar these days), great singtive prevention of swing. The group would
er- entertainer and very wise man, he will soon
have been better off without adrummer, since
be the subject of a feature article in these
bassist Chink Martin, the 85- year-old veteran
pages.
of the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, still can
Barker sparked aset by the George Finola
get it on. But so it goes.
Sextet, a working ( and hard-working) BourBurke, amaverick who sometimes reminds
bon St. band led by ayoung Chicago cornetist
of Pee Wee Russell in his self-deprecatory
whose romance with New Orleans began
stance, was at his best in his own pretty song,
when he ran away from home at 17. Finola, City Of aMillion Dreams.
the band's other asset, has a conception
The high point of the set was a solo intertouched by Red Allen and Bix Beiderbecke,
lude by Hug which included two little-known
and keeps growing and developing within his
Jelly Roll Morton tunes from the composer's
chosen stylistic area.
late period. Why and If You Knew, charming
The band did Struttin' With Some Barmelodies gracefully played.
becue, St. Louis Blues, Dixieland One-Step,
The most impressive musician of the eveFidgety Feet, an original. 641 Blues, and, as
ning was trumpeter Wallace Davenport. ( For
an encore, Hardhearted Hannah, featuring a amore detailed impression of this gifted playfunny Barker vocal ( he also sang on St.
er, see my review of his first LP in the record
Louis). There were some nice, sincere clarinet
review section.) Davenport has everything:
solos by Manuel Crusto, and gutbucket tromtone, range, conception, execution. He apbone by Showboy Thomas, while Frank Moliere got off apiano solo with modern harmonic touches on One Step. The band has good
ensemble punch and knows the routines.
Roosevelt Sykes, the well-known blues pianist- singer, was not at his best in a solo set.
He opened with, of all things, Sunny Side of
the Street, apparently to prove that he is not
just a blues musician. It was, for lack of a
better term, an avant garde interpretation with
a fine disregard for the changes and some
Hinesian flourishes. Without the vocal, few
would have guessed what tune he was playing. On more familiar territory, he came up
with some pleasant blues and boogie woogie.
The incumbent Preservation Hall Band was
next. The two touring PH groups, led by Billie
and DeDe Pierce and Kid Thomas respectively, have siphoned off the best players.
Leader- trumpeter Percey Humphrey is adig- 5
nified old gent with a precise, correct con- e
ception of lead playing but very weak chops.
Trombonist Clement Tervalon has lung pow- a
er, lots of showmanship, and an elementary g
style. Clarinetist Paul Barnes, whose main instrument once was the tenor sax, still reKai Winding and Sonny Stitt
veals musicianship a notch above his
front-line colleagues, but unless he plays right
on mike, it's hard to hear him. Pianist Sing
peared with his Bourbon Street band, which
Miller got very little solo work, but comped
includes clarinetist Jimmy Neihaus, the
ably. Banjoist- singer Narvin Kimball is an
Swedish pianist Lars Edegran ( leader of the
effective soloist. Bassist Chester Zardis, well
N.O. Ragtime Orchestra), bassist Curtis Mitinto his 70s, is the tower of strength in the
chell and drummer Ernest Elly.
band, snapping and slapping the strings in the
The band is little more than adequate, and
Pops Foster manner and generating plenty of
as far as the drumming is concerned, not even
robust swing. Drummer Dave Oxley, apleasthat ( Elly is an r&b musician with not the
ant but over- featured singer, is rhythmically
foggiest notion of how to play this kind of
weak.
jazz), but Davenport has the power to pull
The band knows how to get maximum mileit together. Melancholy was too fast.
age from vocals and showmanship. ( Every
Shimme-Sha-Wobble too slow, but things got
New Orleans musician, it seems, has his little
together on Down By the Riverside, with ef"thing" - astep, a smile, a way of acknowlfective singing and crowd-energizing by Daedging applause, etc.) The repertoire is atreavenport. He sang If IHad My Life To Live
sure trove of chestnuts -Somebody Else Is
Over (
old tavern songs are popular hereTaking My Place, Birth of the Blues, IAin't
abouts), did a rousing Tiger Rag a la ' 30s
Got Nobody, High Society, Oh How IMiss
Armstrong, complete with Pagliacci quote,
You Tonight, Georgia, Eh La Bas, Somebody
also using afan hat for ensemble effects, and
Stole My Gal- and the set was much too
then broke it up with his superb arrangement
long, especially since the band was to play
of Closer Walk With Thee, his unaccompaagain the following night. But the public loved
nied, soft solo chorus enchanting the hushed
it - the older and frailer amusician is, the betcrowd. Then he topped off the set with The
ter, it seems.
Saints, marching off the stage to lead an imNext, two of the city's most interesting
promptu " second line" graced by his pretty
individualists, clarinetist Raymond Burke and
teenaged daughter. Quite aperformance. Dapianist Armand Hug, joined forces in a set
venport is an absolute professional and could
that looked promising but failed to deliver
be the hit of any festival.
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The closing set, by the Storyville Jazz
Band, would have been anticlimactic if not for
the interesting fact that it is aband made up of
young black musicians playing traditional
jazz.
Led by electric bassist- vocalist George
French. with his brother, Bob, on drums ( they
are sons of banjoist- band leader Papa Albert
French); Teddy Riley, trumpet; Fred Lonzo,
trombone; Otis Bazoon, clarinet ( the only
white boy in the band); Ralph Johnson, tenor
sax; and Ellis Marsalis. piano, this is a
well- knit and perhaps a little unadventurous
ensemble working regularly on Bourbon St.
It opened with South Rampart St. Parade,
atraditionalist cliche if ever there was one,
played with routine competence. Tin Roof
Blues featured nice ensemble dynamics and a
well- wrought clarinet solo.
Maryland, My Maryland, amarching band
favorite, was played with all the strains intact.
Trumpeter Riley, Iwas told, did not have a
good night, but he did the corn on Sugar Blues
nicely enough and indicated, in a somewhat
wild, Al Hirt- like solo on Wolverine Blues,
that he is the band's most interesting soloist.
A departure from tradition was an overly
long medley featuring the leader's pleasant
but uninspired singing.
Only in New Orleans. I'd venture to say,
could you find young black players practicing
this brand of music, but before traditionalists
become too heartened, Imust state my conviction that they are in it mainly because it
offers steady employment. Nothing in the
band's approach indicated that they considered the form a living mold still capable of
stimulating creative expansion. They grew up
with this music and have learned to play it for
aliving. That they do it with zest and skill is
perhaps enough. In New Orleans, this music
is, after all, away of life.
-d.m.
Friday
A single word, TASTE, could best describe
Friday's Jazz at the Jung Hotel Ballroom.
From start to finish, there wasn't a single
lapse. The evening was dedicated to Sharkey
Bonano, whose widow was aguest of honor.
Louis Cottrell's group opened with a few
bars of Way Down Yonder in New Orleans,
languidly soft and easy, before doing afine job
on That's A Plenty which featured one of
Louis Barbarin's silken drum solos. Pianist
Walter Lewis' vocalizing on IMiss You So
was apleaser, and then the band played an
enchanting Lara's Theme. Cottrell's clarinet
provided the opening for Just aCloser Walk,
followed by Placide Adams' vocal, an Armstrong tribute which was afaithful impression
rather than a parody. Alvin Alcorn's muted
trumpet was, as always, apleasure to hear. A
medium- up Hindustan was the closer and featured some fine plungered trombone by Waldron " Frog" Joseph, followed by Mr. Taste
himself, drummer Louis Barbarin. A lovely
set.
Murphy Campo began with South Rampart
Street Parade, which came off very well and
was in nice contrast to Cottrell's group. Paying closer attention to dynamics and choice of
material than last year added to the total
impact of the band, which was considerable.
Wolverine Blues was a blockbuster and
trumpeter Campo displayed apowerful set of
chops. Fools Rush In featured some fine baritone playing by Oscar David, the band's multi-reed man. A sparkling South was followed
Continued on page 49

If you plan to attend the Newport in New
York Festival and still have the stamina to
take in more sounds after the concerts end,
here's a handy guide to Manhattan jazz spots,
plain and fancy, big and small.
Precise information concerning attractions
during the festival period was generally not
available at presstime. Where artists are listed, please keep in mind that the bookings
are tentative and subject to change. Price
policies, etc. are also unstable. It is suggested
that readers consult the listings in New York
and The New Yorker magazines for last-minute
details.

guide
to
new york
jazz
clubs

(1 a.m.) on weekend nights, dark Sunday. Mongo Santamaria makes the music; dancing before shows to canned sound. Best bet for a
fancy night out.
The Guitar, 753 10th Ave. at 51st St., 2659334. Like it says. Guitarists are it here. Jimmy Raney through July 1; Kenny Burrell,
July 4-7; Bucky Pizzarelli and Bill Matthews
start July 8. Soulfood, pleasant atmosphere,
quiet neighborhood.
The Cellar, 70 W. 95th St., 866-1200. Another piano and bass place, with food. Nat
Davis and Skinny Burgan, Sun.-Weds., weekend group not known.
Stryker's Pub, 103 West 86th St., 874-8754.
GREENWICH VILLAGE
Frank Wess Trio, Fri.- Sat.; a blues guitarist
Thurs., no music rest of week.
Village Vanguard, 178 Seventh Ave. South,
The Needle's Eye, 7 Ninth Ave., 243-9297.
989-9011. The city's oldest jazz spot. AdCozy old spot, soulfood, piano-and- bass
mission charge, but no cover or minimum.
duos, guests on Mondays. Pretty far west, but
The Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra plus
not hard to get to.
guests and jam sessions. No food, good vibes.
West Boondocks, 114 Tenth Ave., 242Village Gate, Bleecker&Thompson Sts.,
5279. At the corner of 17th St. Piano-and- bass,
475-5120. Two clubs: Top of the Gate, more
soulfood, soft lights. Uusually, Nat Jones- Michintimate, and downstairs, the largest jazz room
ael Fleming, Mon.-Weds., others Thurs.-Sun.
in town. Billy Taylor upstairs, Sonny Rollins
EAST SIDE
downstairs ( both definite) and probably, jamSt. Regis Roof, Fifth Ave. & 51st St., 753ming to the wee hours. Good food upstairs,
4500. This famous big- band spot re-opens for
no cover or minimum, and usually no door
the summer July 6 with Count Basiescrew.
charge. Admission and minimum downstairs.
Dancing, of course. Check out the tariff first.
Slugs', 242 E. 3rd St. ( between Aves. B&C),
Jimmy Weston's, 131 E. 54th St., 355-3640.
677-9727. Pretty far east and abit murky, but
The swinging side of the East Side. Tyree
pleasantly informal. Usually a door charge
Glenn's quartet after 9, a house trio earlier
and two-drink minimum. Music mostly in the
modern manner.
in the evening. Food and drink, not inexpensive.
Half Note, 289 Hudson St., 255-9752.
Fiddlestix, 1487 1st Ave. ( near 77th St.),
Postively one of the nicest jazz spots in town,
724-9777. One of the city's newest spots for
with excellent Italian food. Zoot Sims is the
most likely incumbent. Admission charge and
jazz. Major names are featured, Italian food is
served. Door charge and minimum.
minimum.
Ali Baba, 400 E. 59th St., 688-4710. The
The Cookery, 8th St. & University Place,
house band at this cocktail lounge is "Ad674-4450. A restaurant with piano- and- bass
music. Manan McPartland ( Dick Hyman on
ventures of the Soul" a quartet led by bassist
Sundays) makes the good sounds. No admisTito Russo.
sion, cover or minimum; reasonable prices,
Duncan's, 303 E. 53rd St., 838-6154. Andrinks plain and exotic. The music stops at other piano and bass spot. Bill Halsey and
1a.m.
Leonard Gaskin; Mike Longo solo on Sunday.
My House, 1160 1st Ave. ( near 63rd St.),
Bradley's, 70 University Place 228-6440.
832-9410. Pianist Neil Wolfe's trio holds
A typical (and pleasant) Village bar, with name
forth here.
piano- bass duos. Also arestaurant, with good
Lost&Found, 329 Lexington Ave., 889-5599.
food.
Musart, 149 Spring St., 226-8965. In conStill another piano-and- bass lounge.
Playboy Club, 5 East 59th St., 752-3100.
junction with the festival, there will be nightJazz Adventures sessions, Friday at noon in
ly sessions here, featuring many modern
names. Organic food, coffee, beer or wine
the Playroom. Admission and service charge.
At presstime, it was possible that noontime
is served, and owner George Braith is himself
amusician.
jazz might be served up daily during the fesJacques, 168 Bleecker St., 254-5920. Right
tival period.
HARLEM
next to Village Gate. Piano- bass duos, freshly
popped pop corn, unadorned environment.
Club Baron, 132nd St. & Lenox Ave., 2837554. Harlem's major jazz spot will have the
Lance Hayward and Lyn Christie, with Jimmy
Young soloing on Tuesday.
great Gene Ammons and his group plus Gloria
Boomer's, 340 Bleecker St. 243-0245, a Coleman's organ trio. Admission charge and
minimum, both reasonable.
nice soulfood restaurant with name pianoThe Blue Book, 710 St. Nicholas Ave. (near
bass duos.
145th St.), 234-9986. In this cozy little room,
Miscellaneous: Rock and/or folk at the Gaslight and Bitter End, both on Bleecker St. just
Della Griffin, a lady drummer, leads a trio
east of Village Gate. Dixieland at Arthur's
with George Clarke on sax.
Tavern, 57 Grove St., 242-9468, Monday
Wells', 132nd St. & 7th Ave., 283-8244. One
of Harlem's oldest music spots. Usually, a
night; at Your Father's Mustache, 7th Ave.
piano trio, sometimes also a singer. The
South&10th St., 675-4630, Sundays 6-11 p.m.
chicken and waffle are agas.
WEST SIDE
Jimmy Ryan's, 154 W. 54th St., 265-9505.
Dip,g's Den, 320 W. 145th 283-8244. This
The last remnant of 52nd St. Roy Eldridge
small down-home bar often features piano
leads the band; no admission, cover, or mintrios and Monday night jams.
imum, convenient location. No food.
Salaam No. 7, 115 Lenox Ave. This spotless
Rainbow Grill, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 757restaurant, part of aBlack Muslim mosque, has
8970. High above Manhattan, sumptuous view
dinner jazz by top musicians Fri. through Sun.,
and ditto dining and wining. A bit expensive
4-10 p.m. No alcohol, and smoking not al($5 cover charge; $ 6 Fri.- Sat.). Late shows
lowed. Good food.
db
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Green Quartet, Lee Konitz Quartet, and the Don
Burrows Quintet from Australia.
Stan & Woody: Philharmonic Hall, 5P.M. and 9P.M.
Woody Herman and his Orchestra with alumni Al
Cohn, Stan Getz, Chubby Jackson, Red Norvo, Flip
Phillips and Zoot Sims. Stan Kenton and his Orchestra with June Christy.
Chase, Bill & Elvin: Carnegie Hall, 5P.M. and 9P.M.
Chase, Bill Evans Trio, Elvin Jones Quintet.
Miss Truth: Carnegie Recital Hall, 7:45 ( See July 1)
Schlitz Midnight Jam Session: Radio City Music Hall,
Midnight.
Kenny Burrell, Richard Davis, Vic Dickenson, Harry
Edison, Roy Eldridge, Bud Freeman, Dizzy Gillespie,
Dexter Gordon, Stan Getz, Bennie Green, Bobby
Hackett, Jim Hall, Roy Haynes, Percy Heath, Woody
Herman, Milt Jackson, Thad Jones, Rhasaan Roland
Kirk, Gene Krupa, Herbie Mann, James Moody, Gerry
Mulligan, Red Norvo, Larry Ridley, Max Roach, Bobby Rosengarden, Zoot Sims, McCoy Tyner, Chuck
Wayne, Tony Williams, Mary Lou Williams, Teddy
Wilson, Kai Winding. (Program subject to change.)

schedule
of
events

Saturday, July 1
Schlitz Salute to Jazz 1: Philharmonic Hall, 5 P.M.
and 9P.M.
Billy Eckstine, Sarah Vaughan, Giants of Jazz (Art
Blakey, Dizzy Gillespie, Al McKibbon, Thelonious
Monk, Sonny Stitt, Kai Winding) plus guest Giants J.
J. Johnson and Max Roach). Schlitz Salute to Jazz 2:
Carnegie Hall, 5 P.M. and 9 P.M. Stan Getz Quartet
with guest Gary Burton, The Modern Jazz Quartet,
Pharoah Sanders Quintet.
Miss Truth: Carnegie Recital Hall, 7:45 P.M. (
In the
same building as Carnegie Hall.) Written and performed by Glory Van Scott, directed and choreographed by Louis Johnson with a jazz group led by
Lloyd McNeill.
Sunday, July 2
Connoisseur Concert A: Carnegie Hall, 1P.M.
JP) Quartet, Cecil Taylor solo piano, Rahsaan
Roland Kirk and the Mary Lou Williams Trio.
Jones- Lewis & TV Jazz: Philharmonic Hall, 5 P.M.
and 9P.M.
Thad Jones- Mel Lewis Orchestra, Bobby Rosengarden and the Dick Cavett Show Orchestra, Billy
Taylor and the David Frost Show Orchestra.
Swing Lives: Carnegie Hall, 5P.M. and 9P.M.
Count Basie and his Orchestra with guests Joe
Williams, others; Benny Carter with the Swing Masters: Harry Edison, Taft Jordan, Snooky Young, Tyree
Glenn, Quentin Jackson, Benny Morton, Dickie Wells,
Heywood Henry, Budd Johnson, Howard Johnson,
Buddy Tate, Earl Warren, Bernard Addison, Teddy
Wilson, Milt Hinton, Jo Jones, Maxine Sullivan.
Midnight Dance: Commodore Hotel
Count Basie and Sy Oliver and their orchestras;
The Commodores. Dress— informal.
Miss Truth: Carnegie Recital Hall, 7:45 P.M. (See
July 1)
Monday, July 3
Seminar: Lincoln Center, 10:30 AM.
John Hammond Presentation of the Institute of Jazz
Studies award. " Bootlegging and the Recording Industry." Arnie Caplin, Bob Porter, Howard Beldock.
(All seminars are organized by the Rutgers Institute
of Jazz Studies and will take place at the Library and
Museum of the Performing Arts Auditorium, Lincoln
Center, II 1Amsterdam Ave. at 65 St.)
Connoisseur Concert B: Carnegie Hall, 1P.M.
Ruth Brisbane and the Legacy of Bessie Smith,
Charlie Haden and the Liberation Orchestra, Bennie
22 I: down beat

Swing Era Musicians Reminiscences ( no details
available).
Connoisseur Concert C: Carnegie Hall, 1P.M.
Gato Barbieri Quartet, Eubie Blake, Kenny Burrell
Trio, Herbie Hancock.
American Airlines Tribute to Lionel: Philharmonic
Hall, 5P.M. and 9P.M.
Lionel Hampton and his Orchestra with guests Cat
Anderson, Milt Buckner, Roy Eldridge, Dexter Gordon, Illinois Jacquet, Gene Krupa, loe Newman, and
Teddy Wilson, plus the Charlie Byrd Trio.
Eddie & the Gang: Carnegie Hall, 5P.M. and 9P.M.
Eddie Condon with Barney Bigard, Wild Bill Davison, Buzzy Drootin, Larry Ridley, J.C. Higginbotham,
Dick Hyman, Max Kaminsky, Benny Morton, Joe
Thomas. Lee Wiley with Bobby Hackett, Bucky Pizzarelli, George Duvivier, Don Lamond. The World's
Greatest Jazz Band.
Miss Truth: Carnegie Recital Hall, 7:45 P.M. (See
July 1)
Thursday, July 6
Seminar: Lincoln Center, 10:30 A.M. (See July 3
for exact location.)
"Jazz and Sociology." James Patrick, Gideon Vidgerhaus, Phillip Hughes, David Cayer.
Sacred Concert, Carnegie Hall, 1P.M.
Dizzy Gillespie and John Motley and the New York
Choir.
An Evening of New Orleans Jazz: Philharmonic Hall,
5P.M. and 9P.M.
Kid Thomas' Preservation Hall Band with Albert
Burbank, Joseph Butler, Charles Hamilton, Louis
Nelson, Emanuel Paul, Alonzo Stewart, and others.
The Olympia Brass Band with Harold Dejan, Milton Batiste, Lionel Ferbos, Booker T. Glass, Fats
Houston, Andrew Jefferson, Kid Sheik and others.
Sweet Emma Barrett; George Brunis; Raymond Burke;
Papa Albert French; Roosevelt Sykes; Robert Pete
Williams.
Oscar, Cannonball & Mahavishnu: Carnegie Hall,
5P.M. and 9P.M.
Cannonball Adderley Quintet, Mahavishnu Orchestra with John McLaughlin; Oscar Peterson, solo piano.
Midnight Jam Session 2: Radio City Music Hall, midnight.
Cannonball Adderley, Cat Anderson, Art Blakey,
Milt Buckner, Gary Burton, Jaki Byard, Alan Dawson,
Tyree Glenn, Urbie Green, Lionel Hampton, Roland
Hanna, Joe Henderson, Milt Hinton, Chubby Jackson,
Illinois Jacquet, Keith Jarrett, Budd Johnson, Elvin
Jones, Howard McGhee, John McLaughlin, Charles
Mingus, Joe Newman, Jimmy Owens, Flip Phillips,
Jimmy Smith, Sonny Stitt, Buddy Tate, Clark Terry.
(Program subject to change.)
Friday, July 7
Seminar: Lincoln Center, 10:30 A.M. (
See July 3
for exact location.)
"Contemporary Jazz Recording." Don Schlitten,
Orrin Keepnews, George Butler, Dan Morgenstern,
Billy Taylor, Freddie Hubbard.
Interesting Directions: Carnegie Hall, 1P.M.
Ruth Brown, Roy Haynes Quintet, Archie Shepp
Quintet, Tony Williams Lifetime, Weather Report.
Yankee Stadium: 7P.M.
Ray Charles and his Orchestra, Nina Simone, B.B.
King, Dave Brubeck Trio with Gerry Mulligan and
Paul Desmond, Jimmy Smith Jam Session with Kenny
Burrell, Roy Haynes, Illinois Jacquet, Joe Newman,
Zoot Sims, and Clark Terry.

Tuesday, luly 4
Hudson River Boatride: Staten Island Ferry, 10:30
A.M., 1P.M., 3:30 P.M.
Kid Thomas Preservation Hall Band and Papa
French and the Original Tuxedo Jazz Band from New
Orleans. (Tickets must be purchased in advance. No
tickets available at ferry landing. The 3:30 boatride
will not return in time for the 5P.M. concert.)
Omette & Mingus: Philharmonic Hall, 5 P.M. and
9P.M.
Omette Coleman Quartet, Liarles Mingus and his
Orchestra.
Sonny, Miles & McCoy, Carnegie Hall, 5 P.M. and
9P.A4.
Miles Davis Sextet, Sonny Rollins Quartet, and
McCoy Tyner Quintet.
Miss Truth: Carnegie Recital Hall, 7:45 P.M. ( See
July 1)
Wednesday, July 5
Seminar: Lincoln Center, 10:30 A.M. (
See July 3 for
exact location.)

Saturday, July 8
Seminar: Lincoln Center, 10:30 A.M. (
See July 3 for
exact location.)
"Jazz Educators." Dave Baker, Bill Fowler, Clem
DeRosa, Alan Dawson, Gary Burton, Charles Suber.
Connoisseur Concert D: Carnegie Hall, 1P.M.
Duke Ellington and his Orchestra with alumni
Barney Bigarcf, Ray Nance. Added attraction: Bobby
Short in a tribute to Ivie Anderson. Terumasa Hino
Quintet from Japan.
Yankee Stadium: 7P.M.
Roberta Flack, Lou Rawls, Herbie Mann Quintet,
Les McCann, Giants of Jazz.
Sunday, July 9
Gospel Concert: Radio City Music Hall, 9A.M.
Gospel concert with Dorothy Love Coates, The
Consolers, Jessy Dixon and the Dixon Singers, R.H.
Harris and the Gospel Paraders, the Dixie Hummingbirds, Willie Mae Ford Smith, Marion Williams.
Miss Truth: Carnegie Recital Hall, 3:30 P.M. (See
July 1)
Spiritual Concert: St. Peter's Lutheran Church ( Lexington Ave. & East 54 St.), 7:30 P.M.
Max Roach and the J.C. White Singers in aprogram
of spirituals.
Note: Program details are as received from the
producers at presstime and subject to change.
db

Don Ellis: Commis«, performer, clinician, innovator.
Concert and recording star for Columbia Records—
latest release, "Tears of Joy" Columbia G30197(S).
Composer and conductor cif the music for the film
THE FRENCH CONNECTION.

Don EU s

Don Ellis is discovering totally new big band
sounds and colorations. Big band musk with
wider, more flexible ranges of expression.
New time signatures. Advanced harmonic
and rhythmic ideas.
Composer, performer, clinician and innovator, Don and his 20- man band are creating
arenaissance in contemporary big band
sounds ... creating anew musical freedom.
At exciting times like these, no musician
wants his instrument to hold him back. He
wants ahorn with the widest range of
expression, the greatest amount of freedom.
A horn which inspires confidence to seek
out the unexplored.
So, Don Ellis tested the best horns going.
Tested them soft, sweet, hard, slurred,
tongued. For tonal quality, overall intonation,

the FMlion Model T-105 tour valve gaarter-tone trumpet

timbre. For response in dynamics, tempo.
For feel. For comfort.
"After all the tests Ipicked the Holton
trumpet by Leblanc."
Those are Ellis' words. So are these...
"It's areal gutsy horn. Really projects when
Iwant to shout. Whispers when Iwant soft,
sensitive phrasing. It's atrumpet Ican count
on to express the subtle mood every time."
To find your new sound, follow Don Ellis'
lead. Test the Holton trumpet ... the ultimate
freedom in musical expression.

LEMANC
HOLtON
G. Leblanc Corporation, 7019 30th Ave., Kenosha, Wisconsin 53141
Leblanc ( Park), Noble, Normandy, Vito, Holton, and Martin

Through The Years With
(

Was
Satchmo'—Berigan
'

Inspiration

bY

JULI V\

B. BACH

that
L
sArmstrong had named him
first among a group of his favorite trumpet men, Bunny Berigan commented to Down Beat
here the other day:
"You can't imagine what a
kick that is, especially when it
comes from Satchmo', the King.
.411 1 can say is that Louis alone
has been my inspiration, and
whatever style' I play you can
give Armstrong the credit.
"Why, when I was a kid back
in Chicago, at night t used to
sneak down to the Savoy, where
Louis was playing, and listen to
him night after night. Later I
got one of those crank- tap phonograph jobs and would play
Armstrong records by the hour."
Columbus,

0.— Informed

Sept. 1, 1941
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Best Recordings of 1939
(Selected by Barrelhouse Dan)
BOB CROSBY'S I'm Preen' Humble, the
work of Bob Haggart, displaying superb
ensemble and solo work in characteristic
Crosby fashion; Decca.
DUKE ELLINGTON'S Blue Light, slow.
wistful music elegantly performed; Brunswick.
PETE JOHNSON'S Roll 'Em Pete, which
besides sporting Pete's tremendous boogiewoogie piano, offers the best shouting blues
chorus ever sung by Joe Turner; Vocalion.
SIDNEY BECHET'S Chant in the Night,
in which Bechet's soprano sax proves once
and for all to be one of the most thrilling
kicks in jazz; Vocalion.
ANDY KIRK'S Musa Stomp, with Mary
Lou Williams and Dick Wilson soloing
magnificently, the band in top form; Decca.
CHU BERRY'S Body and Soul, showcase
stuff for the Berry tenor with Roy Eldridge
playing well under a pseudonym; Commodore.
TEDDY WILSON'S Sugar, starring Billie
Holiday and his own brilliant piano, accompanied
by
5-star
instrumentalists;
Brunswick.
ALL-STAR BAND'S Blues, which has reason enough to recommend it by the opening bars of Dorsey playing melody with
Teagarden messin' round it behind him;
Victor.
BOB CROSBY'S Stomp Off, Let's Go
which until High Society came out last
week, rated as the most thrilling, lifting
disc the band had made in 1939. Tempo
and everything perfect; Decca.
DUKE ELLINGTON'S Subtle Lament, an-

other slow tune, in a definite blue mood.
No other band dares perform a composition of this nature; Brunswick.
COUNT BAS1E'S Cherokee, on two sides.
showing off the world's best rhythm section
plus dynamic solos by Young, Clayton, et
al ; Decce.
BILLIE HOLIDAY'S Fine and Mellow, a
blues, rating as the best vocal of the year.
the best blues of the year, and in addition.
a silencer to the many jerks who claim
Miss Billie is incapable of rendering blues;
Commodore.
JACK TEAGARDEN'S Octaroon, featuring
Jack's singing and trombone. His Muddy
River Blues and I Gotta Right to Sing the
Blues are about as good, however; Brunswick.
MILDRED BAILEY'S Blues Album, collection of sides made last spring which she
has not equalled since; Vocalion.
WOODY HERMAN'S Blues Upstairs and
Downstairs, on opposite sides, easily ranking among the five best discs of 1939 with
Hy White, Tommy Lineman, Woody and
Neil
Reed
playing sincere, and lovely.
jazz
Decca.
PETE JOHNSON'S Let 'Em Jump, a
great piano solo by a great artist; Solo
Art.
ARTIE SHAW'S / Surrender Dear & Out
of Nowhere, commercial jazz superbly arranged, more than ably performed, with
distinctive solos added; Bluebird.
SIDNEY BECHET'S Summertime, a masterpiece of free improvisation; Blue Note.

Ellington Refutes Cry That
Swing Started Sex Crimes'

Jon. 1, 1940

Stravinsky's"Le Sacre Du Printemps"
More Exciting Emotionally Than Jazz
In refutation to the hue and cry against swing music by
Arthur Cremin, of the New York Schools for Music, in which
the instructor attributed the recent wave of sex crimes to the
current "hot" jazz vogue, Duke Ellington, prominent composerpianist- bandsman, denounced Cremin's psychological experiments as being totally unfair and completely lacking in authoritative material.
-

Cremin, in his recent attack, said
he would prove through tests he conducted, that swing music developed
debased emotions in human beings.
He is reported to have placed a
young man and woman in a room,
alone, first playing a series of symphonic recordings followed by a set
of swing records. According to the
teacher, the young couple remained
formal throughout the first renditions, but as the music turned to
jazz, they became familiar and more
personal toward one another,
"If this experiment is earnestly
offered as proof for the ill effects
derived from swing music," said
Duke Ellington, in discussing the
matter before the Musician's Circle
in New York, "then the facts must
be totally discounted as not being
a true psychology test, for there
was no 'proper constant'—a prerequsite of an accurate experiment
of this nature."
24 CI down beat

Ellington, who studied psychology
during his collegiate courses at
Howard
University, further explained that in true tests, persons
under observation are usually selected because of identical characteristics, but in this case, two persons were picked at random. Also,
he pointed out, that it was an established fact that a body of people
will respond to a given act in vanous manners and consequently a
group of persons would not be affected in the same way.
Music is known to be a stimulant,
but in recent case histories of convicted and known sex criminals, not
one showed preference for music of
any sort. " Music invigorates emotions to certain degrees," continued
Ellington, " but on the other hand,
so do baseball and football games.
December , 1937

"My Boy. Bunn, tteri gan,-

Louis Armstrong, " is a boy
wi
I've always admired for
his tone, soul, technique, his
sense of phrasing, and all." In
the ace
puny ing letter "01'
Sala " adds "To me Bunny.
can't do no wrong in music."
Berigan is pictured above. This
is the first time Armstrong has
ever broken down and expressed
any opinion of other trumpet
men for publication. Other horn
men he lauds are Harry James,
Roy Eldridge, Shelton Hemphill, and the two get-oft men in
his own band, Frank Galbreath
and Jean Prince.
Sept. 1, 1941

Critics in the Doghouse
BY COUNT BASIE

(As told to Dave Dexter, Jr.)
Criticizing one's own band isn't
the easiest thing to do, and yet I
welcome the opportunity. Sometimes, you know, we form snap
judgments of bands on broadcasts,
in theaters and even on one-night
stands which are not quite fair.
Unless the listener hears and
studies a band seriously, there's a
chance that he will form his own
opinion of that organization's ability and worth.
And sometimes
that's not so good.
"Tate Fits in Okay"
Some of you know that our band
features a " heavy" brass section.
I guess the word " heavy" is okay
in this instance, because our brass
includes four trumpets and three
trombones. Frankly, I think the
brass is our problem, but—and I'm
being just as candid in my opinion
—I also think we have that particular section just where we want it
now. My problem, of course, is
keeping it that way.
The saxes, four of them, are also
phrasing the way I want them to
phrase, and their intonation —
which gave us a little trouble back
in the days when the band was
first organized — apparently is up
to the par we set. Of course we
were a little rough a few months
ago when we made a change as a
result of Herschel Evans' death,
but George ( Buddy) Tate caught
on in a hurry and fits right in now.
"No Rhythm Worries"
I am sure that the rhythm section is right as it is. It's the one
section that has given us no trouble
at any time. And when I speak of
the rhythm, I mean bass, drums
and guitar. You can count me out.
Am I satisfied with the band today?
Follows His Old Ideas
Not by a long shot, Jack. Ihave
a purpose in everything I try to
do with the band. A few years
ago I was using nine pieces in a
little club called " The Reno" in
Kansas City. We worked together
a long while. We got so we coordinated every move, every solo, perfectly. That was how Walter Bales,
John Schilling, Don Davis and a
few other Kansas City cats found
us playing; that's how we got to
broadcast every night. It was nine
pieces that saw Basie get his biggest break with Benny Goodman,
John Hammond and Willard Alexander, as a result of that radio wire
and the raves of the men I just
mentioned.
Now—and this is the point
I want understood most, if
you don't mind—I want my
15- piece band today to work
together just like those nine
pieces did. Iwant 15 men to
think and play the same way.
I want those four trumpets
and three trombones to bite
with real guts. BUT I want
that bite to be just as tasty
and subtle as if it were the
three brass Iused to use. In

Basie
Examines
Basie

feed dancers my own piano in short
doses, and when I come in for a
solo, I do it unexpectedly, using a
strong rhythm background behind
me. That way, we figure, the
Count's piano isn't going to become
monotonous.

Count Basie: " No loud screaming
brass for me. But Ido want guts in
my music."
fact, the only reason I enlarged the brass was to get a
richer harmonic structure.
The minute the brass gets
out of hand and blares and
screeches instead of making
every note mean something,
there'll be some changes
made.
"Not Too Much Piano"
Iof course want to play real jazz.
When we play pop tunes, and
naturally we must, I want those
pops to kick! Not loud and fast,
understand, but smoothly and with
a definite punch. As for vocals,
Jimmy Rustling and Helen Humes
are handling them the way we feel
they can best be handled. Earl
Warren, who plays lead alto, also
sings occasionally. That's all the
comment I have on our purposes,
style and our vocalists.
My piano?
Well, I don't want to " run it in
the ground," as they say. I love to
play, but this idea of one man taking one chorus after another is not
wise, in my opinion. Therefore, I

Eight Original Men Remain
We get a lot of questions about
personnel. It includes Earl Warren,
alto; Lester Young, tenor; Jack
Washington, alto and baritone, and
George ( Buddy) Tate, tenor; Ed
Louis, Wilbur ( Buck)
Clayton,
Shad Collins and Harry Edison,
trumpets, in that order; Benny
Morton, Dickie Wells and Dan
(Slamfoot) Minor, trombones, in
that order, and Jo Jones, drums;
Walter Page, bass; Freddie Green,
guitar, and Basie, piano. That's it.
Of that number, Louis, Clayton,
Washington, Young, Jones, Page,
Minor and Jimmy Rushing all have
been with me since the old Reno
Club days in Kansas City. They are
a great bunch, and any success we
have had is due entirely to the
grand spirit among us all.
Most Arrangements "On Spot"
We recently hired Lloyd Martin,
an Indiana youth, who is turning
out some good arrangements. Buck
Clayton's also are used a lot. But
with most of our arrangements, one
of the boys or Iwill get an idea for
a tune, like Every Tub for instance,
and at rehearsal we just sorta start
it off and the others fall in. First
thing you know, we've got it. We
don't use paper on a lot of our
standards. In that way, we all have
more freedom for improvisations.
That's about the best Ican do as
a reviewer, I'm afraid. I'd like it
known that the band works hard—
rehearsals three hours long are held
three times a week, on the average
—and that we get our kicks from
playing.

July, 1939

Readers Name Charl ieParker
Fourth Hall Of Fame Member
Chicago—Charlie Parker, one of the men responsible for the school
of jazz which came to be called be-bop, and perhaps the most influential figure in jazz in the last 20 years, is the fourth person to be named
to the Music Hall of Fame by readers of Down Beat.
Parker, who died larch 12, 1955, won countless awards and thorough critical
acclaim during his career, which began in 1937 as a member of the Jay McShann
band in Kansas City. His passing early this year was mourned by men of all
schools and idioms of jazz, and a reflection of the esteem in which he was held
by listeners was shown by his walkaway victory in the tabulations.
All previous years' balloting has been close, but there was little doubt of
Parker's victory almost as soon as counting began.
The first 10 places in this year's Hall of Fame poll went as follows:
Parker; Duke Ellington; Benny Goodman; Count Basie; Dave Brubeck; Woody
Hernian; Paul Whiteman; Jelly Roll Morton; Les Brown; Bing Crosby.
Dec. 28, 1955
July 20
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TECHNIQUE

The Secrets of Chick Webb's
Drumming Technique
By John P. Noonan •
The music critics, a well known left-hand—the right on the High ad-lib as regards their content madrummer said to me, often in re- Sock- for solid ensembles, here again terial, they are interpreted by him
viewing a drummer, state "the man controlling the volume to suit. The according to the arrangement of
has terrific technique" or "he's co- band seems to depend entirely on the tune.
lossal" or some similar phrase; but Webb for these changes from piano
Webb looks over the arrangement
fail to say how or why. As a re- to forte.
sult I don't know what the fellow
His use of brushes is a study in containing breaks or solos for drums
does that is ' terrific' and if I don't itself. Fast rhythmical figures or and gets clear in his mind, the type
get a chance to hear him person- swishes of exactly the right length and kind of break he believes will
ally, the review leaves me a bit are used. This latter trick is a Webb fit. Then he experiments a few
art. The swish of the brushes fits the times until he finds a solid idea for
confused.
his solos and then phrases them in
This is more or less true. The ensemble like a ' glove' drawn to this category. Perhaps they are difcritic, of course, can't devote col- exactly the length indicated.
Webb is a firm believer in the ferent on different occasions, but
umns of space to the drummer and
always of a definite type that is
his goings-on, and from the drum- "play what you feel" school. He smooth and ' form-fitting.'
mer's standooint, many critics al- advocates this system to all drumthough very competent to judge mers. He advises young drummers
The man is also a fine showman,
bands and individual instrumental- to work on the rudiments for stick combining the rare combination of
control
and
then
apply
their
beats
ists, aren't any too ' drum-wise' and
virtuosity and showmanship. He
are often deceived in regard to co- as they feel them, never losing sight
takes a brush chorus, his hands
of
the
type
and
style
of
the
arlossal technique, etc.
moving from the drum to an outrangement. This means then that
stretched position above his head,
With these things in mind the although he may play beats differwriter set out to review Chick ently in a given arrangement, the but yet the beats come out. In other
Webb individually, leaving the band TYPE of beat still fits the arrange- words, something happens. Witness
to competent critics. Chick and his ment. It is perfectly all right, in his ' temnle-block' stop-time fill in
band were at the Chicago Theatre, his opinion, to interpret phrases chorus. Now there's something! You'd
better have something, when you
doing a stage routine.
differently on a tune; but the type
Thè first impression of Webb's of beat must fit. This is a good try a stop chorus on temple blocks,
or you will be crowned quickly and
drumming is " SPEED" — sleek, point for all drummers.
surely as " King Corn." Webb makes
streamlined drumming.
Breaks Are Ad Lib—But
such a chorus interesting and techFirst Webb is most critical and
Every drummer is familiar with nical, again using dynamic shading
fussy about his drums. He spends
the
audience
actually
is
a lot of time balancing the tone of the famous Webb breaks. I asked until
his snare and bass drum, until they Chick about these breaks and his 'hushed' to hear the feather-taps of
sound right to him. He uses the preparation and playing of them. He the pianissimo licks. There is showconventional separate-tension bass replied that while the breaks are manship and musical good taste.
drum, equipped with tympani heads
and the regular type of separatetension snare drum. The bass drum
is played 'free'—that is, there are
no mufflers or pads dampening the
tone. This is a fine effect when the
drum is tuned low, but calls for
good pedal foot control to balance
the volume of the drum. Chick has
used tympani heads on his bass
drum for a long time and likes the
JANUARY—Benny Goodman and Glenn Milkr started the
effect. He watches all his drum
heads closely and at the first sign
year %tearing Down Beat's swing and sweet batid crowns,
of their drying out or losing their
respectively, following announcement of the All Star poll
life, he changes them. The snare
results. Red Norvo was bowing with his newest, weirdest and
drum is also tuned low pitch ( not
too tight) using the regular type
largest band as Glenn Miller huffed and puffed casually on a
heads.
new Chesterfield contract for+
His cymbals are the finest Turkthe month as Ivie Anderson, a fix'42 and added Bobby Hackett ture with Duke, left the band to
ish, both for stick work and on his
High Hat. Webb likes a light drum
to his brass section. The west assume a more regular life and to
stick ( 7-A) for general use. Now
coast was down with blackout supervise the running of her fathen, what does Webb do?
fever and looked like a dead mous Hollywood Chicken Shack.
From 'Nothing' to Steady Roar
Cozy Cole became the second as he
duck for the duration but sur- left Cab Calloway, after years of
The outstanding part of Webb's
vived, we are happy to say. association, to join the new Ray
drumming, I think, is dynamic conTwo hundred name bands of- Scott quintet. Rudy Vallee pulled
trol. He is a past-master of the art
of shading on drums. His playing
fered their services for the a quick sneak on the rumor mondrops to 'nothing' and up to a U.S.O. Bonnie Baker left Or- gers and donned a coast guard uniform. Meanwhile the Brooklyn
frenzied roar, as the arrangement
rin Tucker's band. And one of Dodgers were having their usual
demands. He does this effect with
the funnier stories of the month pleasant unpleasantries with J.
either sticks or brushes and the rewas that of Petrillo's announce- Reid Spencer, ex-music critic and
sults are fine. Despite these exagment that " We don't want strikes organist, over their daily organ
gerated dynamics, his drumming alof any kind" for the duration, al- recitals.
ways remains solid ( the test of the
though the announcement looked
swing drummer). He makes good
good then.
use of the high High Sock Pedal
in the usual ways, holding four in
SEPTEMBER -Two long standbys
a bar on the snare drum with the
left their orchestras to start off

Here's Capsule Record
Of 1942 Music World
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Forget High Ones and
Stick to Melody, Advice
Of Lips to Trumpeters
By LIPS PAGE
(as fold to Pat.1 Eduard Miller)
(A product of the middlewest, Page gained hi. experience with Walter Page's Original
Blue Devils, Benny Moten, and the Hardy Brothers. Ile', fronted his own bend for a
number of years, and is beck in that capacity after six months with Artie Shoso's 32pieces, with which he soloed on Nocturne.)

must be thrown on creative things,
a constant working out of ideas—
and a strong sense of rhythm and
drive. And when playing solos,
never forsake melody. You can get
to be as old Methusala, but if you
stick to melody people will always
like your playing.
Avoid High Screeches
Avoid high notes—that's why
a lot of people don't like brasa in
a jazz band. After all, the low
notes are just as important as the
high ones. Too many trumpeters
today, especially beginners, sewn
to feel that screeching the high
ones will get a job in a big-name
band, but believe me, the hep
bandleaders know the value of the
middle and low registers too, and
want men who can handle them.
Phrasing is like an artist painting a picture. Your phrases should
be colorful, pretty, melodic variations, built up to a climax. That
is entirely a matter of individual
ability, but then, what good musician doesn't lean heavily on such
ability ?

Man, when someone asks me about trumpet playing I feel
a little bit embarrassed. There are plenty of fine trumpeters
in jazz bands today, and each probably has his own way of
playing the horn. So I'd like to say right away that my own
way is mine personally, and>
while it may have many points which has the ability to lead a secin common with other trum- tion, not only musically, but the
ability to get along personally
peters, it's still strictly my
with the other men in the section.
own, and I don't pretend that
If you're a hot man, emphaaia
it's anything else.
July 1, 1943
In other words, what I'm saying here is the substance of personal ideas on the subject. They
shouldn't be taken any other way.
The first thing I'd like to say
1, rase
is that becoming a good trumpeter
i----• • !
--- _
e
---depends to a large extent on making the right choice when you begin. You must decide first what
kind of trumpeting you want to
nif
:
(:) •
1:0 > —•
>".--do. Each type requires that you
,4
d
•
.
1
specialize or emphasize different
factors.
A solo man, for example, needs
to develop his individuality to a
much greater extent than a section
man. The horn-blower who sits in
a section and is expected to lead
the section has to know a great
variety of styles, so that when a
rjff
11e*
let
e
e
e
sweet number is played he can
14 •
play with the phrasing and tone
required of that number.
Solo Man I. Freer
The lead mar really has to lead,
and the soloist, while he of course
must be able to play adequately,
_r rh
a -I ç
hasn't the responsibility which the
section leader has. The solo man
... e
.
1,''
.
e
›- If
is freer to develop his own indile
•
°p -I> r
49: 4
•
vidual style
to concentrate on
ili) 41
in
in
..)—
•
Ç
IP
that. The section man has to
spread his efforts in many directions.
Of course, all good trumpeters of
any kind must gain a complete
familiarity with their horn. They
must know all there is to know
about intonation and breathing,
rhythm and phrasing. And hard
study is such an obvious factor
that I mention it only because beginners sometimes are inclined to
want to hurry over that part. I
ibco
recommend practicing at least an
hour a day, even two or three
hours. For developing a sense of
memorizing ideas ( phrasing, conception, etc.) there's nothing better than a knowledge of harmony.
Never Forsake Melody
a
In specializing, if you want to be
•
•
• 44,a first man your tone must be
impeccable, and you must have the
1514 Melr..se
Corp. enpyrIght renewed.
kind of personal temperament
Used by pernmlon of the Copyraght Owner
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Jelly Roll Morton Piano Style
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Art Tatum's Version of " Royal Garden Blues"...
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Sy Oliver
Out on Own
New York — Sy Oliver, dapper
little trumpeter-arranger for Jimmie Lunceford, has left the band to
devote all his time to arranging.
Oliver says he'll dish 'em out for
Tommy Dorsey as well as Lunceford.
In addition, Sy is set to make
recordings for the Vocalion label
with a special group of jazz artists. He's been with the Lunceford
band since it was organized.
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Sidemen
Switches
Louis Armstrong: Marty Napoleon, piano, for Joe Sullivan . . .
Muggsy Spanier: Jack Condon, piano, for Floyd Bean . . . Ray McKinley: Dale Nunnally, vocals, for
Terry Lane.
Elliot Lawrence: Larry Leight,
trumpet and French horn, for Johnny Mandel, and Charlie Panely,
trumpet, for Red Rodney . . . Lester Young: Gene Ramey, bass, for
Aaron Bell, and Wynton Kelly, piano, for John Lewis . . . Perez
Prado: Marty Flax, baritone, for
Dave Krutzer.
Woody Herman: Red Kelly, bass,
for Red Wooten ... Hal McIntyre:
John Pellicane, tenor, and Kookie
Norwood, piano, out . . . Tex Beneke: Gene Allen, baritone, for Murray Allen; John Mortaugh, tenor,
for Don CreteIla; Bob Brookmeyer,
piano, for Lou Pagani, and Frank
Mayne, tenor, for Johnny Hayes.
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Dorham, Murphy Standouts

The Blindfold Test
(Trademark R. US. Pat Off.)

Brownie Digs Only Modern Sounds
ny Dorham with his Afro-Cuban thing.
I heard Art and Horace and Hank
Mobley. There was too much going on
in the background, in view of what
the arrangement was saying and in
view of what the soloists were playing.
That's the only unfavorable criticism
I would have, except that in a few Of
the ensemble parts, it sounded like the
reeds were a little sloppy ... J. J. was
on there, too, I think. Iliked the trombone best of the solos.

By Leonard Feather
THE BLINDFOLD TEST has often
revealed the startling discrepancies in
views between musician and critic, between performer and public. Occasionally, as in the instance below, it shows
the sharp differences in perspective according to the age of the blindfoldee.
At first it seemed startling that Clifford Brown did not recognize as typical
an Ellington as Orson and was unsure
about as characteristic a James item
as James Session—until I recalled that
Clifford was 9 years old when Duke
made Cotton Tail, and 10 when the
James fad was at its height. These
sounds are not of his generation, and
his reaction to them was inevitably different from that of anyone who grew
up before them.

I think it's possible for a rhythm
section to support a soloist so that he
can play long flowing lines, instead of
getting in the way. But I'd give it
34 stars.
6.

Five of the eight records played for
Clifford featured trumpet players, but
the highest rating, as you'll see, went
to one of the other three. Clifford was
given no information whatever, either
before or during the test, about the
records played for him.

Clifford Brown

The Records
I. Tony Fruscella Septet. Old Hat (Atlantic).
Fruscella.
trumpet;
Allen
Eager, tenor. Comp. Phil Sunkel.

up to those standards; but. by today's
standards it wouldn't catch my ear, because things are in a different direction
now. I'd give it two stars at the most.

Well, I didn't recognize any of the
guys specifically. The trumpet player
seemed a little reminiscent of Chet
Baker, but I don't think it was him,
though it made me think of him. I
liked the ensemble work and it was
a very effective arrangement considering the fact that it sounded like only
a five-piece group—tenor, trumpet, and
three rhythm. I especially liked the
unison effects. I guess I'd give that
three stars.

3.

2.

Harry James. James Session ( Capitol). Comp. & arr. Jack Matthias.
Rec. 1955.

I'm not too familiar with those guys.
Sounds like it was recorded a little
while back; doesn't sound like any of
the bands of today. Icouldn't recognize
the trumpet player . . . it might be
someone in the general vein of Harry
James or maybe even Wingy Manone—
back in that kind of groove. One thing
I did like: he played the full range
of his instrument, utilizing the lowest
and highest notes effectively, though I
didn't care for those little nanny things
he puts on the end of the notes ... the
low notes didn't have the same body
and fullness and purity of tone as the
high notes.
If that was the trend of what was
going on at that time, I guess it was
February 22, 1956

Duke
Ellington.
Orson ( Capitol).
Comp. & orr. Strayho-n-Ellington.
Paul Gonsalves, tenor.

Idon't recognize those musicians . . .
Frankly, I didn't like that. I liked the
tenor solo a little bit at the end, but
by my standards I wouldn't give this
but one star. I didn't care for the
cool position.
4.

Tony Aless. Volley St- earn ( Roost).
From
ong Isiand Suite. Comp. &
arr. /dais. Nick Travis. trumpet; J. J.
Johnson, trombone; Sidon Powell.
tenor; Aless. piano.

d.dn't. know that band. I didn't
like the over-all arrangement; the arranger seemed to use some voicings
that possibly were still in the experimental stage. At least, the way they
were used didn't touch me too much.
None of the solos were outstanding.
In fact, it sounded to me very mediocre,
and accordingly, I'll give 'ern 1%.
5.

Ketny Dorhan
Holidav ( Blue
Note). With J. J. Johnson, Hank
Moblei Horace Silver, Art Blakey.
Comp. & arr. Dorham.

This is the first time there's been
no doubt in my mind. Ithink I've heard
some of the other things from this
album; it sounded very much like Ken-

Stan Kenton. I've Got You Under My
Skin (Capitol). Arr. Bill Holman. Stu
Williamson, Sam Noto, trumpets; Don
Davidson, baritone; Dave Van Kriedt,
tenor; Charlie Mariano, alto.

I liked the arrangement idea very
much, but the shading was completely
off base; stayed at a high grandstand
level all the way. The volume was
constantly at one pitch, overshadowing
the soloists frequently. I didn't care
for the baritone, tenor, and alto solos;
the two trumpet soloists seemed to play
like they knew the arrangement and
the chord changes, at least better than
the reeds, who were constantly scuffling.
I don't know the band; I'd give it
three stars for some of the ensemble
work and the arrangement.
7.

Count Basie. Fiesta In Blue ( Epic).
Buck Clayton. trumpet; comp. & arr.
Jimmy Mundy. Rec. 1941.

That made me think of Cootie Williams; Ithink he originated that chokemuted style; but I don't know who it
was . . . Maybe it was Cootie and I
failed to recognize him . . . It has that
old-school sound. I imagine the composition and arrangement ranked with the
better things of that day. I wouldn't
know how to rate it.
8 Lyle Murphy. Poly- Doodle (Contemporary). Comp. & arr. Murphy. André Previn, piano.
I liked that composition, that arrangement. It's not what you would
call a real hard swinger, but it's very
interesting. Since I don't know for
certain who it is, I'd take a guess that
it might be Claude Williamson and
some of those guys out on the coast.
Bob Cooper, Bud Shank--in that area.
The piano solo was interesting, too. 1
think that what was intended was accomplished here, very effectively. I'd
give that four stars.
July 20 E 29

By JOHN COLTRANE in collaboration
with Don DeMicheal
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I've been listening to jazzmen, especially saxophonists, since the time of
the early Count Basie records, which
featured Lester Young. Pres was my
first real influence, but the first horn
Igot was an alto, not a tenor. Iwanted
a tenor, but some friends of my mother
advised her to buy me an alto because
it was a smaller horn and easier for a
youngster to handle. This was 1943.
Johnny Hodges became my first main
influence on alto, and he still kills me.
1 stayed with alto through 1947, and
by then I'd .come under the influence of
Charlie Parker. The first time I heard
Bird play, it hit me right between the
eyes. Before I switched from alto in
that year, it had been strictly a Bird
thing with me. but when I bought a
tenor to go with Eddie Vinson's band,
a wider area of listening opened up
for me.
Ifound Iwas able to be more varied
in my musical interests. On alto. Bird
had been nyy whole influence, but on
tenor I found there was. no one man
whose ideas were so dominant as
Charlie's were on alto. Therefore. I
drew from all the men I heard during
this period. Ihave listened to about all
the good tenor men, beginning with
Lester, and believe me, I've picked up
something from them all, including
several who have never recorded.
The leason Iliked Lester so was that
I could feel that line, that simplicity.
1v phrasing was very much in Lester's
vein at this time.
Ifound out about Coleman Hawkins
after Ikarned of Lester. There were a
lot of things that Hawkins was doing
that Iknew I'd have to learn somewhere
along the line. I felt the same way
30 D down beat

about Ben Webster. There were many
things that people like Hawk, Ben, and
Tab Smith were doing in the '40s that I
didn't understand but that I felt emotionally.
The first time I heard Hawk, I
was fascinated by his arpeggios and the
way he played. I got a copy of his
Body and Soul and listened real hard to
what he was doing. And even though I
dug Pres. as Igrew musically, Iappreciated Hawk more and more.

A

s far as musical influences, aside
from saxophonists, are concerned,
Ithink Iwas first awakened to musical
exploration by Dizzy Gillespie and Bird.
It was through their work that Ibegan
to learn about musical structures and
the more theoretical aspects of music.
Also, Ihad met Jimmy Heath, who,
besides being a wonderful saxophonist.
understood a lot about musical construction. I joined his group in Philadelphia in 1948. We were very much
alike in our feeling, phrasing, and a
whole lot of ways. Our musical appetites were the same. We used to practice tonether, and he would write out
some of the things we were interested
in. We would take things from records
and digest them. In this way we learned
about the techniques being used by
writers and arrangers.
Another friend and I learned together in Philly — Calvin Massey, a
trumpeter and composer who now lives
in Brooklyn. His musical ideas and
mine often run parallel, and we've collaborated quite often. We helped each
other advance musically by exchanging
knowledge and ideas.
Ifirst met Miles Davis about 1947 and
played a few jobs with him and Sonny
Rollins at the Audubon ballroom in
Manhattan. During this period he was

coming into his own, and I could see
him extending the boundaries of jazz
even further. 1 felt I wanted to work
with him. But for the time being, we
went our separate ways.
Iwent with Dizzy's big band in 1949.
I stayed with Diz through the breakup
of the big band and played in the small
group he organized later.
Afterwards, Iwent with Earl Bostic,
who Iconsider a very gifted musician.
He showed me a lot of things or. my
horn. He has fabulous technical facilities on his instrument and knows many
a trick.
Then Iworked with one of my first
loves, Johnny Hodges. I really enjoyed
that job. Iliked every tune in the hook.
Nothing was superficial. It all had meaning, and it all swung. And the confidence with which Rabbit plays! Iwish
1 could play with the confidence that
he does.
J3ut besides enjoying my stay with
Johnny musically, Ialso enjoyed it
because I was getting firsthand information about things that happened 'way
before my time. I'm very interested in
the past, and even though there's a lot
1 don't know about it, I intend to go
back and find out. I'm back to Sidney
Bechet already.
Take Art Tatum, for instance. When
I was coming up, the musicians I ran
around with were listening to Bud
Powell, and Ididn't listen too much to
Tatum. That is. until one night I happened to run into him in Cleveland.
There were Art and Slam Stewart and
Oscar Peterson and Ray Brown at a private session in some lady's attic. They
played from 2:30 in the morning to
8:30—just whatever they felt like playing. I've never heard so much music.

Tn 1955, I joined Miles on a regular
basis and worked with him till the
middle of 1957. Iwent with Thelonious
Monk for the remainder of that year.
Working with Monk brought me close
to a musical architect of the highest
order. 1 felt I learned from him in
every way — through the senses, theoretically, technically. I would talk to
Monk about musical problems, and he
would sit at the piano and show me
the answers just by playing them. 1
could watch him play and find out the
things Iwanted to know. Also, Icould
see a lot of things that I didn't know
about at all.
Monk was one of the first to show
me how to make two or three notes at
one time on tenor. ( John Glenn, a
tenor man in PhiIly, also showed me
how to do this. He can play a triad and
move notes inside it — like passing
tones!) It's done by false fingering and
adjusting your lip. If everything goes
right, you can get triads. Monk just
looked at my horn and " felt" the
mechanics of what had to be done to
get this effect.
I think Monk is one of the true
greats of all time. He's a real musical
thinker — there're not many like him.
Ifeel myself fortunate to have had the
opportunity to work with him. If a guy
needs a little spark, a boost, he can
just be around Monk, and Monk will
give it to him.
After leaving Monk, Iwent back to
another great musical artist, Miles.
On returning, this time to stay until
Iformed my own group a few months
ago, I found Miles in the midst of another stage of his musical development.
There was one time in his past that he
devoted to multichorded structures. He
was interested in chords for their own
sake. But now it seemed that he was
moving in the opposite direction to the
use of fewer and fewer chord changes
in songs. He used tunes with free- flow-

ally, Iwas beginning to apply the threeon-one chord approach, and at that
time the tendency was to play the entire
scale of each chord. Therefore, they
were usually played fast and sometimes
sounded like glisses.
I found there were a certain number
of chord progressions to play in a
given time, and sometimes what I
played didn't work out in eighth notes.
16th notes, or triplets. Ihad to put the
notes in uneven groups like fives and
sevens in order to get them all in.
Ithought in groups of notes, not of
one note at a time. I tried to place
these groups on the accents and emphasize the strong beats — maybe on
2 here and on 4 over at the end. I
would set up the line and drop groups
of notes — a long line with accents
dropped as I moved along. Sometimes

and Pete LaRoca, drums. The quartet
is coming along nicely. We know basically what we're trying for, and we leave
room for individual development. Individual contributions are put in night
by night.
of my aims is to build as good
Onea repertoire
as I can for a band.

What size, Icouldn't say, but it'll probably be a quartet or quintet. Iwant to
get the material first. Right now, I'm on
a material search.
From a technical viewpoint, I have
certain things I'd like to present in my
solos. To do this, Ihave to get the right
material. It has to swing, and it has to
be varied. ( I'm inclined not to be too
varied.) I want it to cover ,as many
forms of music as Ican put into a jazz
context and play on my instruments. I
like Eastern music; Yusef Lateef has
The first occasion I had to speak
been using this in his playing for some
with John Coltrane at length was during
time. And Omette Coleman sometimes
his recent engagement at the Sutherland plays music with a Spanish content as
hotel. In our initial conversation I was
well as other exotic-flavored music. In
struck by his lack of pretentiousness or
these approaches there's something I
false pride. The honesty with which he
can draw on and use in the way Ilike
answered
questions— questions
that
to play.
other musicians would have evaded or
I've been writing some things for the
talked around—impressed me deeply.
quartet — if you call lines and sketches
We discussed my doing an article about
writing. I'd like to write more after I
him. But when Isaw how really interlearn more — after I find out what
ested he was in setting the record
kind of material I can present best,
straight, I suggested that we do the
what kind will carry, my musical techpiece together.
niques best. Then I'll know better what
As it turned out, Coltrane did the vast
kind of writing is best for me.
majority of the work, struggling as most
I've been devoting quite a bit of my
writers do with just the right way of
time to harmonic studies on my own,
saying something, deciding whether he
in libraries and places like that. I've
should include this or that, making
found you've got to look back at the old
sure such and such was clear. The rethings and see them in a new light. I'm
sults of his labor is the article appearnot finished with these studies because
ing on these pages. The words and ideas
Ihaven't assimilated everything into my
are John's—I merely suggested, typed,
playing. Iwant to progress, but Idon't
and arranged.
— DeM ichael want to go so far out that I can't see

what Iwas doing clashed harmonically
with the piano—especially if the pianist wasn't familiar with what I was
ing lines and chordal direction. This
doing — so a lot of times Ijust strolled
approach allowed the soloist the choice
with bass and drums.
of playing chordally ( vertically) or
Ihaven't completely abandoned this
melodically ( horizontally).
approach, but it wasn't broad enough.
In fact, duc to the direct and freeI'm trying to play these progressions in
flowing lines in his music, I found it
a more flexible manner now.
easy to apply the harmonic ideas that
Last February, I bought a soprano
I had. I could stack up chords — say,
saxophone. I like the sound of it, but
on a C7, Isometimes superimposed an
I'm not playing with the body, the bigEb7. up to an F#7, down to an F. That
ness of tone, that Iwant yet. Ihaven't
way Icould play three chords on one.
had too much trouble playing it in tune,
But on the other hand, if Iwanted to,
but I've had a lot of trouble getting a
Icould play melodically. Miles' music
good quality of tone in the upper reggave me plenty of freedom. It's a
ister. It comes out sort of puny somebeautiful approach.
times. I've had to adopt a slightly difbout this time, I was trying for a ferent approach than the one I use for
taway — let's
sweeping sound. I started experi- tenor, but it helps rn
menting because Iwas striving for more me take another k).):: at improvisation.
It's like having ano:her hand.
individual development. I even tried
I'm using it with my present group,
long, rapid lines that Ira Gitler termed
McCoy Tyner, piano; Steve Davis, bass,
"sheets of sound" at the time. But actu-
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what others are doing.
I want to broaden my outlook in
order to come out with a fuller means
of expression. I want to be more flexible where rhythm is concerned. I feel
I have to study rhythm some more. I
haven't experimented too much with
time; most of my experimenting has
been in aharmonic form. Iput time and
rhythms to one side, in the past.
But I've got to keep experimenting.
I feel that I'm just beginning. I have
part of what I'm looking for in my
grasp but not all.
I'm very happy devoting all my time
to music, and I'm glad to be one of the
many who are striying for fuller development as musicians. Considering
the great heritage in music that we have,
the work of giants of the past, the
present, and the promise of those who
are to come, Ifeel that we have every
reason to face the future optimistically.
July 20 D 31

Records are reviewed by Chris Albertson. Mike Boume, Bill Cole, Gary Giddins, Alan Heineman,
Wayne Jones, Joe H. Klee, Michael Levin, John Litweiler, Terry Martin, John McDonough, Dan
Morgenstern, Bobby Nelsen, Don Nelsen, Bob Porter, Doug Ramsey, Larry Ridley, Robert
Rusch. Joe Shulman. Harvey Siders, Will Smith. Jim Szantor, Eric Vogel, and Pete Welding.
Ratings are: ** * * * excellent, * * * * very good. *** good, ** fair, * poor.

REVIEWS
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND
EAT APEACH — Capricorn 2CP 0102: Ain't Westin' Time No More; Les Brers in A Minor; Melissa;
Mountain Jam; One Way Out; Trouble No More;
Stand Back; Blue Sky; Little Martha.
Personnel: Gregg Allman, organ, piano, acoustic guitar, vocal; Duane Allman, guitars; Dicky
Belts, guitars. vocal ( track 9), monkey skulls
(track 3); Berry Oakley, bass; Jai Johanny Johanson, drums. congas; Butch Trucks, drums, tympani, percussion, tambourine ( track 9), gong.
vibes (track 3).
Rating: *****
This is possibly the best all-around rock
album ever put together. The material ranges
from hard, tight blues numbers to long improvisational jams and songs of true lyric beauty,
exemplifying the best that rock music has to
offer in each style.
The album is made up of music recorded on
three different occasions, in different places
and under different circumstances.
One part was cut live at the Fillmore East
in March of last year. This is the same appearance at which the band's earlier live album
(CAP SD2-802) was recorded. A second part
was tracked during some studio sessions in
Miami last fall, and the third in the same place
afew months after Duane Allman's death in
late October.
Side One is made up of the sessions done
without Duane. Wastin' Time finds Gregg
offering some nice piano and afine lamenting
vocal. Betts double-tracks on slide and lead
guitar. and handles both capably. The slide
track is especially pleasing, having ahaunting
quality that complements the vocal well.
Les Brers is an instrumental that is unlike
anything the band has ever done. A long.
deliberate introduction, sounding almost orchestrated. leads into a theme with an intriguing foreign flavor to it. Guitar, organ and
drums all have their moments in the spotlight.
and the principals acquit themselves admirably. A very interesting and unusual piece
for the band, and brought off very well. Melissa finds Gregg delivering another fine vocal. ( In fact, every one of his vocals on the
album is first-rate.) Betts' guitar line has a
sweet longing that again lends perfect punctuation to the vocal.
Without Duane. the Allman Brothers is certainly a very good hand. With him it was
unique. They scrapped the traditional rock
structure of lead guitar/rhythm guitar for one
in which both guitarists played lead, driving
and flowing into and along with one another.
There have been guitar pairings of this type
before ( Bloomfield and Bishop on East-West
is a notable example) but no one has ever
developed the style of interwoven riffs and
harmonies to the extent that Dicky Betts and
Duane Allman did.
Two of the studio cuts with Duane show off
this style to good advantage. Betts' Blue Sky
is one of those rare songs where the lyrics.
vocal and music combine perfectly, like the
pieces of a puzzle, to set a mood. The lyrics
themselves are of almost pristine simplicity.
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and Betts, with an excellent vocal, delivers
them with sincerity. Allman and Betts join for
some harmonic runs of such soaring spirit and
beauty that, together with the vocal, they
communicate a feeling of fresh, natural joy
that just has to leave you smiling.
Little Martha is an acoustic duet which
Betts and Allman play without any backup
from the rest of the band. Though not quite as
inspired as Blue Sky, the cut has a light, airy
feel to it and is very pleasant listening. On
Stand Back, the third song recorded during
these sessions, the strong points are Duane's
slide guitar and some good drumming.
Of the live cuts, the band's renditions of
Sonny Boy Williamson's One Way Out and
Muddy Waters' Trouble No More are two of
the tightest blues cuts you're ever going to
hear. Way Out offers Duane on slide guitar.
and he lays down the main riff, accenting the
vocal. Betts then takes over with a strong
solo, after which the two guitars hark a series
of short. hot riffs at each other. Gregg's vocal
is taut and crisp, as are his efforts on Trouble.
Here, again. Duane plays slide guitar, and he
and Betts lead the way with adriving beat that
doesn't let up til the final bar.
Mountain Jam is a masterpiece: a 35- minute long instrumental of quintessential Allman
Brothers made even more impressive by the
fact that its intricate harmonies and changes
of rhythm and theme were recorded live rather than in the controlled studio environment.
Backed by some deep, rolling drumming.
the two guitars start off on the main theme.
based on Donovan's First There is a Mountain. They explore this idea for a while, then
branch out into some freer improvisation.
Time out for a nice, low-key bit on organ by
Gregg. then back to guitar for a long stretch
where Betts really shines. A short, interesting
period of forest-like sounds leads into adrum
duet. Though not unheard of, the use of two
drummers is rare in rock, and here Johanson
and Trucks take full advantage of the opportunities it affords.
Their bit is characterized by a full, round.
rhythmic depth that is a pleasant contrast to
the feverish crashing typical of so many drum
solos. Berry Oakley is next, and the drummers remain in the background for his solo. It
takes a good bassist to make a bass solo
interesting. and Oakley is that. All too often.
solos on this instrument are simply aseries of
up- the- scale, down- the- scale phrases lurching
spasmodically along. Oakley. however, using
a pick rather than the more conventional
open-handed method of play, has both drive
and melodic flow to his playing.
There are times, on this cut as well as
others, where it seems that Oakley's bass,
rather than just providing backup for an Allman- Betts duet, is another lead playing in
triplets with the other two.
Partly creditable for this situation is the
double drum setup of the band, together with
Gregg's organ. This combination provides
such full, rich background rhythm that Oakley

is freed to pursue his more melodic inclinations.
As his solo draws to aclose. Oakley steps
up the beat, then is joined by the two guitars.
Together they launch into another long
stretch of guitar work where both he and
Duane have some particularly good spots.
They lower the pace a bit, and Betts glides
into aslow, beautiful solo.
The rest of the band gradually chimes in
and then, as you feel them building to a climax, just when you expect to hear the final
crescendos, Betts goes back up the mountain
with Duane right behind him. They end as
they had begun- with the Mountain theme.
Eat a Peach is one of those uncommon
albums in which all cuts are praiseworthy in
themselves and blend well as a whole. It is
excellent. and Irecommend it highly.
—bobby nelsen

ROY AYERS
HE'S COMING — Polydor 5022: He's a Superstar; He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother; Ain't Got
Time; IDon't Know How To Love Him; He's Coming; We Live in Brooklyn Baby; Sweet Butterfly Of
Love; Sweet Tears; Fire Weaver.
Personnel: Sonny Fortune, soprano sax, flute:
Ayers, vibes, organ, vocal; Harry Whitaker, piano,
organ, vocal; Sam Brown, Bob Fusco, guitars;
John Williams, Ron Carter. bass; Jumma Santos,
conga; David Lee, Billy Cobham, drums; strings;
vocal group.
Rating: * * * * /
2
1
Dan Morgenstern once mentioned that
Ayers sounds more like Lionel Hampton than
any other young vibes player today. The similarity goes beyond a likeness of sound, however. Like Hamp. Ayers is bound and determined to bring his thing ( which is jazz) to
grips with whatever music the public may be
getting into.
The people who will complain because
Ayers plays / Don't Know Him to Love Him
might consider that today's pop tune is tomorrow's standard(Body and Soul came out of a
Broadway show). Regardless of when and for
what it was written, few songs are as beautiful
as Bobby Scott's He Ain't Heavy. Then listen
and rejoice as Ayers works into Fire Weaver,
admittedly the cookin' selection on the album.
If some of the originals from within the band
are less than great (We Live in Brooklyn, for
example), they are good fun, and some. like
He's A Superstar. show promise.
As a singer. Ayers has grown. As a vibes
man, he doesn't need to. That Ayers is one of
the best of afine crop of young mallet men he
had shown us before leaving Herbie Mann.
That Ayers is hip and aware is being more
vividly illustrated with every record his new
group makes.
And how about the two drummers, David
Lee and Billy Cobham. together on one
record! That'd make Lawrence Welk swing.
—Álee

WALLACE DAVENPORT
DARKNESS ON THE DELTA— Fat's Cats Jazz
FCJ- 122: Darkness on the Delta; Sugar Babe;
Melancholy; Just a Closer Walk With Thee; My
Monday Date; Sleepy Time Down South; Someday You'll be Sorry; Chloe; When the Saints Go
Marching In.
Personnel: Davenport, trumpet, vocal; Walter
(Slide) Harris. trombone; Herb Hall, clarinet; John
Eaton, piano; Van Perry, bass; Freddie Moore,
drums.
Rating: *****/ ***
Wallace Davenport was long overdue for
his own album, and independent producer
Johnson ( Fat Cat) McRee had a potential
coup on his hands in recording him. Regretably. the results don't do full justice to a
great trumpeter.
New Orleans- born, Davenport spent some
15 years on the road with the big bands of
Lionel Hampton. Ray Charles. Lloyd Price
and Count Basie, mostly as lead trumpeter
and sometimes also as musical director. A
couple of years ago. he decided to come
home, and since then has found a berth on
Bourbon Street, sometimes holding down two
six- hour jobs per day — and Bourbon Street
jobs are not designed for coasting.
Davenport has the chops for such tasks.
just as he had them for the big band lead
chairs. He had only rare chances for solo
exposure in those days, and now that fie has
plenty, it's within a traditional framework.
But since he cut his musical eyeteeth with
Papa Celestin and some of the top brass
bands in New Orleans, he has no trouble with
that.
There is no question that Davenport is a

trumpeter of the first rank. His pretty tone has
the clarity and perfect projection of a skilled
lead man's, but none of the coldness that
sometimes goes with that skill. Concomitantly, he phrases with great percision
hut without stiffness. His technique is remarkable: the valves are like butter under his
fingers, his range is awesome ( hut judiciously
employed), his control is impeccable, his intonation flawless.
Davenport is also a fluent improviser, inspired by Louis Armstrong and also touched
by Charlie Shavers. Sweets Edison. and. in
his more modern moments. Clark Terry. But
he is quite himself— a very classy trumpet
player.
His only weakness, as Ihear it. is an occa-

nist not helped by a tinny- sounding instrument: Harris is a pleasant minor-league
Vic Dickenson with, apparently, little lung
power ( or else he was consistently un
der- balanced by the engineer). Perry is rather
inaudible and seems little more than steady.
while veteran drummer Moore keeps time like
a metronome, without a trace of shading or
color.
The program, despite the warhorses. is
nicely enough chosen, but the tempos and
routines ( or absence thereof) are monotonous
and unimaginative. Ensemble, string of solos.
ensemble, period— except on the two most
effective tracks.
These are Closer Walk. a Davenport showpiece in which his Harmon- muted, stately- slow solo, accompanied only by brushes, is
a' highlight. The other, believe it or not, is
Saints. which has some peppy vocalizing and
patter by Davenport ( he also sings on Sugar
Babe and Someday, in that pleasant, rhythmic. relaxed manner characteristic of so many
trumpeters inspired by Louis).
sional tendency to empty technical display
Trumpet- wise. Davenport's magnificent
that mars an otherwise tasteful conception ( as
closing half chorus on Sleepy Tinte delivers
the triple-tongue stuff at the end of the first
clear proof of his true ability. Climbing to a
Monday Date solo here). And there may be
punishing upper range, and staying there, he
reason to doubt that the traditional context is
serves notice that he is a musician to he
truly what Davenport's soul lies within — 1 reckoned with.
sense agreat mainstream player at the core of
Five stars for Davenport; a bare three for
his musical being.
the setting ( with Hall's warm, soulful work
This album was recorded during a playing
definitely an asset, and the shifting, unfocused
visit to McRee's annual Manassas ( Va.) Jazz
recording balance adistracting detraction).
Festival. Aside from the excellent clarinetist
Davenport deserves much better, but this is
Herb Hall, Davenport's companions are notawelcome start. With a little more help from
ches below his level. Eaton is an accomhis friends, he should raise quite abit of hell.
plished. musicianly but stylistically bland pia—morgenstern
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ART FARMER
FROM VIENNA WITH ART— MPS CRM 741:
Cascavelo; The Day Alter; Con- Fab; The Gap
Sealer; Cocodrilo; Whole Tone Stomp.
Personnel: Farmer, fluegelhorn; Jimmy Heath,
soprano&tenor saxes, flute; Fritz Pauer, piano;
Jimmy Woode. bass; Erich Bachtraegl, drums.
Rating: *** V2
Three U.S. expatriates and two natives of
Vienna perform on this record with the
fluency of awell-oiled machine.
This doesn't mean that the playing is mechanical. On the contrary, it is highly individual and subtle. Farmer hasn't lost his soft
touch, and his forte, as it ever was, is his
playing of ballads. On this record, the beautiful Tom McIntosh composition, The Day
After, is the vehicle that proves this statement. On the faster numbers, the listener can
admire Farmer's fluency and the ease with
which he handles technical problems. Where
other trumpeters might " smear", Farmer is
able to play every note with complete articulation and perfect intonation.
Heath's playing is somewhat uninspired
and emotionless here, but this is fully compensated for by the outstanding performances
of pianist Pauer and bassist Woode. A surprise is drummer Bachtraegl, who follows in
the footsteps of Europe's great combo drummer, Daniel Humair.
Very interesting is Pauer's composition
Whole Tone Stomp, apiece that has amelody
based on the whole- tone scale, not easy to
improvise on but beautifully mastered by the
combo.
It can be said that the times of American
musical superiority are over. There is no discernible difference concerning style, technique, perception and phrasing between the
American and Austrian musicians here.
—vogel

HAL GALPER
WILD BIRD— Mainstream 354: Trilogy (Convocation; Wild Bird; Change Up); This Moment;
Whatever.
Personnel: Randy Brecker, trumpet; Mike Brecker, soprano&tenor saxes; Galper, piano; Bob
Mann, Jonathan Graham, guitar; Victor Gaskin,
Charles LaChapèlle, bass; Billy Hart, Bill Goodwin, drums.
Rating: *** 1
/
2
This is pianist Galper's second album as
leader of an energy-drive band that attempts
to bridge the jazz/rock chasm. Galper is a
versatile musician with the ability to surround
himself with some heavy sidemen ( the Breckers, Hart, Gaskin, Mann, etc.)
That being established, I'd like to dwell on
the reason why Idon't feel this album succeeds completely in using Galper's positive
qualities to their best advantage. His previous
album had two drummers ( Steve Haas and
Charles Alias). Perhaps it was the success of
the double drums that caused him to experiment with doubling up on bass and guitar
as well. The musicians are obviously capable
and well chosen, but the rhythm section here
sounds muddied— too much indistinguishable
chugging is going down, and the crispness of
the Gaskin-Mann-Haas-Alias combination album just isn't here, despite the fact that Billy
Hart is one of the better drummers around.
Three stars means good, which this recording certainly is. The extra half star is mainly
for the tenor playing of Mike Brecker, abitch
36 D down beat

on wheels every time he blows. If anybody's
doing any burning on this album, it's little
brother Mike, although we know big brother
Randy can cook, too, when he's in the mood.
Unfortunately, on this date he wasn't — maybe
the rhythmic muddle was bugging him. He
simmers along nicely just under the boiling
point, making interesting sounds with his electric trumpet.
Ikept waiting for something to get into, but
Godot never showed up.
—klee

WOODY HERMAN
AT CARNEGIE HALL— Verve ( English) 2317
031: Red Top; Bijou; Mean to Me; Your Father's
Mustache; Superman with a Horn; Heads Up;
Hallelujah; Wild Root; The Good Earth; Four Men
on aHorse; The Man ILove; Blowin' Up aStorm;
Sweet and Lovely; Everywhere; Panacea.
Personnel: Conrad Gozzo, Iry ( Marky) Markowitz. Sonny Berman, Shorty Rogers. Pete Candoli, trumpets; Bill Harris. Ralph Pfeffner, Ed Kiefer, trombones; Herman, clarinet, alto sax, vocal;
Sam Marowitz, John La Porta, Flip Phillips, Mickey Folus, Sam Rubinwitch, reeds; Tony Aleas,
piano; Red Norvo, vibes; Billy Bauer, guitar;
Chubby Jackson, bass; Don Lamond, drums.
Recorded March 25, 1946.
Rating: *****
This well- produced British reissue returns
to circulation an important documentary
recording by one of the all-time great big
bands — the historic First Herd.
That term is something of a misnomer.
since Herman formed his first band in 1936
(and he never had a bad one). But this
one — captured here in a moment of glory, at
the concert where it premiered Ebony Concerto, the piece Igor Stravinsky wrote for
it — was the band that, once and for all, put
Woody Herman in the big leagues. It was also
the last great ensemble to arrive while the big
band era was still in full swing. Almost symbolically, it disbanded in late 1946, when
post-war inflation and other factors were writing the death sentence of an era.
What made the First Herd great? For one
thing, its tremendous spirit and drive. This
was, above all, a brilliant ensemble with a
collective punch matched only by the great
black swing bands from which it drew so
much of its inspiration. It was a young band.
and under the leader's guidance, it uniquely
combined enthusiasm and musical discipline.
It was a swinging band, with arhythmic conception that reflected the new currents in
jazz. These currents were also abig influence
on the band's key arrangers, Neal Hefti and
Ralph Burns— the former's admiration for
Dizzy Gillespie being particularly notable in
his scoring for the brilliant trumpet section,
while the latter's awareness of new things
made itself most felt in his harmonic sophistication. ( Burns, of course, was also deeply
touched by Ellington.)
Unlike the Second Herd, this was not a
bebop band, but the influence was there. Also
unlike its successor, it was not dominated by
great soloists, but those it had it used to
maximum effect— with one exception.
Trumpeter Sonny Berman, who died in
January 1947, just a few months short of 23
years old, was not featured enough; a point
that can be made even without the application
of hindsight.
The star soloists were tenorist Flip Phillips.
a warm, exciting, swinging player with roots
in Ben Webster, and trombonist Bill Harris, a
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THE WINNERS,
LES STRAND & IRE YAMAHA

TOGETHER
on One great stereo albums:

Les Strand, ' 71 winner of the
Yamaha International Electone
Organ Festival;
Shelly Manne, drums; Barney
Kessel, guitar; produced by
Leonard Feather...
and the remarkable
Yamaha Electone E-5.
The Winners: Les Strand
and the Yamaha.
Get it at your nearest Yamaha
Dealer or write to: Yamaha
International Corporation,
Box 6600, Buena Park, California
and enclose check for $5
(includes shipping and
handling). *YAMAHA
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Second Edition

BY CARL BELZ
The book that earned high praises
from the rock community when it
first appeared three years ago is
now reissued in a brand-new, updated edition. It covers the new talent, the formation of new groups,
the break-up of old ones, new
sounds, new trends, new directions, new influences. The book's
discography, hailed as the best in
the field, has been completely updated. As a book that digs down
into the roots of rock and shows
how it grew, it is without peer —
and belongs on the bookshelf of
anyone who takes rock seriously.
More thas 30 photographs of performers.
$6.95 at all bookstores
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
New York
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true original with abig. explosive sound and a
unique conception. These two had the ability.
all-important in a big hand, to "get off" at a
moment's notice. They didn't need afew choruses to warm up: they were always ready.
Also well featured was Red Norvo. who had
succeeded Marjorie Hyams in the vibes spot:
aside from Lionel Hampton's. this was the
only big band to consistently feature this instrument.
The key chairs were in good hands. Lead
altoist Sam Marowitz, an unsung hero, was
one of the best. Lead trumpeter Conrad Gozzo has become alegend: he was, among other
things, one of the first lead men who combined great power and precision with afeeling
for modern jazz phrasing. Drummer Don Lamond handled the difficult job of stepping into
Davey Tough's role as driving motor of the
hand with aplomb, with no small assist from
bassist Chubby Jackson. a dynamo who was
among the first ( if not the first) to amplify his
instrument
This is alocation recording, done at a time
when portable equipment was quite unsophisticated and tape had not yet become available. By contemporary standards, the sound
and balance fall short of excellence. The
drums are overbalanced, some solos are partly off- mike, and the reed section's sound is
not well focused. But the re- mastering here is
superior to previous attempts, and there is
that elusive " live" quality as well. It is interesting to have the concert versions of pieces
that were also recorded in the studio: in general. these are looser and longer, with more
extended solo work.
This is not the whole concert; Ebony Concerto. Burns' Summer Sequence, and a number of shorter works were also performed.
(The complete rundown. plus Mike Levin's
down beat review of the event, can he perused
on two facsimile pages from our April 8. 1946
issue inserted in the album: the review stands
up well.) But all the essentials are here, giving
awell-rounded picture in sound of the band's
versatility and power.
There are the great stomp pieces: Earth.
Mustache, Storm, Root. There are the solo
showcases: Sweet and Lovely, with Flip at his
balladic best: Mean to Me and Everywhere
for Harris. in brilliant form on the first, especially: and Man I Love and Hallelujah for
Norvo. superb on the Gershwin classic.
played in two tempos. There is a characteristic Herman blues vocal ( and some fine band
work) on Panacea— this was no longer " the
hand that plays the blues" but no band of
Woody's ever lost sight of those particular
roots. And there is the band within the band.
the Woodchoppers ( Berman, Harris. Phillips,
Herman and the rhythm section) in Heads
Up. and the rhythm section alone in some
amiable horseplay on Four Men. There is also
one of the hand's gems. Burns' Bijou, a beautifully wrought piece of music featuring Harris and aspotting of the leader's graceful alto.
This version. mainly due to recording balance
deficiencies, is not up to the studio one, but
there is a bonus in Red Top, a swinging
up- tempo blues never done in a studio version.
Berman is heard only briefly. His eight
muted bars on Heads are hardly more than a
teaser, but on Mustache, he has a brilliant
open solo indicating his advanced conception.
The other trumpet work on the LP is by Pete
Candoli. and it's mostly in a humorous,
crowd- pleasing vein. Gozzo briefly emerges

from his ensemble role in the interlude on
Mean.
Flip is in good, hooting form on the
up- tempo swingers and on the extended version of Root (
based on Flyin' Home) gets into
his later- to- he- famous JATP groove. Harris is
great to hear. Why somebody doesn't record
him today is amystery. Woody, heard mostly
on clarinet, is a much more polished soloist
today, but even then his work was always in
the groove.
The brief liner note pays down beat some
nice compliments. Thank you, gentlemen.
also for bringing hack an important chapter in
big band history. The LP. which may be picked up at a later date by U.S. Verve ( or Polydor). is presently available through down
beat.
—morgenstern

CARMEN McRAE
IN PERSON— Mainstream MAL 352: Sunday;
What Kind of Fool Am I? A Foggy Day; ILeft My
Heart in San Francisco; IDidn't Know What Time
It Was; Let There Be Love; This Is All IAsk; Thou
Swell; It Never Entered My Mind; Make Someone
Happy.
Personnel: Ms. McRae, vocal, unidentified trio.
Rating: ****

MORGANA KING
CUORE Di MAMA— Mainstream MAL 355:
Cuore di Mama; When The World Was Young;
Young and Foolish; Corcovado; Try to Remember; Meditation; Lazy Afternoon; Who Can ITurn
To; I'll Follow You; Sometimes IFeel Like aMotherless Child; ILove Paris.
Personnel: Ms. King, vocal; unidentified orchestra arranged and conducted by Tonle Zito.
Rating: **** /
2
1
The generations gap more and more. Presumably, mine prefers Bob Dylan and Janis
Joplin— but I'd rather listen to music. Hence.
Iam ever-exhilarated by Carmen McRae and
Morgana King— true vocal artists, true singers of songs, not rhetorical mumblers or histrionic sex objects.
The McRae album is especially exquisite.
because she summons beauty from sugary
songs Ialways hated, like This Is All IAsk
and Make Someone Happy. Then again, for
all her brassy grace. Istill hate that diabetic
valentine to San Francisco. But I love It
Never Entered and / Didn't Know, especially
as crooned by Carmen. As always, her musicality is excellent, as is her tasty ( but
anonymous) accompaniment, altogether proving her one of the few truly exemplary ballad
stylists.
The King album is even better. and almost
indescribable. As always, her voice scintillates. like fine cut crystal. She is truly unlike
any other vocalist; hear the shimmering Lazy
Afternoon and Corcovado, and even the otherwise banal Try To Remember. Morgana is
far more than a stylist: she is indeed a chanteuse— as cool and rarefied with a lyric as
Carmen is classy and grooving.
Considered together, the two LPs represent
all the charm and finesse of the artistry of
singing. Their brilliance, their capacity to illuminate a phrase or a piece of melody, their
unique energy ( the pithy swing of McRae. the
effervescent delicacy of King) — all this is truly divine. And like their fellow vocal artists,
like Sarah Vaughan and Billie Holiday and
Mabel Mercer and Bobby Short and Grady
Tate and many more, their spirit is timeless. .
—bourne

BUDDY RICH
BUDDY RICH IN LONDON— RCA LSP 4666:
Dancing Man; The Word; St. Mark's Square;
That's Enough; Little Train; Two Bass Hit; Theme
from " Love Story"; Time Being; Buddy Rich
Speaks.
Personnel: Lin Biviano, Jeff Stout, Wayne
Naus, John DeFlon, trumpets; Bruce Paulson.
Tony DiMaggio, John Leys. trombones; Pat LaBarbera, Brian A. Grivna, Jimmy Mosher, Don
Englert, Joe Calo, reeds; Bob Dogan, piano;
Paul Kondziela, bass; Rich, drums; vocal trio
(track 4).
Rating: ****
Here is the eighth Buddy' Rich LP in the big
band series and the second for RCA Victor.
As on past Rich LPs, particularly the last four
or five, there is considerable emphasis an
volatile and intricate brass ensembles, played
at galloping tempos and propelled by Rich's
iron-wristed hut nimble drumming.
There are several elements in this package
that put it anotch or two above even the high
standard established by his last few outings.
though Idon't consider it quite equal to his
earlier LPs, up to and including Mercy. Mercy. They had a more loose, swinging quality
about them and sounded relatively relaxed
compared to the intensity with which the current band rips into its work.
Be that as it may, it is good to see Pat
LaBarbera step forward and take his rightful
share of the action as the band's finest soloist.
He had generous space on the Diffèreni
Drummer LP last time around, and scores
with more excellent moments this time. He is
the band's strongest solo voice since Jay
Corre, and it always puzzled me why he took

a back seat to altoist Richie Cole when the
latter was casting about for chorus after
chorus in search of an idea. Here, LaBarbera
dominates virtually every track on which he
plays with his full tone and sure sense of
phrasing. He is also heard to advantage in one
of his rare ballad performances on Love Story.
Ifind no serious failure of material on this
LP. Without taking away from the strengths
of the other RCA session. Idid consider the
Superstar tracks something of aletdown. This
time around, the quality of the writing is
uniformly excellent when measured against
the band's current all- stops-out, slightlyrock- influenced stylistic goals. Even That .%
Enough, which features a vocal trio of
Kathy Rich and Michelle and Carlene Hendricks, is refreshing in its simplicity and gets a
stomping good rendering from all involved.
Bill Holman's major contribution to this
session— and he's been contributing charts
since the beginning — is the long piece called
Time Being. A thundering track throughout, it
is a collection of many rhythms and moods,
from asomewhat pretentious opening to some
soaring trumpet section work later on. It is
longer than its substance justifies. but perhaps
its main purpose is to showcase the leader's
remarkable resources as both an ensemble
drummer and soloist.
Producer Pete Spargo pays special tribute
to the sound attained by Bob Auger's engineering in his liner notes. Idon't agree. Moreover, in reviewing Rich's first RCA album
some months ago, Jim Szantor voiced similar
reservations. In comparing the RCAs to the
Liberty LPs, Ifind a marked shallowness at

the bass end of the spectrum that robs the
hand of acertain undercurrent of power.
The Rich Speaks track closes the LP with
some amusing on-stage banter from Buddy.
— mcilonough

ARTIE SHAW/
ROY ELDRIDGE
ARTIE SHAW FEATURING ROY ELDRIDGE-RCA LPV 582: Lady Day; I'll Never Be
the Same; Grabtown Grapple; The Sad Sack;
Little Jazz; A Foggy Day; ICould Write a Book;
Lucky Number; Soon; Natch; No One But You;
Scuttlebutt; Mysterioso; Hop Skip and Jump; The
Gentle Grifter; Mysterioso. •
Collective Personnel: Eldridge, Ray Linn, Jimmy Pupa, George Schwartz, Paul Cohen. Tony
Faso, Bernie Glow, Stan Fischelson, trumpets;
Ray Conniff, Charles Coolidge, Pat McNaughton,
Harry Rodgers, 011ie Wilson, Bob Swift. Augustino Ischia, trombones. Tom Mace, Les Clarke,
Herbie Steward, Jon Walton, Chuck Gentry, Lou
Prisby, Rudolph Tanza, Ralph Rosenlund, reeds;
Shaw. clarinet; Dodo Marmarosa. piano; Barney
Kessel, guitar; Morris Rayman, bass; Lou Fromm,
drums; Eldridge, vocal (track 10). Gramercy Five:
Eldridge, Shaw. Marmarosa, Kessel, Fromm.
Recorded 1944-45.
Rating: *** V2
The idea of a collection of Shaw/Eldridge
collaborations from the
1944-45 period
sounds great at first — one of those ideas that
one assumes was long overdue. Well, here it is .
before us, in superbly reproduced sound. and
it is indeed nice to have. But taken as awhole,
this period of partnership produced relatively
minor accomplishments— certainly from Eldridge's point of view and to a lesser degree,
from Shaw's also.

For Eldridge. these sides generally represent something of a compromise. They are
immaculately professional and atribute to and
reminder of Roy's versatility and disciplined
technique. He is uncommonly lyrical in the
grand manner on Foggy Day. Yet. the restrained character of most of his solo work
here would puzzle a listener trying to gauge
Roy's enormous impact on the jazz scene of
the late ' 30s and beyond. In short, there is
much about the Eldridge style that's not in
evidence here.
For Shaw. these were the twilight days of
his career as leader of a major orchestra.
These and other recordings from the late Victor period seem to pretty well embody Shaw's
traditional musical concepts in maturity. He
catered — never pandered— to the best elements of popular taste, choosing consistently
outstanding songs ( many from the better
Broadway shows) and framing them in danceable. richly textured and intelligent arrangements. This is essentially what is heard here:
very high-quality. ungimmicked dance music.
Eldridge works comfortably within this
context. but he is permitted to dominate it
only occasionally. There is Little Jazz., for
example — Roy's show piece with the
band— and agem it is! It provides abackdrop
for some spectacularly raw open and muted
solo work that is up to about anything he did
in a similar vein (
Les Bounce, for example)
with his own groups of his period. ( He made a
number of big band sides under his own name
between 1944 and 1946.) And there's Lucky
Number, where he slashes out with 16 fiery.
instantly recognizable bars in the last chorus.
In addition to the band pieces, there are also
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Adventure
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Crossings, an albumful of Herbie Hancock with Benny
Maupin, Eddie Henderson, Buster Williams, Julian
Priester and Billy Hart, is available on Warner Bros.
Records ( and tapes).
July 20
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seven Gramercy Five tracks — mostly clever.
tightly knit ensembles for clarinet and trumpet, reminiscent of John Kirby's band. The
finest of the Gramercies, 1think. are Scuttlebutt, which has exceptional bass work by
Rayman, and the two versions of Mysterioso.
neither of which has ever been on LP. A
moody minor blues, its ensemble has an Ellingtonian feel to it. The Gramercies also offer
interesting glimpses of Marmarosa and Kessel.
As for Shaw. his clarinet never sounded
more agile and elegant than on such melodic
standards as Soon, Book. and Foggy Day.
And on original swingers such as the previously unissued Notch and Number., his
steely notes glisten like beads of rain striking
the Simonized finish that marked Shaw's marvelous reed ensembles. His work as a soloist
remains as unique in its own way as that of
Sidney Bechet. another one-of-a- kind master.
On the whole. Eldridge's impact on the
Shaw band was not as strong as it had been on
Gene Krupa's several years earlier. The reason appears clear. The main body of Shaw's
work suggests a strong commitment to the
values of the ensemble — the well-balanced orchestration. This is the thread running
through Shaw's work back to 1936. Even
when he fronted the feisty, spunky swing
band of 1938-39. there seemed to be aspecial
dedication to the collective tone of the band.
His sax section sound was certainly deeper
and more penetrating than Benny Goodman's, his main competitor. In any case, this,
along with a strong sense of style, seemed to
contribute to a sharply focused definition in
Shaw's mind of what an Artie Shaw Orches-

tra should sound like. And although several
major soloists moved through the band's
ranks ( Hot Lips Page, Billy Butterfield, Eldridge). that definition continued to prevail.
—mcdonough

CEDAR WALTON/
HANK MOBLEY
BREAKTHROUGH— Cobblestone 9011: Breakthrough; Sabia; House on Maple Street, Theme
from Love Story; Summertime; Early Morning
Stroll.
Personnel: Mobley, tenor sax; Charles Davis;
soprano&baritone saxes; Walton. piano; Sam
Jones, bass; Billy Higgins. drums. •
Rating: ****
What ajoy it is to see musicians of this
caliber being able to do their thing— which is
the only thing they should be doing. This is
straightforward, hard- blowing jazz without
cliches, excuses or preliminaries. And all this
without a cyclamate ( conga drummer) in
sight.
Walton and Mobley intend to make their
musical partnership permanent and based on
this album, nothing other than an end to The
War could be nicer. The groovy thing about
this LP is that, though the material is good, it
doesn't make any difference. Because, from
the first track on, you know you're going to
hear inventive, reaching solos, asensitive and
musical rhythm section. and the underlying/overlying sense that this is good— the
real thing. This is not to say that the tunes are
throwaways. because they're not. It's just that
they pave the way, track after track, for much
better things.

if you want fast repair
service you can trust, —
meet Ed Muscara
His Muscara Music Company in Belleville, New Jersey
is one of seventeen stores in Premier's nationwide
network of Service Centers, and they are all out to
revolutionize drum service Wherever you are, one of
them is near you.
If you want to avoid the delay and forget the worry
usually associated with drum repair, count on Ed or
any of his counterparts throughout the country.

in the U S by Selmer Division of The Magnavox Company, Elkhart Inchana 46514

Professional Drum Shop, Hollywood! Drumland, San Francisco / Arapahoe Music Company,
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Belleville, N.J. / Sam Ash, Inc., Brooklyn / Don Worth Drum Shop, Portland/ Sho-Bud
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It's also great to hear Hank Mobley — he's
probably one of the least recorded great saxophonists next to Ben Webster. His sound
seems harder here than 1 ever remember— could be nothing other than a new
mouthpiece. But soft sound or hard sound.
Mobley•s is a good sound— a rolling,
next- phrase- could- be- better- than- the- last
sound. His solos have the continuity and
promise of an Art Farmer's— a sense of polished spontaneity.
Walton makes his presence felt almost as
much while comping as soloing and he's agas
on electric piano ( especially on House). He
makes the instrument respond to him, not the
volume control. He's a subtle musician of
impeccable taste, from choice of material to
choice of notes. He knocked me out in his
Jazztet days and he's continued to grow.
Davis immediately establishes his baritone
credentials on the title track but on Stroll
shows that his soprano is much more than a
double. In his case, playing nearly both ends
of the sax spectrum is a sign of a dedicated
improviser. Davis apparently knows that other sounds and timbres are needed in order to
say what he feels should be said.
One need not praise Jones and Higgins,
especially if redundancy is a particular
phobia. But Jones' work especially justifies
kind words. He digs in but he's flexible: instinctively germane to the material and the
improvisational moment. His ears, then, must
be as calloused as his fingers.
The next time you want to convert someone into ajazz fan, this LP should easily do
the trick. All the good elements are there.
—szantor

caught in the act
Herbie Mann
Rainbow Grill, New York City
Personnel: Mann. soprano&alto flutes:
David
Newman. tenor sax, soprano flute: Pat Rebillot, elec.
tric&acoustic piano: Sonny Sharrocv, guitar: Andy Muson, electric bass. Reggie Ferguson, drums.

Mann unveiled his new group in the lofty
confines of the Rainbow Grill, offering a superb view of Manhattan ( weather permitting)
and excellent food and booze for those who
can afford the price. ( It's not cheap, but unlike
some other class spots. this one always gives
you your money's worth.)
After flirting with soft rock. Mann is back

in the generally thankless role of accompanist
to singers. is adefinite asset to the group. His
playing is strong and swinging ( within the
restricting rhythmic conception of apersistent
soul heat allowed him here), and he gets a
good sound from the electric piano. His comping is impeccable.
The rest of the rhythm team is accomplished and steady within the context noted
above, though Ifound Ferguson's drumming
abit lacking in terms of shading.
When it allows itself to get a little looser,
this group should have no problems in reaching awide audience. I'd like to hear abit more
variety in the rhythm— as John Coltrane once
said, nothing swings like 4/4— but the emphasis on a contemporary pulse is probably a
wise commercial choice. Mann always knows
what he's doing. and always does it well.
—morgenstern

Various Artists
Radio City Music Hall, New York City

Herbie Mann: " Knows what he's doing"
in ajazz-cum- soul groove, but, perhaps because of the surroundings, seemed a bit more
restrained than customary.
The explosive pyrotechnics of Sharrock,
for instance, were not unleashed until the
closing number: up to then, the fiery guitarist
was confined to sedate comping. This may
have been amistake, considering the audience
response, but then, this was the opening set,
and those are always abit tentative.
The main novelty ( and appeal) of the group
is the presence of Newman, who joined Mann
in some effective flute duets ( their tones and
conceptions contrast nicely while having
enough in common to blend well) and also
added his warm tenor sound to the otherwise
somewhat thin tonal palette of the band. In
the latter role, he was most convincing on I've
Been Loving You aLittle Too Long, on which
Mann stated the theme prettily on alto flute
while essaying asolo on the smaller of his two
horns.
The alto flute ( Iprefer its warmer tone) was
also in evidence on Never Can Say Goodbye,
with Newman playing a pleasingly phrased
solo on soprano flute.
These two pieces can perhaps best be described as soul ballads. The more up things
included the big hit Push Push and Respect
Yourself: the rhythm section generating a
strong back- beat pulse.
Rebillot, a gifted musician too long buried

On May 8. the Rockettes hung their costumes in their lockers, put on their street
shoes and went home early so that Radio City
Music Hall could be the scene of its first rock
concert. The event was abenefit for the Environmental Policy Center. Washington, D.C.
When the doors opened, the first pioneers
tiptoed into a Depression dream of heaven. It
was something like entering the Hall of Wonders.
Somewhere between the audience taking its
seats and the house organist playing Bach's
Toccata and Fugue, the crowd got restless.
Balloons wafting from the back to the front
were buzzed by dive-bombing paper airplanes
constructed from the programs.
Emcee Ed Williams of WCBS-FM ( which
was coordinating and promoting the show)
introduced Dewey Terry. the first act. Up
came Terry and his band on the orchestra lift.
Terry has a seven- piece group including two
singer-dancers. There was alot of jumping up
and down and funk-chucka-chucka-chucka.
funk-chucka-chucka-chucka. Members of the
group displayed enthusiasm and solid command of their instruments; but never was
there an intimation of anything special.
Shortly after Terry and company descended on the lift. Williams made an introduction. the big curtain glided up, and there
was Todd Rundgren and his group. It was at
this point that the physical facilities of the
Music Hall demonstrated their positive value
for arock concert. By making use of both the
lift and the curtain, the obligatory 15 to 20
minute minimum lag between acts that has
plagued such concerts was virtually eliminated.
Rundgren openly displayed his aspirations
toward super-charismadom with taste, gusto
and musicality. His band, which featured Stu
Woods on bass and Tom Cosgrove on guitar,
backed him up with precision and joy. Also
part of the group were the Hello People, who
are both rockers and mimes. Their inclusion
was an acceptance and intensification of the
basic theatricality that lurks in every rock
concert. Their talents were particularly well

used when they enacted the gross characters
described in a Rundgren song about high
school. A possible obstacle to Rundgren inheriting any of the vacant chairs of rock
stardom is that he has yet to establish aclearly defined sense of himself.
Speaking of production facilities: The
people handling the lighting failed to cast light
on what was happening. prompting Rundgren
to ask. "This is aprofessional showcase, isn't
it?"
Rundgren received the first standing ovation of the evening and for an encore did
Woltinan Jack.
To be honest, a good segment of the audience enjoyed McKendree Spring, the next
group to ride up on the lift, but Ireally don't
know why. It's a amplified string
group — guitars and a violin. The latter
doubles on theramin and echo effects. What
the group lacks in softness, it certainly compensates for with a lack of subtlety. Of
course, subtlety is not anecessary component
of rock. However, this group, with its use of
electronic fiddling and such, clearly wishes to
be considered sophisticated. It has a lot to
learn from The Who on that score.
But Imust reiterate that McKendree Spring
brought the audience up. and when Ed Williams tried to follow their act with a poem
about trashing the environment, the audience
was vociferously resentful.
This resentment continued during the performance of Chase. the next act. Icouldn't
tell if the audience considered Chase a letdown after the crude power of McKendree
Spring or an inconvenience that was delaying
the next and final performer. Billy Preston, or
if the audience was merely uncomfortable in
the presence of aband that tempered its musical virtuosity with its sense of control. In any
event, Chase. an impressive trumpet section
neatly balanced by a showboating rock
rhythm section, stormed its way through several numbers. They made music even while
some people in the front rows were trying to
see who could best launch a paper airplane
toward the stage. Clearly. Chase is somebody's external idea of what ajazz-rock band
should be: but it is still a good idea. Those
who chose to listen were rewarded.
Billy Preston was nearly magnificent. Attired in a three-piece white suit and tieless
black shirt, he won the hearts and minds of
the people. He combined aglittering virtuosity and a naked sense of showmanship to
create one of the most stunning performances
Ihave seen in along time. Among the pieces
he did were Them Changes, his own version
of Hey Joe, IWrote aSimple Song. Summertime. That's the Way God Planned It, and My
Sweet Lord.
His playing of Summertime "as Bach might
have written it" was superfluous but not an
insurmountable distraction. He sneaked over
to the mighty Wurlitzer to check it out. That
was fun. Preston embodies that elusive amalgam of talent plus magic.
He made use of the Radio City Music
Hall's technical facilities by climaxing his performance with huge bursts of white smoke
and flashing lights. The best part of all is that
this theatricality seemed so right for both the
music and the hall.
Any of the first four groups would have
been acredible opening act for the first rock
July 20 CI 41
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ROCK REVISITED!

concert to take place in Radio City Music
Hall. but four of them together diminished the
importance of the event.
A page in the many crumpled or grounded
programs left behind noted that " The Environmental Policy Center was founded in
January, 1972, by former staff members of
Friends of the Earth. Based in Washington.
D.C., the Center works to influence Congress
and all Federal agencies that formulate and
execute national environmental policy..."
—norman schreiber

Here's your chance to play some of
the great sounds of the " rock era"!
The actual hit creations minus your instrument.
Can you cut it? Complete charts included.
n••red0

gr' IMP
mmo 4066

Ruth Brisbane's " Legacy of

MMO 4067
MMO 4068
minus drums
mine guitar
minus bass
Proud Mary • Satisfaction • Light My Fire • Spinning Wheel • Somebody To Love • Sunshine Of Your Love • Sometimes in Winter.
•

MMO 4069
MMO
minus drums
mine
If IWere A Carpenter • She
Made Me So Very Happy • God
•

•

Theatre at Noon, St. Peter's Lutheran
Church, New York City
Personnel: Ms. Brisbane, vocal, tambourine; William Foster McDaniel, piano, musical director; Victor
Sproles. bass.

•

4070
MMO 4071
guitar
minus bass
Loves You • Mr. Bojangles • You've
Bless The Child • Fire And Rain.
•

Bessie Smith"

•

Drummers, here are five new albums, from the beginning to the
end. Instruction, reading charts and out- of- sight jazz scores. A
challenge to any percussion'st!

• •-'7

MMO 4062
MMO 4063
32 heads are
Wipe-out.
better than 1
Jazz charts by Chapin
Asolo fo. - drummers.
• • •

MO 4
064
Rock Drumming
Amethod by C. Perry

Theater at Noon is Jazz Pastor John (lenses basement arts emporium, serving midtown Manhattan office workers and anyone
else who might be free between noon and 2
during the work week. Plays, poetry readings
and sundry other forms of expressions have
been presented in past years. Theater at
Noon welcomes contributions from those
who attend but is mainly funded by the N.Y.
State Council on the Arts. Like many similar
ventures, it is in serious financial trouble.
According to a flyer inserted in a recent program, "Theater at Noon may have to go
dark."
As a cabaret setting, Theater at Noon is
highly successful. The ambiance should rate
at least four stars. The room is small and the
ceiling is low; there are about adozen tables,
usually seating four, and more chairs line the
walls.

The stage appears roomy, even with a
grand piano and three musicians hard at work.
The set for the " Legacy of Bessie Smith," a
simple curtain at the rear, sparkles with the
words "Cotton Club" inscribed in large letters.
The 45- minute show ( at 12:15 and 1:15)
begins when all the lights go out. This is
bassist Sproles' cue to start plucking a saucy
walk for Ms. Brisbane's entrance. The lights
come on slowly and out struts a pink feather
boa with a blues singer wrapped inside. It
unfolds to the strain of the St. Louis Blue.
occasionally sounding just like Bessie did it,
at atempo drawn out like the final minutes of
that evenin' sun going down. Then. See See
Rider and aquick credit to Ma Rainey and a
slightly longer biography of Bessie. And more
great old blues lyrics, sometimes cleverly updated: " Beware of sweet men in Cardin suits .
. . They're in the right church but the wrong
pew" . . . " You've been a good ole wagon,
Daddy, but you done broke down..."
Ruth Brisbane moves to a stool near
Sproles and McDaniel, crosses her legs and
launches into aLangston Hughes blues poem.
Ruth Brisbane grew up on Halsey Avenue
in Brooklyn. She became interested in singing
when she was very young. Both her parents
were semi-professional vaudeville entertainers; Ruth's father also worked as amechanic
six nights a week. Her mother sang blues
around the house, and as is so often the case,
she was the major source of encouragement in
the early years. ( In the case of the Brisbanes,
this meant mountains of encouragement since
there were 11 children, eight of whom had
excellent singing voices.)
Records were always available, especially
by Dinah Washington, Billie Holiday, Ella
Fitzgerald and Nat King Cole. The two oldest
sisters would never miss Billie when she

Two sensational drum albums, just released
and featuring atrio, quartet and quintet in
abroad selection of blues, ballads, jazz, rock
and soul songs, both with and without the
drum part. Charts are by Jim Chapin. Bonus:
Each is a2 - 12" 1p set for the price of 11p.
MMO 4074 Drumstar — Ooga Boo-ga Loo
Feelin' Alright • One Note Samba • Cool Jerk
•Misty • Getting It Together • I'll Remember
April • Oye Como Va • Meditation • Big Boy
•Psychedelic Sally.
MMO 4075 Drumpadstickskin — The Beat Goes
On • Song For My Father • Swingin' Shepherd
Blues • Para Ti • Watermelon Man • John
Brown's Body • Terry's Tune • Girl From
Ipanema • Watch What Happens • Comin'
Home Baby.
r—

Please ship the following albums at once,
postpaid. $5.95 each.
C 4062
El 4067
ID 4071

4063
III 4068
ID 4074

IJ 4064
D 4069
4075

1

D 4066
D 4070

_„ Ienclose
check or
money order for $
-)t. We accept credit cards BankAmericard, Diners, Master
Charge, American Express for two or more 1p orders.
Give #
and Expiration date:
Name

)

Address

A SPECIAL
OFFER TO

City

DOWNBEAT

One Free Book with each LP ordered. Check choice.
D Poetry of Rock O Spice Box of Earth
0 Rock and other four letter words.
Groupies & Other Girls CI Inside Creedence

READERS!

State

Zip

'MUSIC MINUS ONEINAINA=
43 WEST 61 STREET NEW YORK, N Y loo,
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Ruth Brisbane: Classic blues feeling

played at the Apollo. After the performance,
they would dash straight home and call a
"kitchen concert," a regular feature of the
household. It brought the rest of the famil,
into the kitchen, where they were treated to
all the songs Billie had done, in the same style
Ruth remembers these concerts fondly but
believes her big influences were early Ella and
Sarah Vaughan.
Ruth began singing in the chorus at community centers where her mother organized
cocktail sips for the benefit of organizations
like the NAACP. In 1954, she made her first
New York club appearance at Harlem's Baby
Grand. It was the classic incident where the
star attraction, in this case Big MaybeIle, became ill and a replacement was needed in a
hurry. Ruth stayed two weeks. Despite the
fact that this sounds like the first big break,
she never made a real living from music for
nearly two decades. She sang on weekends
and did other small gigs, but other interests
kept her from making afull commitment.
Her superior typing ability led to ajob at
the United Nations, typing minutes for the
Security Council. There, she became involved in the U.N. Jazz Society, and through
one of its members was introduced to the
work of Bessie Smith. Deeply impressed with
Bessie's blues, she quickly learned several of
her songs. Young Woman's Blues was the
first. Since then, she's added over a dozen
more and will perform her " Legacy" concert
at the Newport Jazz Festival in New York.
"The blues is . . ." As Ruth Brisbane
sings- recites the last line of the Langston
Hughes' poem, she gets off the stool, takes
four steps to center stage, and asks for aword
or phrase from the audience. Her intent is to
improvise blues lyric, and it's afun thing to do
though it frequently fails, which, Isuppose, is
part of the fun. The audience is usually frightened at first until a brave soul lets something
out. On the days Icaught the show, there
were new blues created to the cues " rain,"
"scream," and "on my lunchtime."
There follows another Bessie medley, with
a very sexy extended version of Empty Bed
Blues that never fails to provoke response.
Ms. Brisbane is at her best on this one; there
is abundant opportunity to present a.classic
blues feeling.
The diversified show is rounded out with a
lively but questionable cakewalk, during
which members of the audience are asked to
come up and join in, and then agospel number
from the legacy of another Bessie fan, Mahalla Jackson.
—robert rohr

Doc
Ai/Winer
Saver of
up-tight
out- of sight
sounds

Healer of glad notes, sad notes,
mad notes ... even bad notes. This
freaked- out miracle working medicine man
can bring tired old worn-out decaying notes

Duke Jordan- Major Holley
Bradley's, New York City

back to life. Its a simple operation. You step on

Personnel: Jordan. piano; Holley. bass.

There are few things in the annals of jazz
more perfect than the introductions, accompaniments and solos played by Duke Jordan
on Charlie Parker's Dial sessions.
Randy Weston once described Jordan's
playing aptly and beautifully: " Duke sounds
like raindrops right after a sunshower when
the sun breaks through the clouds and the
birds begin to sing." He's one of those rare
musical beings who brings beauty to everything he touches. Even the most banal melody
is transformed in his hands.
Too long absent from the scene. Jordan
recently returned to visibility with an engage-

a

switch. Strike a note. And let it decay. It'll sustain twice as
long as anything else you've heard.
Send for
FREE
Demo
Record

The Maestro Sustainer will breathe fresh new life into
your guitar. No pain ... just pure undistorted sustain.
It's also found the cure for controlled harmonic feedback.
So you'll have nothing but sharp, clear, vibrant
sounds. It's what guitar players have been seeking for a
long, long time.
The Maestro Sustainer. It adds a little life to your music.

MAESTRO SOUND PRODUCTS
7373 N. Cicero Avenue / Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646
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The Pride of
the Professionals
Clarinetists and saxophonists who care about good
music care about the reed
they use. That's why La
Voz reeds are in such
demand. La Voz reeds
are fashioned from the
highest grade cane available. And La Voz ages its
cane from 3 to 4 years before
it even becomes a reed. The
special La Voz manufacturing process calls for precise
craftsmanship and hand-grading to exact tolerances. We also
inspect each La Voz reed ma ny
times to assure superior performance. With all that builtin quality, shouldn't our reed
be your reed?
La Voz Corporation, 8484 San
Fernando Road, Sun Valley,
California 91352.

Now! We're making guitar string history
with the GUARANTEED

SET 'N A HALF
e the finest

brilliant bronze wound strings for full
fidelity sound.

e your choice of gauges from extra light to heavy.
e the only strings with an unconditional
replacement guarantee.

• aguitar SET '
N A HALF with spare 1st, 2nd and
3rds.
Sold by Americas

finest music dealers.
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▪ UNCONDITIONAL C‘
RAVES GUARANTEE df
Reas strings are guaranteed by the inarw
facturer against defects in material
and workmanship It you are dis
pleased with any Raves String
mad it to CuStcene, Secase. PO

Pa 1Si. Reg Brunswca Ni
08903 USA for free re
placement

44 Li down beat

National Musical String Co.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903

ment at Bradley's, a pleasant Greenwich Village bar and restaurant featuring piano-and- bass teams. He was soon asked back,
and hopefully will from now on be regularly
heard around town ( he's also working with
Howard McGhee's new little big band).
The piano at Bradley's is not the best in the
world, and the customers sometimes talk a
lot. But Jordan and his colleague, big. sturdy
Major ( Mule) Holley. let nothing bother them.
['hey answer requests cheerfully, but mostly
play what they like, and even the
non- listeners are subliminally affected by the
lovely. swinging sounds these two create.
Jordan is a supreme melodist. He has the
ability to distill the essence of a tune. paring
away the excess notes and bringing out its
hest features with crystal clarity. His touch
can coax agood sound from the least responsive instrument, and he always swings, at any
tempo. And speaking of tempos— he always
picks the perfect one.
It is in the nature of gigs like this one that
most of the music played will be familiar.
Thus, we heard Girl from 1panema, moving
into a smooth 4/4 after a few choruses in
bossa rhythm; a mellow Summertime, with
some pretty octave doublings in the treble
during the exposition and closing, like the
pealing of gentle bells; a medium-tempo Out
of Nowhere, with aseries of building choruses
reflecting the lyricism of Charlie Parker ( with
whom Duke recorded this): an utterly relaxed
ilakin' Whoopee, the melody played stylishly
straight, with a totally improvised, boppish
bridge for contrast and some lovely locked
hands work later on, and Misty, quite a la
Garner but with distinctive Jordan touches.
And, of course, that must for all barroom
pianists, As Time Goes By, done with the
right nostalgic touch, but never lapsing from
good taste.
But there is also room for surprises ( though,
in a very real sense, everything played is a
surprise): Chocolate Shake, an obscure piece
of Ellingtonia ( from Jump For Joy) with a
very contemporary harmonic feel; the pianist's own Jordu, amarvelous piece, used for
set closers but always coming out abit differently; Don't Blame Me. another classic from
Jordan's Parker days, on which he plays unaccompanied for the opening half chorus;
Watch What Happens, an answer to a
request, in this case fittingly titled, and When
I Fall In Love, picked up from the Miles
Davis recording playing on the juke box during intermission and developed in the same
spirit of spare lyricism.
Throughout. Holley's bass is more than
mere support, underlining the pianist's ideas
with a full, warm sound and perfect intonation, even bending to the whims of the
piano's tuning.
Holley's solo work, of course, is a thing
unto itself. He is quite capable of playing
conventional bass solos— and very good ones
at that— but his speciality is the use of his
voice in unison with his bowing. Inspired, no
doubt, by Slam Stewart, it comes off quite
differently; Slam does his humming an octave
above his bowing. Major does his in unison,
or below. His voice has exceptional range,
and when he goes way down, the effect is
startling. But this is more than a trick: he
makes music even when he makes you laugh.
There are few better ways to spend acozy
evening than listening to Duke Jordan and
Major Holley doing their remarkable
thing.
—morgenstern
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Continued from page 15
and then the few really good people in rock
who have an affinity for black music and have
taken it to another level and done their own
creative thing with it, used it as asource rather
than just copied it.
C.H.: The falseness of it is not just the fact ot
the black accent in their singing. It's the whole
thing that is the outcome and result of that imitation, which is the making of money and the
whole life style. Ihope I'm not being misunderstood. It's just that Ionly have experienced
living in away of immediate needs. I've been
that way all my life; Idon't know about living
in a wealth kind of style, and the things you
have to do in order to attain that style of living
seem to me to be very false from the git-go.
But Ithink there is a potential to do good
things with that money- making power and also
threaten the system. The money could be
channeled into very important areas. Rock
groups could get together and start their own
labels, those labels would make the money,
and that money could be channeled into free
medicine and food for kids in the ghettos, building up slum areas— it could be used in such
meaningful ways, rather than buying snakeskin
suits and Victorian mansions and $ 18,000
cars...
B.P.: Another thing that could be done, and
some of the groups have started to do this, is
for a top group to use its success to make it
possible for people to hear the people THEY
listen to, the black artists they heard originally.
When the Rolling Stones toured here, they took
Ike and Tina Turner and B.B. King along with
them. Ike and Tina had been doing one-nighters
for 15 or 20 years, and they told me the price
they could get for anight trebled after that tour.
On the other hand, from what Ihear, the Stones
took the lion's share of bread from the tour, and
the black artists didn't make much from the
tour itself.
Also, there was afilm made of the tour, and
they were planning, Ithink, to release it themselves, and put profits back into the communities and movement causes and that kind of
thing. If they go through with it, and are able
to do it, it will be groovy for a start. If some
groups would make that kind of gesture and
carry through, show that it can be done, and
publicize it with the apparatus they have, maybe some other groups in that bracket would
come around. It's going to take successful
people to start it, cause the people on the bottom, most of the people, are trying to survive.
C.H.: Yeah, that would really be good if that
could happen. If the awareness of the Young
Lords and the Black Panthers could be realized,
if that awareness could be in some way given
to the rock culture, it would really be agood
thing. The Panthers and the Lords are becoming
aware of their need for survival; not only the
Panthers and the Lords but the American Indians and the Chicanos, they're all becoming
aware. They are finding out about why the
white racist wants to kill them, and that's why
their awareness is growing so rapidly. They are
finding out all the ways the Establishment and
the system are holding them down, and keeping
them down, like for instance drug addiction.
People have been writing for years about
methods of curing drug addiction and stopping drugs from coming into thie country by
making a deal with Turkey to stop growing
poppies, and busting all the clandestine laboratories in Marseilles and it's all abunch of bullshit, man, because one of the reasons there is

Champion of freaked-out sounds.
And guardian of pure, unadulterated
fuzz tones ... Maestro Super Fuzz
leads the way. Those who use him
respect him. Those who compete with
him fear him. He's compact — yet
bursting with power and new sounds to
be heard.
There isn't anything he can't do when it
comes to dishing out fuzz tones. Play it like WOW
and oh so gentle ... or play it like NOW wild and acid,
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thanks to his new two- position Tone Mode Switch. Or he
can set the balance control and get a combination of
natural guitar and fuzz at the same time.
But don't stop now man! Check out the sustain control.
It lets you keep your favorite sounds around
for quite awhile.
See your Maestro dealer now. Let Super Fuzz zap
you into a new sound age. It's like no other fuzz
on the market.
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Some important new releases
from Atlantic Records
TRUTH IS FALLEN- Dave Brubeck (SD- 1606)
An extended work, written by Dave Brubeck,
which. combines jazz, rock, chorus and : he
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra Dave has
dedicated it c ' the slain students of Kent
University and Mississippi State, and all the
other : nnocent victims, caught in the crossfire
between repression and rebellion"

INSTANT DEATH -EDDIE HARRIS (SD- I611)
King of the electric sax. Eddie Harris is heard
in his first studio recordirg in over ayear
His musicianship is, as always, superb

THE LAST SET AT NEWPORTTHE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
featuring Gerry Mulligan, Alan Dawson and
Jack Six (SD- I607)
Recorded live on July 3, 1971 at the Newport
Jazz Festival, this recording captures one of the
most intense sets ever played by the incomparable Dave Brubeck Quartet

AFRICAN COOKBOOK -RANDY WESTON (SD- 1609)
Pianist/composer Randy Weston is heard in a
brilliant synthesis of American jazz and
African music. Also featured on this excellent
recording are Booker Ervin on tenor sax and
Big Black on congas

Atlantic Records and Pipes -It all started here

addiction is because the people who control
the economy have to have addiction to hold
down the people in the ghettos. As long as a
person has aneedle in his arm, he's not going
to threaten the people who are exploiting him.
Also, billions of dollars are being made from
narcotics by people in high places. If it weren't
for addiction, thousands of people would be
out of work, and half the prisons would be
empty. And now a great deal of the drugs
smuggled into the U.S. come from Southeast
Asia with the supposed knowledge of the C.I.A.
and the help of wealthy Saigon businessmen.
Which means that both heroin addiction in the
U.S. and the addiction of GIs in Vietnam are
directly related to the U.S. war in Indochina.
That's some of the many things the minority
youth are finding out. They're reading, they're
becoming aware and articulate about their
histories and about the needs of their people
and about what has to be done in order to free
their people.
B.P.: Well, the rock culture is definitely feeling
the hurt of being exploited and hyped. Iread
things all the time in the rock press like " Nothing's happening; everybody is either incompetent, or competent and boring." Or " Where's
all the vitality and newness that was in the
music five years ago?" It's just been drained
off as the money has come in. Because the
first rock records that caught on were made for
aminority audience, ablack audience, and the
white kids felt the music, and, like Alan Freed,
felt they could play the music for white kids
and get a response. So the music was very
wild, 'cause it was played for itself essentially,
and now it's all caught up in the profit system
and it's like atreadmill . . . people don't talk
about making good music, agood song, they
say, "We're gonna go in and cut some tracks,"
and they overdub and there's another album..
it's all very routine, and geared to the consumer
culture. Keep the albums coming out, keep the
advertising booming . . . the bad state rock is
in now is directly attributable to that.
C.H.: Well, there are several answers to these
problems, Iguess, not just of the music but of
the whole society. Idon't know; you either
leave and go to another country— Idon't want
to bring up my children here. Idon't want my
children to go to a public school and be conditioned to shallow values. Or else you try
to find some way to teach your own children
the way, the true way of life. That's very important because the babies are going to be
human beings who are following through with
life, and it will really be atragic thing if their
minds are poisoned. If things keep going the
way they're going now, there'll only by asmall
percentage of children who will have acreative awareness inside them. And the other kids
will be brought up and conditioned by the
people who are motivated by the false American dream.
B.P.: Grand closing question: how do you feel
about the future of the music you're playing?
C.H.: Well, the music with Ornette's quartet is
as beautiful as ever. Ifeel that Omette is one
of the most important musicians this world will
ever see. Dewey Redman and Ed Blackwell
are both innovators on their instruments. Ifeel
privileged playing with them.
The future of creative music here is strong
among musicians. The musicians who play
the music are the ones who really care about
its future. As long as there are musicians who
grow up with and acquire a need to express
themselves in creative improvised music,
there'll always be a future . . . if humanit\
hasn't destroyed itself first.
db

Harvey
fpritzer
wasn't
alwar
abum

As a matter of fact there
was a time when Harvey was
very much in demand. You see, he was
the only musician in the world who could play the
"stringed brass bass". Not only could Harvey come on
strong with a big bass beat ... he also came on with a
big fuzz brass sound at the same time.

Send for
FREE
Demo
Record

Then along came Maestro Bass Brassmaster. And
poor ol' Hary fell on bad times. The Bass Brassmaster
brought every electric bass player out of the dark
and into the limelight. Overnight they became
pace setters in their groups turning on a beautiful
blend of fuzzy brass effects. Even
on their low E string.
Bass Brassmaster is here to stay. It's boss on brass.
And big on bass.
So Harvey Spritzer, wherever you are, go home
... your unemployment check is waiting.

MAESTRO SOUND PRODUCTS
7373 N. Cicero Avenue / Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646
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KENYATTA
Continued from page 13
the younger man playing alongside his idol.
"Stitt had never heard me before." smiled
Kenyatta. " Iguess the producer might have
told him that Iwas one of his alto disciples out
there and that I really dug his playing. because Igrew up on Sonny Stitt. To find myself in the same studio was like— wow!"
His other notable album to date is Girl
From Martinique. cut last year for the Munich- based ECM label, by courtesy of producer Manfred Eicher. an old friend. It features
him with European sidemen including pianist
Wolfgang Dauner. with whom he used to play
during his army days. Lately, though. Kenyatta has managed to work mainly with Americans. French musicians have long been noted

for their hostility toward the American invaders and the saxophonist finds that this still
persists in spite of the fact that Paris is the
city in which he feels most comfortable.
"They try to cover it. but Isee no reason why
there should be any hostility because there's
two different kinds of music. The French jazz
that the French musicians try to play . . .
American musicians can't get that kind of
work, so it's two different kinds of circuits
and there's nothing to worry about. Ithink.
"I don't know if they feel that the music is
better, hut the French like to see black people
playing jazz more than they like to see white
people playing jazz. so Iguess that's the reason. They play jazz and they play good
jazz — Imean the French — but there's something else about seeing a black face playing
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Introduced only recently, this revolutionary
new slide reference for theory and harmony
has already found its way into universities,
symphony orchestras, jazz & rock groups...
is being used by students, teachers, serious
amateurs, working professionals...by writers,

13.17.7mM 7,m7 b
V 7,7115,rn 7,0701

ing the harmonic overtone series on any root,
plus the vibration frequency ratios of all intervals. The finest reference tool of its kind—
handsomely designed, and quality manufactured in high impact plastic for alifetime of
use— it comes complete with protective case

composers and arrangers...by musicians in ev-

and detailed instructions. Order with confi-

ery category who recognize that the learning
process never ends. In fact, it begins anew
with the Musigraph. This truly ingenious de-

dence. If dissatisfied for any reason, return
the Musigraph within 15 days for immediate
full refund of your purchase price. Initial pro-

vice answers hundreds of questions—almost

duction quantities limited. Order today.

any question you can think of— with consistent musical accuracy. Easy to use, it offers
the most comprehensive coverage of theory

JUST $ 7.95 postpaid. Use coupon to order.

and harmony facts and examples to be found
in any single reference source— anywhere. It

MUSIGRAPH COMPANY

presents information clearly, logically, and in
acontext that enhances both the understanding and practical application of everything

400 Woods Road, Teaneck, N. J. 07666

from scales to harmonic overtones. Some of
the subjects covered include key and signature, intervals, inversions, chord construction
from triads to 13ths, major and minor scales
and modes ( including Lydian, Ionian, Mixo-

Sirs: Ienclose payment in amount of ; 7.95
(N.J. residents add 40¡ tax, total $ 8.35; Canadian customers add 500, total $ 8.45, and
remit U.S. funds money order). Rush me the
Musigraph. If dissatisfied for any reason, I
may return it within 15 days for full refund

lydian, Dorian, Aeolian, Phrygian, Locrian,

Name

melodic and harmonic minor), root relationships, harmonic function, transposition ( in-

Address.
City,State,Zip

cluding all instrumental transposition), major/minor/chromatic harmony, chord substitution, embellishment, modulation and much
more. The Musigraph indexes over 100 harmonies for any top note. It strips the mystery
from musical acoustics— graphically display-
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black music, or a white face playing black
music. In some cases a lot of French musicians have become very successful by playing
jazz."
Kenyatta agreed that there might well be a
case for a new kind of jazz being played in
Europe. " But I don't know how much influence it'll have because the influence has to
come from the people who originated the music, Ibelieve. They might make acontribution
to the music, but it's hard for me to see where
European music can make that much of a
contribution— European jazz, that is. To me,
jazz is from the South— New Orleans and the
deep South. and blues and all that, and they
just don't have it in their system. They don't
grow up with the blues, they don't live with
the blues— let's say the black blues, anyway.
Kenyatta wants to " keep on moving, get it
out, playing, crystallizing my thing." something he finds hard to do in the U.S. where, he
feels, most of the creative people in jazz have
become " syndicated." He elaborated: "They
are owned by record companies and they
record the way the companies tell them to. It
just seems to me that country needs some new
producers in the music. If the producer knows
your music and considers your music, then
he's important, and to me. producers in the
States are getting sterile now. They're blocking alot of the young producers from coming
up and doing their thing. When Igo to the
States Idon't hear nothing but the same old
concept that's been coming out for the last 15
years: Idon't hear nothing new."
Until such atime as the recording situation
does improve back home, many young American musicians will continue to record in Europe, where they can make enough money to
survive and keep on growing musically. The
question of price is a sticky one which Kenyatta settles by taking the simple old expedient of " whatever people are willing to
pay — it's never too much for me!". he smiled.
"For the moment I'm my own agent so Ihave
to take into consideration how much Ihave to
do to get my mailing out — all this comes into
the picture, too. My mailing list goes to people
in the business, to clubs and concert promoters, etc., and Ithink Ibuild my fee around
my music and what Iput into my music to get
it out. It's alittle tougher for me being agypsy
musician, but it's okay. Idig the gypsy style.
I'm free. really, I'm free like amother."
The first thing you notice about Robin Kenyatta, the saxophonist, is the way he plays his
horn, tilting the mouthpiece at 45 degrees like
alatter-day Lester Young. He has been doing
this for the past two years, originally to try to
get the same feeling as from his flute-playing
but discovering that he can blow into the
instrument more powerfully without it resting
on his chest or stomach. He finds it a more
natural attitude. the only contact with the
instrument being through his mouth and fingers and this reinforces his own personal attitude to playing:
"For me. I've stopped playing alto. Imean.
Istill play the horn, Iplay through the horn.
hut Idon't play the alto. Ijust play myself.
And Ifind that by approaching it this way, it's
different than other musicians and other alto
players as such because they just approach
the horn as an instrument. That way, you play
notes instead of yourself. A lot of times I
don't bother with notes, Iplay blurs of whatever. It doesn't have anything to do with
notes, but it's amelody in itself and to me, it's
my melody, it's my line."
db

Black solo. Iwish the set had been recorded,
it would take a few weeks to analyze everything that Black got into. The closing selecby a bravura rendition of Hie Saints, dedition's title was apt.
cated to Sharkey. " our dear, lost brother." It
The Preservation Hall Band. back for the
was a very good set, one of the Campo
second night. gave the audience Bill Bailey
groups' best. and very well received.
(Yawn). " Frombonist Clement Tervalon
Bob Greene. who had appeared at a precracked the audience up with his humorous
vious New Orleans festival, was called hack
vocal on Al ii,krat Ramble and provided good
to do his Jelly Roll Morton specialty. Shrevetailgating on the other selections.
port Stomp (
circa 1905) came off well. and
The highlight of the band's second appearTiger Rag. beginning as aminuet before being
ance came when leader Percy Humphrey
transmogrified into crystal-clear Jelly,
dedicated What a Friend IHave in Jesus to
brought cries of More! Shoeshiner's Drag
both Sharkey Bonano and Henry " Pickles"
London Blues ) concluded the short set, provJackson, adrummer laid to rest with a tradiing again that Greene does a credible job of
tional funeral the preceding day. Banjoist
reproducing the style of agreat master.
Nardin Kimball sang with great feeling to a
The New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra has
hushed audience. then asked all to join in for
gained much critical acclaim since making its
the conclusion. It was a moving tribute to
debut and drew exceptional audience refallen brothers.
sponse. The Ragtime Orchestra recaptures a
Sweet Emma Barrett was up next and delong-gone era with great charm..1 -his time. the
cided to repeat Bill Bailer no comment). The
Orchestra chose not to rely on the betbest effort for the pianist- singer was an exter-known staples in its repertoire. and chose
change with Tervalon reminiscent of the Turk
instead Affirm' Pas, Fig Lee Pine‘ippl..
Murphy! Pat Yankee duet.
Rag. kiss Ale Sweet. and Elite Syncopation ,.
Two standouts with the group were Pail
The concluding piece was the well-known
"Polo" Barnes. whose clarinet is consistently
Joplin composition. /
Entertainer. It was a very good. and Chester Zardis, the progenitor
charming set, marred only by unbalanced
of the plucked string bass, who is amazing.
sound. The brass wasn't up to the level of the
It was the best evening ballroom program
violin, handled, as usual. by Bill Russell. the
since that concept was introduced last year.
dean of the New Orleans revivalists. Lars
Good Show!
Edegran. who is responsible for the charts and
Saturday
aver- all course of the group. handled his piano
.
[he setting was the Municipal Auditorium,
duties with skill.
acavernous arena better suited for basketball
England's father- and- son act. Ernie and
than music. " fo accommodate more people
Rico Tomasso, replayed last year's program.
(some 7.400 were on hand), the stage had
though 10- year-old Rick added a Bixian Jaz:
been moved for maximum visibility. UnfortuMe Blues to his Armstrong impressions. It
nately. the sound system was in the hands of
was a pleasant interlude before the heavy"experts" raised on rock and apparently inweights came on.
capable of comprehending anything subtler.
Wild Bill Davison and that all-time Elling.[he night began with a concert set and
ton- Armstrong New Orleans great. Barney
grand march by the Tuxedo Brass Band— one
Bigard. were aided and abetted by adynamite
of the program's few New Orleans touches.
rhythm section. comprised of George Wein
Then it was time for something Ihad been
(whose name may he familiar). Rudy Aikels.
anticipating with great joy: The first formal
the fine young bassist currently with the
U.S. appearance of The Giants of Jazz.
Dukes of Dixieland. and a drummer you
This incredible group. which gathered lauwouldn't expect on this kind of hill. an e rels last fall in Australia and Europe. consists
ceptional drummer— nay — an amazing drumof Dizzy Gillespie. Kai Winding, Sonny Stitt,
mer. whose prior credits include stints with
Thelonious Monk. Al McKibbon and Art BlaYusef Lateef. Horace Silver and other modkey — hand leaders all except bassist
ernists. Remember the name James Black. He
Mc Kihbon. They said it couldn't be done. hut
may be on the verge of adding a new dimenGeorge Wein lured these men away. for a
sion to mainstream jazz. if he so chooses.
time, from their individual pursuits to join
Wild Bill was in fine form. and its always a forces ( and what forces) on common musical
delight to hear those patented Davisonian
ground.
They lived up to expectations, but the entags. Wild Bill has always been a personal
favorite of mine and its great to see and hear
tire set was marred by vain attempts to get the
him. still in good shape. still the blowsy -.halIsy
sound straightened out — to the extent that fair
Chicagoan— tearing things up. It is fitting that
appraisal becomes impossible.
his birthplace was Defiance. Ohio.
Fittingly, the music began with Tour de
Am IBlue was a Barney Bigard showcase.
force. a Gillespie original based on Jeepers
and the man has lost little of what made him a Creepers changes. ( Actually, the first number
was Now's the Time, hut we couldn't hear
clarinet giant. still using the Albert System.
with that languishing. liquid tone that could
much of that at all.)
move Mt. Rushmore. .1iceer Lorraine was
Dizzy and Stitt were in particularly brilliant
another Bigard feature. with acaptivating piform. and the drive and flow of the rhythm
ano intro by Wein.
section. once McKibbon overcame his ampliBlue Again has long been a Davison favorfier's whims. was phenomenal.
ite and came off well, as anticipated. If there
Stitt was featured on a superb / Can't Get
was a shortcoming in the set, it was the abStarted, surpassing even his recently recordsence of Ellington selections.
ed version.
Monk and Dizzy were featured on '
Round
Caston Elie then stepped forward, and on
Midnight, a definitive version of a classic
behalf of the mayor and the city, presented to
piece. Monk seemed ahit reticent as he began
Bigard a scroll making him an honorary citihis solo, hut, roused by a few Blakey rolls.
zen of New Orleans.
began to build a lovely structure. ( No drum.5' Wonder/id was the pressure-cooker
closer. It featured another superb James
mer on earth plays better for Monk than the
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TIP 101 — Louis Armstrong; Great
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Buhainal. The ensemble first followed the
classic Blue Note version. then shifted to
Stitt's tenor for the middle and Winding's
mellow trombone for the last eight. Dizzy.
Harmon- muted and at first backed by a
"stroll" ( bass and drums) only. essayed a
beautifully wrought 3/4 chorus.
A Night In Tunisia closed the set— too
soon, but the battle against the sound system
was alosing one. Blakey kicked it off, and was
featured throughout in an awesome display of
energy and imagination, flailing his drum kit
like a witch doctor engaged in some ancient
ritual. Dizzy came in for a stunning cadenza.
and then the hand split. leaving Blakey alone
to drum out his acknowledgement of the
night's first rousing audience response.
The Giants are indeed that — some of the
heaviest masters of modern jazz recreating
and making new the. glories of the music
called, for some obscure reason. bebop. For
too long, these men have been working with
relative youngsters, doing the essential job of
transmitting their mastery. That job needs
doing, but the stimulus of playing with equals
is something else again, and something equally essential.
To me. Nina Simone, who followed. was
anticlimax. But the audience obviously didn't
agree — they loved her.
With a new backup band ( Don Pullen, organ: Nadi Quamar. Warren Benbow, Leopoldo Fleming, percussion). Ms. Simone did
her strong, well- paced act, exotically attired
in a purple backless halter dress. As usual.
she did plenty of prancing and shaking in that
mixture of political preaching and sex that is
uniquely hers.
Imust pass on judging it. but as Isaid, the
audience loved it. and it was artfully done.
That ended the first half. Part two began
with a mistake— a set by the Mardi Gras
Indians accompanied by a soul hand. The
music was indifferent, went on too long, and
was insufficiently redeemed by the Indians'
fantastic feathered costumes. The audience
made no secret of its impatience with the local
talent.
They were waiting for B.B. King. of course.
and when he appeared, he got a tremendous
ovation. In the course of a long, vital set, he
created his special magic, backed by his excellent little band.
B.B. felt like playing, and his guitar work
was phenomenal. Lucille was talking. On his
records. King is often backed by indifferent
studio groups. If you really want to hear him.
hear him live, with his own band, creating that
unique rapport with his audience.
In B.B.'s nine- piece band there is one white
musician. pianist Ron Levy, and thereby
hangs atale. At the point in the set where B.B.
introduces all his sidemen, also doing a rap
with the audience, the music slows down to a
vamp.
While everyone's attention was focused on
B.B.. Nina Simone emerged at stage left, with
Don Pullen in tow. IIhappened to see them.
and kept watching.) Next, Ms. Simone tapped
Ron Levy's shoulder and motioned him away
from the keyboard. She sat down on the piano
hench, pulling along the somewhat unwilling
Pullen, and began to play. demonstrating a
blues vamp. She then got up. indicated for
Pullen to stay. and left the stage.
Levy soon reappeared, looking a bit bewildered. and now the rap was ending and the
Continued on page 62

How to tune
asnare drum
for rock, jazz,
big band,
little band.

By Ed Shaughnessy.

Famed drummer Ed Shaughnessy tells how to change the
tuning to best fit a wide range of
musical situations. This knowhow will pay off in your playing
sounding best... no matter what
the music or size of group!
Big Band: How to get a strong
full sound. When to loosen the
drum heads ... and how much.
Rock: How to get the " wet"
sound. How to increase the
"flat" sound with cardboard.
Small Band: How to get a drier,
crisper sound. The best tuning
for backing a singer.
The Ed Shaughnessy Percussion Factsheet = 07-2 is at your
authorized Rogers dealer now!
The price is right. It's free. Come
in soon. Quantities are limited.
(See dealer list at right)
Your authorized Rogers dealer
is the man to visit for all your
percussion needs. He features
Rogers Drums...the drums
constructed " nine ways better."
Ed Shaughnessy has performed
with everyone from Bernstein to
Basie and is currently featured
on Johnny Carson's " Tonight"
Show.
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Molone/Sornon Music Caner
Mt
Proepect/Mikin. Mum Center
Nome/John P Noonan
Ook Lem/Row. Muse
Ouoncy/Spurnera H It SI Music
Rantoul/D..% Music Center
Rockford/Omer. Music Studio
Roselle/Roselle Sch.1 of Music
StemneBender 5 Block Mom Company
ledleste
Anderson/Anderson Muse Coney Inc
Bloornoneon/SrnoleHolden Mum
Ft Wmene/Torn Berry Mum Co
Ft Wayne/The Percussoon Center
Frankfort/Ken Muse Company
Gary/Glen Park Muse Center
Herehond/Judys Mum Center. Inc
Indoonapole/ArMur's Mum SM.
Marlon/Hope. Marion Muse House
Munceedunce Mum Comte
Newcerstle/Horneya Muse Sloe
RochmoM/G EM Slue°
T•rr• HereePeoge's Mum Store
twee
Cede' 1411./..r.de Mmic
De. Moo.s/De. Molne. Music Ho..
Deo Moi.s/Fenk Amnon Muse
Poll Dodge/Ma-Ben Mum Co. Inc
IndemieDevere's G.., Center
love City/West Muse Company. no
Mown City/Mmon Coty Muse Center
Mount Ayr/Runyona Mum
Moscelone/Musee Mum
Otturnm/Rochrdeon MUM Center
Sims Fels/Flood Mum Co
Spencer/M.6011 Muse Co. Inc
Storm Leke/Modoen Muec
Storm LokeelideM Mum Co , Inc
[mewl
Holton/Jon-O Muse
Hulchintion/Nelson Muse Co
Konen Cory/Ave Mum Campo.
Kansas City/Wyandotte PM. Mine Center
Lerrence/Ros• Keyboard Stud..
lemon 1 Renchmerlefeston Muse Inc
Overland Pork/Woods Muse Co
Soline/Edgongton Mom Co
Topoes/To.ka Mum Cene,
Wichol./Jenkin• Muse of Wee. Inc
WocholeUhlok Muse. Inc
Kee..
Bowleg Green/Hernmond Organ Sludlos
Covington/Brodoe's Mee Cenler
Cenville/Meody Mum
Frankfort/Mu. Of Goole.
Lexington/Carla Mme Center
Leenglon/Fred F Moore Muse
Louomlle/Central Consemlory of Mote
lounevilleDurlaufa MUSIC Shop. mc
Laumille/Koy. M.. Snot,
Louosvolle/Shweelon Peno Co
Poducs./Sheceelon Poe. Co
levies«
Alexandria/Alexandre Muse Sole.
Baton Ro.e/O'Neolla Muse Hou.
Latmetle/Bobby Brook. • Baldwin
Lake Charles/Bowman Muse
New lberoa/Romema Mum
New OrleaneSound Cory
Opel ..... / Jerez MUM Sine
Shreeporl/Wolker
Rode Pismo Co
Melee
Auburn/Corroll's MUM Center
Bongor/vener Muse Comeny
PortlaM/Neor Englend Muse, I«
111015V. England Muolc. Inc
Moryleond
Betonore/Bolla Muse Moo.
B•nomorelnusoc House
Behmoro/Storoger Muse Wooed
Baltimore/Yeager'. Muse Store
Bethesda/Drum. Unlimllod. Im
Elkton/Mers Piano a Organ Co
Fredeek/Colon. Mee Shoo
Fredencli/Frederock Muse Conte
Gen Borne/Muse House
Hogerolowne.chen Mum Co
LuthervolleStronger Mum World
Wheoton/WasMngton Muse Center
litemecheise.
Boslon/Bewon Mmoce Instrument Co
SM./Boston Mum Co Inc
Boston/11,1mm &Mee Instrurnenls
Boston/E U WM.., Co
Brockton/Centel Mom
Bureonglonelusic Unlornoled. Inc
Combrodge/Scorpoo Muse Company
Dotilmieluse unlonmed. Inc.
Poll 5150,/00115 Muse Store
FlIchburg/F.Ichborg Muse Center
Hanover/Tee. Muse Conn..
Haverholl/Heerhou Muse Center
Lawrence/Consenter.° Muse
Lynn/Lou noel Mete Store
Medford/Ompaeo. School of Mom
Norwood/For...a Mum Snee.
Chancy/ChM.. Elem tame Co
SaugueS ..... Music Tom. Inc
ShreMbury/Prunem's Muse Shoppe
seem...Muse World
Sudbury/Sudbury Muse Center. Inc
Temon/Cheles Been MUSIC Co
West Sprongneld/AccoMon Mart
Worcester/Chorles Bean Muse Co
Mende.
Aman/edroch Mute
AIM Perk/A Weaver Mum Co
Ann Arbor/Ann Ar.r Muse Mort
Ann Arbor/e Nall. Muse Inc
Bottle Creek/Bole Dowdy Muse Enteroree.
Bay Cory/Muse Ceder
DeeboreAnderson Music Co
De.r.rn/Newona Muse, Inc
Dearborn Mc / Ron H•nry Muse
Dettoo/Amencon. Slude of Mum
Detro.t/Th. Drum Shop
°Moot/F.1es Mum Como,
Deret/Gronnelea Muse
Detrooterleosomno Mum
E Deron/Aesocroled Mom Center
Flonl/Flonl Muse Center. Inc
Flont/Modweel Mum
FantoShoes Muse StuMo
Grand Repods/Forrow's Muse
Grand Ropodeleddleton's Mum Studer
Grand Reyes/Muse Most
Kolemozoo/Sound Factory. Inc
Lonsing/Morsholl Muse Co
LirOnObill•POO•11 Mum Inc
MI Clemens/Wollos Mosoc
Muskegon/Pletcher'. Femur. & Muse

Rom. Ook/Royee Mine Conger
Segonert/Jock Grodley Muse Conter
SepteMMany a Bon K..% Whole.. Me
SI Clair Snores/0mM & Drum Center
SI Cler Sheres/Olyrnm Mee Stud.
Sandusky/Kohn Muse Sloe
Utica/Mee Box Stodlo. lOO
Warren/Gu. Zoen Mum Centro
111055.50.
Albert Lee/J.Cobson Mum
Austin/Kopet Mum Center
armed/Corm, Mmes.
Dululh/Howley Mum. ISO
Fairboult/Emtmon Mum Company
Feormontetid•Bell Mum Co. Inc
Genco./ SO.'S Muse Shoo
MonlialeModeel Mum Co Inc
Monnespole/leSherp Mum, Inc
Monneopolls/Dahleren Diu. Shop
Monne.00los/Cromer E GroM Muse
Redwood F.II./The Mum Sere
Winona/Mere'. Music
Worthonglon/B•nd Shell Muse Shop
▪ lneon/Nmh MUSIC lend
Be
Bregeton/Strub &Moe Co. Inc
Cope Goredem/Shovelbonna Mmoc
Chest...Id/Noon Mum Lore
Columbia/Shea I Son. Mute
Crews C.ur/Clon Fete Muse Center
Dexter/JOY. Mom Corn.,
Fenton/Tom & Country Mum Cle, Inc
Festus/Don Fene Mum Center
Flat Rover/Mew Mute Store
Hatew.d/NeM Mum Land
Meer«. Clin/Oh..
Son. Muse
Jopron/Elob M.O. MUSIC
OSOS.. Coty/Ouogt. Momo SbUVIOS
Kennet/Jay's Muslc Corno•ny
Korkw.d0.1 Bay Mum Cedar
Overend/fee. Mmic lend
Poplar Bluff/Jaya Mme Company
Reeown/Raytown Muse Com.ny
SI Ann/Hamilton Mee
St C.d./Dee'. Muse
St Charles/NM Muse Land
St Chores/Nash Mine Lend. M Twee Cl,
Joelph/Bowenson Muec Corm.,
St Lmos/Alkorwan Mum Slue°
St Laue/Grevoo• MUM Company
St loue/Hmohon Moe, Concord Pl..
St Loons/Hernolton W.., Cron Key.
SI Lows/Kern., Muse Corn.ny
St LouleLud.g•Aeoloan
St Louoseackfurey Mum Co
SI Louis Co / Nonnland Muse Conger
St Louls/Strub Music Co. Inc
St Loue/Tower Gro. Mum Co
St Louls/Toiore Grove Muse South
So/em/Capps Muse Co. InC
Sedate/Sher
Sons Music
Seestoxyn/Ke. Collons Pere Co . ISO
Springfeld/The Drum Key
Springfield/L.0s Mum Co
Wasonington/NM Muse LOSO
Nebr..
Lincoln/DM. Mum McKee
Loncoln/Hospe MUSlO CO...
Loncoln/Sound Coy. Inc
Norfolk/Behrree's Music Center
Oneheesospe Mum Como,
Ornaheloe Veda'. Drum Coy
Nevada
Les Vegas/The Drum Shop
Reno/Music Wee, Inc
New Herepechlel
Berlon/Catello & Son
Manchester/Ted Herbert's Muec Mart
Naante/Progris Music Center
New Jena,
Bergenfeld/O .D. Bella Mum. Inc
Cherry me/Cherry Hill Mum Celle
Cherry HilliNew Jersey Mee Cot,
East BrunswocellyWoy Muse Center
EdMo/Lou Rose Corporoloon
EloyabeM/AnMony s Muse
Englemod/Golsonote Mum, Inc
Flernongton/Nolde. Muse 13.
Freehold/Cease Music
Pennsauken/Meru. Muse
Red Elonit/Red Bonk School of Music
Tremon/Chopon Muse Co.peny
Union/Rondo Muse
Linen Cory/P..10e Muse
Vonelmd/Musoc Come
Wolloarnstowneliese Forum
New Mee.
AIMMeroue/Lmnetto Drum Sh.
Albureuereue/M•dlong Muse Co
GoIlup/Gelup Muse
Les Cruces/Melody Lane Muse
Santo Fe/Muse Vino
Solver Coty/Smoth Mum
New Yee
Aslote/Molore Muse SM.
Baleve/Roxya Muse
Brooklyn/Sern Ash, Inc
Brooklyn/Kong Jones Mum
Brooklyn/Royet Muse. Inc
BroneBronen s Muse Como.,
Bronx/Muse Mode ot Westmonor
Buffolo/Art Ku... Muse Sere
Buffaeo/Parrnourn Muse Center
Clyde/Audio'. Mom Cent.,
Orn/Depew Muse Conlo,
Demt/Gerber Mee Comp., Inc
DunkoreCostello Muse. Inc
East AuroreRoxy's Muse
Elrnhurst/Gueensboro men. of Muse
Flushong/Msnody Music Conte
Freeport/Groans Muse Cornelny
Fuelon/Greco Muse
Nome.. IL II/Sern USC Mom Corp
Huntongton Slenon/Sorn Ash Mum., Mat Co
ecoson Heoghts/Holco Muse Ctr . Inc
jarneco/Clef MUSIC & Comer.
Jornestown/Conne B Steno Muse Center
Lancaster/Two, Mudge Muse
Liverpool/The Mum Snoop.
Lockpon/B•ro.ao Mum Home
MannetIon/M•nnys Muse Store
Manhattan/Solve 500,10,0
Moneoleartheir M .. s Muse
New York/Son, Ash of W HUI 5, Inc
New York Coty/Ponte Mum Co
Mager. Fells/Tern. Muse Shoo
Nock•yuno/Drome Sound, Inc
Pechogue/Pechogue Mum Celle
Polsclorn/Bro.na Mum Slot.
Ro.ester/Banne Mum Company
Rocneme ,, Benson Slude e &Me
Rochesler/Duko SPonnee Mee
Schenectady/Hemet &Me Store
Symuse/Bonne Mum Comp..
To ..... do/New Mum Land
Wee/Dell Muse
Wesecheslor/Sen AM krestchester Muse
West Hentele..1 ums• Mum
West Isle/Amem Muse Co Inc
Y. ..... / Bolla Mum Shop
North Cm.»
Asnevole/DuMarn's Muse Nouse
Burfongton/Dona Mum Coy
Chap., Holleturgner Muse Co.ollny

Chelone/Mum Scene Inc
Concord/The Mee Mon
Durham/P.m. Mom Come,
FoyenevonerRecord 1 To. World
Gaeone/Cerolla Muec
Or...born/Moore Muse Conomy
Heliory/Sler Mum Marl
lagh Poinl/Horre Muse Corn..
tenon/Lenoir Muse Center
Lum.rton/Musoic World
Monroe/Noll., Muse Con.
N WMesboreBoba Jewelry 1 Mum
Sansbury/Ceter &Me Coni.ny
Smsbury/The Mum Met
Seebury/Rmen Muse
Sonford/Bucemena Record O. ,
sr,,,,t,,,She,b, -.we, 5 Mom
Setitsvolle/Houte of Muse
Woionnelon/C Merle..o, S Son.
Nee 1.1.1.
Mmurck/Guoterland
Docenson/Docenson Muse Corn.,
Grand ForkePopoeer's Mum Co
Jamestown/6a ...... des Muse
MInot/Norlfeest Mono Co

Lebanon/Marty. Mee Slore
Li...moo/Johnny Murphy. Mum C..,
Leechburg/Pek Muse Cmter
Lerostom/B W Kauftrnen S Sons
Lyndor./Yere. MueC Conte
McKeesport/Progresso. Muse. Inc
MeelyIlle/Tte Muse ofMusic
Hatron. HeoghteModern Mute Conte
Neecopock/Boll Long's Mum
Nee Brignmn/Brogneon Muse Center
Neu Castle/Chu. Fero. Mum Center
Co Coy/Pastel Rea. I Muse
Pholodeloneeduse Coy. Inc
PholedephoeMuse Clip N E
Onfiburph/Ana
SnoP
Poltiburgh/Drurre
PoneyilleWoltenne Dooff, SPicO0
Readong/Rochards Mee Co
Shenandooh/CMS Musocel Enlarpreee
State College/The Mimic Mart
Pereen/Ala Do ..... IUm. Store
womeigton/Sprogg. House of &Me
Wesecheser/John I T.Ior Mucec
Wolke• Bore/Chores S . ry Music Co
York/Junus Mum Home. Inc

Ohle
Akron/menrys Music
Mean/Stech Muse Company
Ashland/Willem. Mum Shoe
Meabula/0111kenen Gum Saide
Astnabul./Slmon MUM Store
AtheneC.runghani Muse Centre
BelleueBenevue Muse Comm

R.. MM.
Cretimlon/Bus Terry Mum
Pes.n/Tradera Co.
North Providence/Luc. Mmic Studio
•
STOPPold/Dobile Mon, ShOP
Pmélucket/R, Iduleon Mum Stores
PaMucket/ Rhode ' send Muslc
Provodence/Aserod Mum Inc

Dr.en/ilogeleO , Muse Co
lirmkpark/Bare• Mum Conte
Cambridge/Perm Muse Center
Conned/C.1.1d Mum Center
Conlon/GO. Mute Conte
Coevemd/Acadomy or Muse
Clmelond/Cioner Muse Caner
Cle.lend/Cheorea Muse Mule
Cleveland/M.1ot Muse Cont.ny
Clevel.d/Prospect MUSIhOl
Cleveland/Sod). Com of Miele
Folls/Chwron Fels Muse Connor
Clerdon/Zener Mum Com.,
ConannotorRoy Lennie. Mum COUS.
Common/Buddy Rope. Mmoc..
Co...to/Wm. Muse Company
Conland/Groys Mum Company
Guyon°. Falls/F.11. Music Conte
Doeon/Benoes. Inc
Derlon/COrylon Menu. of Music
Dayton/Moue Muse Howe
Defeme/Plamt Mimic Center
DelphoeThe Muse Center
Dom/Romelyn's Music Stud.

Providence/George Geer, Dru. ShOO
Wersock/Worcrock Muecel Moment Co

East Loyserpool/Hannony Mum Co
Fondlay/Porter Mum Company
Fr.monl/LMar .1.0Pha Mum Center
Geron/Porlera Muse Conte
Hornollon/Weeer MUM. Inc
In..ndence/Clowema Conmelory or Mum
Kent/Mum Merl of Kent
Kenlon/Whote's Mum Conte
Loncoser/McClures Mee Come
L../Porler Mum Corn.ny
Loren/Droscol Mum Company
Lyndhureelonera Muse Home
embed/Thomas Mum Company
mentned/Wouern. Mum Come,
Maple Meghts/Mmic Manor. Inc
Meren/Erickton Music
Matellon/Engleharea Mum, Inc
MOStISId Heoght./Ge. Beecher Music CH
Mentortermshood Mum Coe....
Moddleown/Norre Muse. Inc
rellemburg/Young s Mum & Sound
MI Vernon/Colonel Muse, Inc
NewerS/Bob Shaw Muse Mon
11.../Biererd MUSIC SM.,
Nolers/MCKonley Mum School
Nonh 01.sted/Drorn Ciry
No. Royolton/Royalton Mee Center
Nonor.deedmot Mum Dostribulors
Poonefevolle/Bleckerla Mum Co
Porme.J.M. 1.1uPbc me.
Porrne/Porr. Muse Center
PomeGentner's Muse
Posma/Shepares Muse Come
Porlenou./Choldert Mum Center
Pothemou./Rent Muse Center
Sandusky/Lon..., Mum Center
Seney/Crerners Gateway to Muse
Sproneeta/Konced Muse
Sp...id/M.11e Mee Come
St
olleGerrero Muse
Tilen/Annur Boon Muse
Toledo/Our., Muse Stud..
Troy/Mum Box
Worreneloson
Worren/Secon0 Mumc
Wesliake/Weegale Muse Center
willoophby/Wollo Muse
woceter/Henniond Organ SI..
Wooster/VI... Mum Conte
XenieBond Box Mum
meOrurn me.
Youngelown/Dusl Muse
Yo.estown/Nerpolren Mum Co
I...vine/Moeller Mum Co
ArenoreG 1 G Mum Comp.,
Berme Done Mom Comomy
Del Colo/Del Coly Muse
Oureni/Werefield Muse Company
IMAleseer/Rensey Muse
S.mlnOl./LS L Jemmy owl Mum
Tuesa/The Ginter Homo
Tom/Sheet Mum Com.,
Oreg.
Albany/Mum Wiel, Inc
ConefoeMuse West. Inc
Eugene/Muse WO.I, Inc
EugeneWolson Mom House
Gene Pass/Muse WM. Inc
mod RoolO/PIPenClIn Muse Company
Kennon FrilloMmoc Wee Inc
Medford/Music Wee, Inc
Ponland/Denny's Muse
Portend/G.1.., Muse CO...
Portl.M/P•terta Mee Hmse
Portend/Don Worth Drum Shop
Roseburg/Rockets Muse
Salern/Wous Music Store
Perre.hossla
£llernom10.1 relus ,c Stoop
Allenloyon/Tollow. Mum Hou.
emona/Ford Mum Sloe
Baden/Beaver Valley Bent Inser & Mono
Ben. VernonModern School of Mom
Boston/2mm Muse, Inc
Braddock/Braddock Muse Come
E./Deuce Bros Muse Center
Honover/Menchey Music Serve.
NareysvolleCernmer Mee. Inc
Harreburg/J O TrOuP MM. Co
Hotoeton/Staft Mum Come ,
Mghstmentlocka Houte of Mum
Indowelndene House of lame
J. Thorp/U.1e s Muse Store
Johnemn/Muse Neon
Konannong/Kitlenneng Muse
Lancoster/Maren. Mme Store
Lareoster/Don Ranee Muse Co
Lancenter/Tony Wroghrs Muse Sh000e

de. Cored»
Ch•reolon/ F. Muec House
Cheleslon/Modern Music Center
Coeumbe/Colornee Muse Center
FlorenceOree Mum Home, Inc
Goose Creek/C..11. Inane.. Sevoce
Gresenelleboxleond Mmic Co
Greenelle/Greenyone Music Center
Greenvone/Bob McOnne Mum Co
Myrue 00000180000 Musk Center
Nevberry/Coriera Muse & Gino
Surnter/Jornmes Meer Cwt.,
Su...Stec° Mus ,c Commy
West Columbese/Tro-Coly Mum Inc
80,•10 Oahe«
Abedeen/Emet Mum Sul..
Rope Coty/Sch.oder Mimic Co
Sioux Fens/Sete Felt Mum Co
Watertom/Arylna Muse Comer
Ymkton/Mollet &Sumo Corn.ny
temeemee
ChelonoeseCho.ber. Mee
CI ..... ine/Comns Muse Sloe
Donelson/Doneson Mum Csonter
JeCk.n/Welieli Mee Comm,
Johnten Coly/Cole. Music Center
Kingsporl/Morrell Muse
KnoxyllIe/Leme 5 .11 •15
lecrenceburg/The Muse Shop
Leengton/Mode. Mum Cantor
Moryvolle/Torromy Compton Mom
hterno1M/Amo Mee
Menees/Melody Muse Shop, Int
Memphis/Berl Olswenge NotiC 12 Mee
MenopfueCole Seen Muse
Molen/Ellmta Memo
Morrelom/Stubbleneld Muse Co
Nashvolle/Haveley. Muse Shop
Neothellle/MIller Infiroment Co
Ook Relpe/Whoeya Mum Cener
Peos/Leen's Alum
ShelberolleShebenni. 8500,5 SIMP
Taw
Aualln/J R Rood Mum Co
AmbeSteol Mono 5 Organ
Deles/MCCord Mum Corn.,
Denes/Heiry's Mum Mort
El Paso/Dennya Muse B.
El Peto/Kureond Salmon Mee
El Pare/Sporotm Melody Snop
Garland/Arnold
Morgan Mum Co
Houston/Brock... Mum Comp.,
Ifoutton/Brook-Mays Organ Company
Houston/E.. MUM Cory
Houslon/H a H Music Cornowy
leredeABC Mee Company
Lemma/Bun Messner Mum Center Inc
Lubbock/Lubbock MUM
Odes../Po. Mum Center
Plena...My L SMnce Muse Co. Inc
Son Antonoo/Caldwel Muse Comp.,,
S. Anlonoo/Ombet Came Plan
Son Anlone/Muse Marl Inc
Son Antonio/0.os Muse Company
San Maine/San Anton. Muse Co
Teerkana/G-Sharp Muse
Yeco/Heen of ..... Mum
Yenwent
Brattleboro/Burs Muse Sen.
BunongtoneBoyd's Music Store
RutenteMelody Mum Center
SI Aelenselsedio TV Music Center
ifIrglee
ArlInoton/Z ..... Ile. Mom
C.M.r/Cut..r Mum Center
Gee Cory/The Mum Center
Lyncnburg/Roberts Mono Co
Norfolk/Sy.phony Mom Co
Rennend/Eloyent Music Shop
Roanoke/Boykons Mum Shop
Seern/Rodenhour Mum Cornet
Toms 5,000,5elp Muse Corn.,
Wornes.ro/Wayne Muse Conte
Wonchmer/G & M Music Conte
Weselneen
Belleue/Jublfee Mee
Bellegheonnerown MUM Compel,
Brernerton/Brernenon Muse
lemey/Mary Mme Comer
Longview/Konen'. Mc
Lynyrood/J.. Mee Center
Seattle/Kent Purve Drum Shop
SealtleSeelle Mme Co. Inc
T•cena/Ted Brown Muse Co
Vancouvereenerocan Muse Corn.,
Weel Yemen.
Beckley/Mr. Comet. Muse Company
Beckley/matcher s Muse C•ntor
tgueloemilluMed Muse Somppny
Chloloolon/Galp•On MUSIC
ClorksbureCreighlon MUSIC COO‘pO,
Humngton/Kenney Mum Company
Logan/Kenney Muslo Comm,
megontown/D• ven.ne's Muse
Oak Hen/Hatche s Mum Cosner
Pronceon/Renes Mono 6 Organ Cm.,
MeeeneCeo Muse Co. Inc
Whemng/Gersoro MUM Sloe
K. p.h./Muse Center Inc
•
Molwatilieseausl Muse Caro
, I....PCOn Mos. HOule
/Uncle Bob's Muse Ltd
▪ ane/Muse Center Inc
Ro
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almost
any number
Chances are it's one of about 250 million different ones
creating a unique musical phenomenon known as " Hammond Sound."
Together, these almost infinite combinations represent the Hammond
tonebar system.. . the original synthesizer .... the hallmark of aHammond
tonebar organ. Tonebars allow Hammond organists to vary and shade the
tones to their personal preference. Its been that way since 1935 and you
can bet they'll still be doing it in 2035.
What's Hammond synthesis all about? Tonal quality. Tonal variation. Is there
anything more important in a musical instrument?

HAMMOND ... Where the Future is Now

HAMMOND ORGAN COMPANY
Division of Hammond Corporation
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Coleman Hawkins' " Body and Soul" Solo
Coleman Hawkin's Body and Soul is perhaps the most famous solo in the annals of recorded
jazz. It remains an object lesson in sustained creative improvisation and a model of solo
architecture.
Oddly enough, it was recorded as an afterthought, upon completion of Hawkins' first own
date in the U.S. after afive year stay in Europe. on Oct. 11. 1939. Eli Oberstein. the a&r man,
insisted that Hawkins record it. having heard him play it in a52nd St. club. The tenorist himself
said many years later: " I'll never know why it became such a classic . . . . Ididn't play the
melody. Ijust played it like Iplay everything else."
There was no formal arrangement. After ashort piano intro, Hawkins plays two full choruses
backed in the first by the rhythm section only, and in the second by soft organ chords from the
three brasses and two reeds in the small band. The solo concludes with abrief cadenza.
The solo builds gradually, both in volume and intensity. Aside from the glancing thematic
allusion in the first few bars, the melody is never stated, yet this was the recording that made
Body and Soul ajazz standard. It has since been the subject of countless other improvisations,
many of them memorable, hut none eclipsing Hawkins' masterpiece - not even the several later
versions by the master himself.
The solo, which must be heard to he fully appreciated, is presently available on the RCA
Vintage LP Body and Soul: A Jazz Autobiography- Coleman Hawkins ( LPV-50 I ).
It is reprinted here from atranscription by Hoyt Jones which appeared in two consecutive
parts in down beat i
n 1940 and again by demand in 1943. It is dedicated to the memory of one of
the greatest artists in the history of jazz.

Bir Tenor

The name to
remember in flutes
Exclusive Distributers.
Chicago Musical Instrument Co
7373 N. Cicero Ave. I.
Lincolnwood, IL 60646

TODAY'S MUSIC!
Gordon Deli:remount Series
J Modern Harrnonoc Techruque, Vol 5. . . $ 12.50
ID Modern Harmonic Technique, Vol. I
$ 12.50
n Modern /wronging Technique $ 12.50
-1 Modern Contrapuntal Zechnique
$ 5.50
Jamey Aebersold:
-1 New Approach to Improvisation, Vol. I
:1 Vol. II ( Nothin But Blues)

$ 7.95
S 7.95

Alan Swam: Four-Way Keyboard System
Book 1, Basic Chord Construction- Open Posihon
Book IL Adv. Chord Construction- Open Position.
Book Ill, How To Ploy fly Far

350
3.50
330

George Russell, Lydian Chromatic Concept
$ 22.50
Wm. Fowler, Guitar Patterns for Improvisation $ 1.00
.Henry Momini:Sounds & Scores ( t 3l.PS) $ 12.50
J Dan Riciglione: Papaw A Mu Horrnony $ 7.95
0 Russ Gracie: Pro Arranger/Composer
$ 6.00
0 Chas. Colin: Encyclopedia of Scales
$ 12.50
0 Jerry Coker: Patterns for Jon
$12.50
0 George Cole ( orrl: Solo Bog for Flute
$ 230
0 11.111. King: Blues Goiter
S 2.50
0 Gunther Schullen Early Ion
310.50
in Gary Burton: Introduction to Jon Vibes
S 3.00
O Gary Burton:Solo
8 2.50
CI Gory Burton:Four Mallet Studies
$ 3.50
0 Joe Merrell°, Rudimental Jazz
S 2.50
0 Tons Davis, Practical Analysis of Independence
5 2.50
0 Oliver Nelson: Patterns for Saxophone $ 800
in Lad Hagen:Scoring for Films
$ 15.00
D Delouney: New Hot Discography $ 10.00
0 laurindo Almeida: Gudor Method
5 5.00
0 Joe Pam Goiter Style
$ 5.95
0 Joe Pam: Jazz Guitar Solos
S 3.50
0 Carole Laya: How to Ploy Electro Boss
$ 3.50
D 2Provice LPs for above book
$ 430
O Carole Kaye: Electric Boss Course .... .$ 29.50
IS books, 3cassettes;
0 Paul Humphrey: Soul >tens .... .. .
S11.00
(book & 40 min. cassette)
0 Wes Montgomery:Jazz Guitar Method
S 3.95
0 Roy Bums: Drum Set Artistry ( book eLP1
S 6.95
0 Fake Book for the Club Date Musician... .
4 7.50
D SD. King & Others: Improvising Blues Guitar
5 4.95
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P.O. Igoe 126
Libertyville, IL 60048

Free P000pe Anvwhere on Pre.Pool Orders
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CHARLES COLIN STUDIOS
FACULTY
JIMMY MAXWELL
trumpet ( Do(

,eyerinsenOrchestra)

CECIL BRIDGEWATER
trumpet ( Thad Jones — Mel Lewis Big Band)

LESTER SALOMON
Fren( hhorn/brass

JIMMY CHEATHAM
bass trombone

BARRY HARRIS
lazz improvisation

SAM ULANO
drums

WILLIE KESSLER
drums

DR. MAURY DEUTSCH
theory. composition. arranging

EDDIE BAREFIELD
saxophone, rannet

JOE BIVIANO
ordion

JAMES MOODY
saxophone; jazz improvisation

ALLAN DEAN
trumpet ( Nets! York Brass Quintet)

ALAN OSTRANDER
bass trombone ( New York Philharmonic)
For information. write — phone— ( able

CHARLES COLIN STUDIOS
3/5 West 53rd Street
New York City, New York 10019
Phonet2 I2ILT 1-1480

*The

Faculty includes *

Jerry Coker
Steve Bagby ln
Whit Sidener •

•Ira Sullivan
•Jim Progriss
IM Don Coffman

FOR THE SERIOUS STUDENT OR
TEACHER
OF THE JAZZ/ROCK IDIOM
The University of Miami School of Music
and the Division of Continuing Education
presents

THE SUMMER JAZZ/ROCK
WORKSHOP
July 23 - August 12

jazz on campus
The Reverend George Wiskirchen, C.S.C..
has been named the first Director of Jazz
Bands at Notre Dame University ( Indiana).
After 16 years at Notre Dame High School
for Boys ( Niles. Ill.) where the school jazz
ensemble. the Melodons, set an unusually
high standard of excellence. Father Wiskirchen will take up his new duties at his college
alma mater in September. Greg Mullen, a former student of Father Wiskirchen's and a
former chairman of the Notre Dame University Jazz Festival will take over the jazz program — big band, lab work, arranging, improvisation. etc. — at the high school. Father
Wiskirchen plans to continue his energetic
schedule of clinics, lecturing, and editorship of the .
S'elmer Bandwagon.
The Hammond Organ Company has embarked on a new award program in cooperalion with down heat. The program calls for a

new model Hammond Organ. the " Porta B"
complete with speaker system, to be awarded
to a winning high school in a competitive
school jazz festival. The first such award was
made to Pateros ( Wash.) HS as the result of
their outstanding performance at Olympic
College's 13th annual Northwest Jazz Festival. May 12-14. A similar award was to be
made at the first national high school jazz
festival in Mobile. June 7- Il.
FESTIVAL RESULTS: Bremerton, Wash., May 12-14. 13th
Olympic College Northwest Jazz Festival ( A.C.J.F. alti'.
rate), Dr. Ralph Mutchier, director. Judges: Bands— Rich
Matteson, Herb Patnoe, Mike Vaccaro, John Carrico;
Combos— Jim Knapp, Bob Winn. 12 college bands. 9
college combos: 29 HS bands. College Big Band Winner — Western State College ( Bellingham). Bill Cole, dir.
College Combo Winner— " Eight Pound Ball". Central
Wash. State College ( Ellensburg). Gary Hobbs, dir. Class
AAA HS Winner — Kent-Mendian. Hal Sherman, dir. Class
AA HS Winner— Bremerton East, Gary Strickfaden, dir
1973 Festival — May 11- 13.
Boston. Mass. April 29. Fourth High School Jazz
Awards Festival at Berklee College of Music. Lee Berk,
dir. Clinicians/Judges: Gary Burton, Phil Wilson, John
LaPorte. 68 HS bands. Winning Band— East Meadow
(N.Y.) HS. Rodney Tibbetts, dir. Winner of 81,000.00
scholarship— trombonist/arranger David Mille (
East Meadow HS).
Park Forest South, M., May 6. fi rst Junior College Jazz
Festival at Governors State Univ.. Dr. Warrick Carter, dir

Ensembles, Improvisation, Arranging Keyboard.
Ear Training, artists in informal discussion
Enquire: Henry Klein. Conference Coord.
Division of Continuing Education
University of Miami
P.O. Bou 8005. Coral Gables, Ra. 33124
1305) 284-3933 phone

Attention, Guitarists!
Enroll now to

BARNEY KESSEL
GUITAR SEMINAR

July 27 — 30
For info, contact.
MUSIC DYNAMICS SEMINARS
BOX 2529 • HOLLYWOOD. CA 90028
(213) 462-3311

DRUMMERS

Write for picture brochure.
the sensational

GHOST
DRUM PEDAL
GHOST PRODUCTS, INC.
1929 F. Street

Springfield, Oregon 97477

July 20
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Hendrix
created asound and named
it " The lady" because this
silvery, liquid sustain sounds
like awailing woman.
Now Black finger
lets you use this sound in
your playing.
Black Finger is an 80 db compressor which gives a pure, completely
controlled sustain with no distortion.
A well-known guitarist has called it
"one of the most beautiful sounds you
can get out of an electric guitar."
Black
Finger actually sustains
whole chords as well as single notes—
without any muddiness.
A heavy-duty foot control lets you
cut it in or out in the middle of asolo,
without having to make any other
adjustments.
And when you feel like adding a
little showbiz to your act, Black
Finger's extreme sensitivity makes fast
one-handed playing easy. Your guitar
will respond instantaneously to your
touch.
Different settings of the sustain and
tone dials will let you alter avariety of
natural overtones—from opaque to
translucent. Plus, you can get exciting
new effects by using Black Finger in
conjunction with your echo, wah or
other pedals.
Black Finger also works beautifully
with electric violin, mandolin, banjo
or any stringed instrument.
re
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15 West 26th Street
New York, N.Y. 10010

Monday night two-hour sessions. Interested
parties can call the school for further information .. . St. James Church was the noontime
setting for Peter La Barbera ( vibes) and Bobby
Jones ( clarinet) May 18 . . . Following an
afternoon ragtime colloquium on the campus.
Brooklyn College's Gershwin Theater was
the scene of a May 19 Ragtime Jamboree
with pianists Eubie Blake. William Bolcom,
David Jasen, Trevor Tichenor, Bob Seely and
Dick Wellstood, the first offering of the college's new Institute of Studie9 in American
Music. Wellstood joined Balaban&Cats May
21 at Your Father's Mustache, where other
guests included Kenny [knell, soprano sax:
Doc Cheatham, trumpet: Herb Gardner, trombone. and Buzzy Drootin, drums.. . Guitarists
Chick Wayne and Joe Puma appear nightly at
the Steak&Brew, Sheepshead Bay. Brooklyn
. . The JCOA presented three workshop
concerts at the Harlem Music Center: Works
in progress by Archie Shepp and Cal Massey
(May 17). Warren Smith ( May 24). and Milford Graves and Andrew Cyrille ( May 31).
Massey's 17 piece Romas Orchestra was also
heard in concert May 20 at St. Gregory's.

Drummers
The greatest advance in
sticks has arrived!

drumsticks

a...'
music

electro-harmonix

Continued from page 12

Rota-Tip

-

Also available at sour retail

AD LIB

Al Menard's

1.0.

fee

Judges: Dr. Eddie Meadows, Issac McKay, Charles Su ber. Nine bands. Winning Band— Triton College ( River
Grove). Bob Morsch, dir. Winning Combo —" Paraphenalia". Triton College. Best Arranger/Composer
—Paul Smith for In The Beginning (
Malcolm X Jr. College). Best Soloist —Steele " Sonny" Seales, saxes
(Malcolm X). Best Section Leader— Ron Volkman, trombone (Trinton).
Visalia, Calif., May 18-20. Central Valley Jazz Festival at
College of the Sequoias. Duane Newcomer, dir. Judges:
Allyn Ferguson, Don Rader, Allen Harkins, John Carrico,
Bob Russell, Dick Carlson, Ron Logan, Eugene Graves,
Everett Crouse. 56 Jazz bands. 6 combos. 4 vocal
groups— elementary to college levels. Guest bands: Don
Ellis and His Orchestra: De Anza College ( 1971 All Festival" winner) Herb Petnoe, dlr. Long Beach College Neo phonic: Bakersfield Electric Oil Sump. ( 1972 results to be
announced in next issue.)
Wharton, Tex., March 16-17. third Wharton County Jr.
College Stage Band Festival. Dr. W.W. Wendtland, dir.
College Band Winner— Houston Baptist College. College
Combo Winner— Alvin Jr. College. Jr. College Band Winner— Tarrant County ( Ft. Worth). Class AAAA HS Winner
—Sam Houston ( Houston). Class AAA HS Winner—
Columbia ( West Columbia). Class AA HS Winner— Dulles No. 2 ( Stafford). Class A HS Winner— Rogers No.
Class B HS Winner— Wallis. Jr. HS Winner— Rogers No.
1 ( Houston). Outstanding College Musician— Ronnie
McLaughlin, drums ( Alvin). Outstanding HS Musician
—guitarist from Edison Jr. 1973 Festival — March 15-16.
Hamden, Conn., April 14-16, Fifth Nortneast Uoilege
Jazz Festival (A.C.J.F. affiliate) at Ouinnipiac College.
Sam and Dom Costanzo, directors. Judges: Chico
O'Farrill, Ernie Wilkins, Bill Watrous, Lee Konitz, Sy
Oliver, Fr. Norman O'Connor, 10 college bands. 3college
combos, 5 HS bands. Big Band Winner— Towson State
College ( Md.) Hank Levy, dir. Combo Winner— ' Sweet
Rain'. Yale Univ., Jonathan Turner, dir. Outstanding Instrumentalists: Harvey Coonin, trombone ( Towson); David Gimble, drums ( Towson); Tom Smalara, trumpet ( Duquesne Univ.): Euille DeCosmo, woodwinds (Jersey City
State College). High School Band Winner— Langley ( Va.)
George Horan, dir. Outstanding HS Instrumentalist ($250
Clark Terry Scholarship) — Bill Marinelli North Haven HS,
Conn.)

>tore.

DB314 •

Money back guarantee.
Try Black Finger for two weeks •
and see for yourself.
Please ship:
Black Finger(s) at $ 69.95 each.
D Enclosed is check for $
Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10%
deposit ( U.S. only).
D Please place me on your new
product announcement mailing
list at no charge.

Drummers
agree...they're
terrific!
only

Pr.

Achieve techniques
never before
possible.. sound
like two drummers!
Great for solo work!
Makes any group sound
bigger and better!

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
•Dynamic triple- action tips on
each stick
•Intensified percussion
•Multiple sounds
•Increased embellishments
This is not agimmick! Some of the best-known
drum mers in the East now carry
and use Rota- tip sticks!

Name
Address

0%1

City
State
56

down beat

Zip

Send check or money

order to:

Rota- Tip Drumstick Co.
.0. Box 50, Milford, Massachusetts 01757

Brooklyn. Young Waheeda Massey was the
vocalist., and guest artists were Jimmy Heath.
Cedar Walton and Billy Higgins. Massey's
quintet also performed. The concert was
made possible through a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts . . . Singer
Stella Marrs was at Fiddlestix May 23-27.
hacked by Ted Curson. trumpet: Harold Viabern, piano: Sam Jones. bass and Freddie
Waits, drums . . . The Tony Graye Trio
(Graye. tenor clarinet. arranger: Doug Russell.
electric organ. vocal: Randy Palmer. electric
guitar) was at the Bon Soir in the Bronx May
25 ... The music of Frank Foster and Genghis
Nor was presented June 17 at Cami Hall. A
Night For the Spirit, the first in a series of
double concerts. featured The Loud Minority
in Foster's music and The Rebirth Ensemble
in Nor's. Nor was recently appointed Executive Director of the Institute of Black American Music . . . The music of Gregory Reeve
was presented May 22 at the Mercer Arts
Center Kitchen. Performing three works were
Patricia Spencer, flute: PhiII Niblock, electronicist: Jon Gibson. soprano sax: James Fillkerson, trombone: Phillip Corner and Hod
O'Brien, piano: Richie Youngstein, bass, Cleve
Pozar and Reeve. prercussion. and Carl Berger, vibes . . . Sol Yaged's quartet alternated
with the Tommy Furtado Trio for two weeks
in May at Jimmy Weston's ... Joe Farrell was
at Richard's Lounge. Lakewood. NJ.. May
28 . . . Marks Place East in Westport Conn.
features jazz on Wednesdays. On May 17. it
was the Gene Bertoncini Trio ... West Boondocks had Al Dailey, piano. and Carl Pruitt.
bass for two weeks in May-June . . . NRBQ
finished up across-country tour with a stopover at the Village Gate June l-5.

Los Angeles: An intended tribute to
Malcolm X by the Los Angeles Philharmonic, with Zubin Mehta conducting Music
For Malcolm, aspecial four-part opus written
jointly by J.J. Johnson, Gerald Wilson, Benny
Carter and Quincy Jones, had to be cancelled
when the spokesman for several civil rights
groups raised objections. The basis for the
complaints was that the Philharmonic and the
Music Center are racist organizations. The
spokesman, an attorney, insisted that the orchestra and the conductor be black, and that
the concert take place in the black community. Rather than incur the wrath of activist
civil rights groups and possible picketing. the
Philharmonic cancelled the concert. J.J. Johnson revealed that another, strictly musical,
problem existed. He didn't know if all four
would have been able to finish the music in
time because of their usual heavy commitments. However his reaction to the cancellation was one of disappointment: " We were
all excited about this tribute and about working together on it. It was so clear-cut. lovely
and beautiful. Now something's happened. A substitute concert was put together by the
Philharmonic called A Tribute To Black Music and it featured Albert McNeil's Jubilee
Singers, The Operation Breadbasket Choir and
Oliver Nelson, alto sax, playing music 1
,\ Scott
Joplin, William Grant Still, Gerald Wilson and
Nelson . . . Disneyland had its annual big
hand bash over the Memorial Day weekend.
with the hands of Count Basie, Charlie Barnet,
Lionel Hampton and Buddy Morrow featured
for two nights... While still in the Southland.

the Basie hand played a one-nighter at the
Santa Monica Civic Auditorium with Ella Fitzgerald and the Tommy Flanagan Trio . .. Ray
Charles put on aweek-long show at the Grove
. . . Bud Shank, Mose Allison and Cal Tjader
occupied Shelly's Manne -Hole. in that order .
. . The order at the Lighthouse ran thusly:
Pharoah Sanders, Freddie Hubbard, with John
Lee hooker and Lionel Hampton in for
one-nighters
Herbie Hancock played three
nights at the Whisky A Go Go, fronting Eddie
Henderson, trumpet and fluegelhorn: Julian
Priester. trombone: Benny Maupin, reeds;
Buster Williams, bass: Billy Hart, drums and
l'atrick Gleason on Moog synthesizer . . .
Chico Hamilton played the Funky Quarters in
San Diego for aone- fighter. Jimmy Witherspoon was also in for one night. Gabor Szabo
made it for two, and was followed by John

Lee Hooker for two ... Cat Anderson fronted
aquintet at the Golden Anchor, in Panorama
City, for one night. where Kenny " Pancho"
Hagood can be heard each Monday .. . Kenny
Burrell followed T- Bone Walker at the Parisian Room. Pee Wee Crayton played with
F- Bone during his two weeks and Big Mama
Thornton sat in. The Parisian is still one of the
favorite sitting- in places in Los Angeles. Lorez Alexandria did likewise when Damita Jo
was the recent headliner. . Another favorite
sitting- in place is Donte's. During Zoot Sim's
recent gigs there Carmen McRae sat in twice.
Zoot used various rhythm men— some borrowed from the skeletal Doc Severinsen band
that moved out here with Johnny Carson: at
times Loot had Ross Tompkins and Dave
Frishberg on piano: John Williams, Herb
Mickman. John Heard, bass: Ed Shaughnessy

Surgeons are Nit-eiekelw
.... BUT THEN, SO ARE ACCOMPLISHED MUSICIANS!
When it comes to surgical instruments, supplies and
laboratory equipment, medical practioners are nit-pickers.
THEY DEMAND THE BEST AVAILABLE. Sensible people are
glad they do.
Accomplished musicians are demanding too. Because
by the very nature of their innate creativity, they strive for
perfection in every performance they do. They seek this
hard- to- achieve quality not only from themselves but also
from their instruments and supporting equipment, such as
amplifiers and public address systems.
That's why they nit-pick any piece of equipment they
consider for their personal use. If it doesn't measure up to
the best within the achievable limits of today's technology,
they don't hesitate to reject it.
Kustom welcomes this kind of nit-picking. Because it's
the musician's demands for the best that keep Kustom
out front.
SEE YOUR KUSTOM DEALER. HE WELCOMES NIT-PICKERS
TOO, DO IT SOON AND START OPERATING WITH THE BEST.

Al

b

et 1KUSTOM

ELECTRONICS

INC

Chanute Kansas 66720
July 20 ; 57

ANEW WORLD OF
MUSIC
BY THE GIANTS ... •
ACCLAIMED AND USED BY TEACHERS AT BERKLEE AND OTHER FINE SCHOOLS!

VIBES

GUITAR
JOE PASS

VICTOR FELDMAN

Who can compare to the beautiful
great sounds of this Jazz Guitarist
His books are from years of
poll- winning. Theory, ear training.
arpeggios. chords, solos and great
patterns. For all instrumentalists.

Legendary Studio and Jazz artist
who is famous for his voicings. This
4 Mallet Solo Arrangements book
swings in all styles- for the advanced.

D JOE PASS GUITAR STYLE
$ 5.95
OJOE PASS GUITAR STYLE CASSETTE (
50 Min) , 7.60
DJAZZ GUITAR SOLOS by Joe Pass
3.60
D JOE PASS GUITAR CHORDS
300
Watch for the new JOE PASS CHORD SOLO book available March 30.

$3.95
DALL ALONE BY THE VIBRAPHONE
D VICTOR FELDMAN VIBE CASSETTE
$7.50
fl SPECIAL Introductory Offer:
Book & Cassette
$9.95

KEYBOARD

LAURINDO ALMEIDA

ARTIE BUTLER

This world-renowned artist has
sew new beautiful music. The
Method book is great for beginning
and intermediate guitarists. Learn
music while loving it.

Famous Pianist- Composer- Arranger ( see " The Love Machine")
wrote the ONLY book of current
Funky Boogaloo, Latin- Rock, Country. Rolling. etc. Contains " FEELIN'
ALRIGHT - solo

NEW: ( Available March 15)
LAURINDO ALMEIDA GUITAR METHOD
NEW: (
5Arrangments)

$5.00

OPOPULAR BRAZILIAN MUSIC
4 00
(For 2 Guitars ( optional). Piano and Rhythm Section good for Combos)

D CREATIVE KEYBOARD SOUNDS
$ 3.50
New books by Studio Musicians available soon in Jazz
8 Contemporary.
NEW:D CONTEMPORARY BASS LINES FOR ALL
KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS By Carol Kaye .$2.50
(Selected from author's famous books for Keyboards)

DRUMS

BILL PITMAN

and Steve Schaeffer, drums . . . Maxine Weldon
is back at the Etc. for asix week engagement.
. . Hadda Brooks can be found at the Purple
Lion. with Bruce Cale ... Harry Sweets Edison
and King Errison are helping Don Randi fill
out the week at the Baked Potato . . . Pianist
Walter Bishop, Jr. did a concert at UCLA.
using Bob Davis, alto sax: A%ar Lawrence,
tenor and soprano saxes: Calvin Keyes, guitar;
Kent Brinkley, electric bass: Bob Braye,
drums: Charlie Weaver, congas . . . The Baroque Jazz Ensemble shared the outdoor Pilgrimage Theater with the Craig Hundley
Quartet. Personnel keeps shifting in the Baroque group for its regular concerts at the Egg
and The Eye. Leader Ira Schulman and pianist .Jocelyn Sarto are consistent, but now
Frank de la Rosa is on bass. and Nick Martinis
is handling percussion. Their latest concert
covered the works of Bach. Mozart. and Ernest Bloch, plus Bill Holman and Bud Powell..
.Tommy Vig is getting into more and more of
the city- sponsored concerts and it gives him
an opportunity to use some swinging sidemen.
Two such recent concerts featured this lineup: Ira Shulman. reeds: Vig, vibes. John Collins, guitar; Ray Neapolitan, bass; Frank
Capp, drums: Chino Valdes, conga. And the
second: Red Rodney, trumpet; Benny Powell,
trombone; Bob Cooper, tenor sax; John Collins. guitar; John Duke, bass; Vig, drums .

PAUL HUMPHREY

You hear this fine guitarist constantly on TV and recordings. New concepts in Jazz and Classical by one of
Hollywood's greatest.

Soul's No. 1Drummer who has hits
with Quincy Jones, Motown Records, Joe Cocker, O.C. Smith,
Bill Cosby. his own " Cool Aid".

NEW:D MODERN PRELUDES FOR GUITAR
(CLASSICAL)
$2.00
NEV/:D JAZZ GUITAR PHRASES AND SOLOS .... 2.50

D NO. 1SOUL DRUMS
ri SOUL DRUMS PAUL HUMPHREY CASSETTE
(40 Min.)

$3.50
7.50

JOHN GUERIN

ELECTRIC BASS
CAROL KAYE
You hear this chick on hits with Ray
Charles. Quincy Jones, the famous
Motown hits. Beach Boys and loads
of Movies and TV from Bill Cosby.
Room 222 to Mannix, Mission Impossible. TV Movies etc. These
books are challenging and represent the latest of
Today's sounds.
DHOW TO PLAY THE ELECTRIC BASS
$3.50
02 Practice LPs for above book
4.50
D ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 1
2.00
O 2Practice LPs for above book
4.50
0 ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 2
2.50
PERSONALLY YOURS
(Supplement to " How to Play")
2.50
D CAROL KAYE ELECTRIC BASS
29.50
CASSETTE COURSE
(Identical to her private teaching. Includes above 4
books. 1Course Book. 3 Cassettes - 1is a Play- Along
Rhythm. Credit allowed on previously puráhasld books;
D ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 3
3.75
NEW:p ELECTRIC BASS NO. 4 ( Avail. Apr. 1)
9.50
(Bass Lines from Soul Hit Records by the author)
NEW:D EASY ELECTRIC BASS by Frank Carroll
Edited by Carol Kaye
4.50

HARMONICA

Another great Jazz- Rock recording
artist who wrote the most advanced
book of our time in Afro Bossa
Nova, Cross Time Jazz-Boogaloo.
Famous Multi Tom- Tom Fills.

$3.50

NEW:D JAZZ
ROCK
JOHN GUERIN
(Advanced only)

•■•
RUFUS ( SPEEDY) JONES

Duke Ellington's drummer ( formerly
with Count Basie) wrote his famous
technique and combo- big band
charts.
NEW:D PROFESSIONAL DRUM EXERCISES
Book I
$ 2.50
NEW:
PROFESSIONAL DRUM EXERCISES
Book II
250

CHARLES DOWD
San Francisco's newest

recording drummer and teacher wrote an encyclopedia of Soul. Beginner and Advanced.
D FUNKY PRIMER FOR THE ROCK DRUMMER ...63.00
Watch for STAN LEVEY'S new Method books for
Drums. Mallets. Tympani. and Percussion.

PERCUSSION

TOMMY MORGAN

GARY COLEMAN

You hear his sounds on GUNSMOKE, GREEN ACRES. HANK
MANCINI, scores of famous Movies.
Motown hits, etc. His books are
complete for beginning students.
to top professional. Easy. interesting, losas of pictures, music. hole 8 breath indications.
Cross Harp. Minor Keys. Fills.
0 TOMMY MORGAN BLUES HARMONICS $ 5.00
TOMMY MORGAN BLUES HARMONICA
CASSETTE
7.50
CI SPECIAL Introductory Offer:
Book 8 Cassette
$9.95
TOMMY MORGAN CHROMATIC HARMONICA
(Avail. Mar. 15)
4.50

This talented percussionist for 5th
Dimension, Mamas 8 Papas. Motown, and countless others has
written some new great ensemble
pieces. Different and dynamic
NEW:D PERCUSSION SEXTET NO. 1
(Hi School. Jr. College & up)
$3.50
NEW:D PRELUDE AND TWO DANCES FOR
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (Beginner)
3.50
NEW:D LATIN PERCUSSION RHYTHMS AND
INSTRUMENTS by Laurindo Almeida
$2.50
(Authentic Brazilian " ala SANTANA")
NEW:D WORLD OF PERCUSSION by EMIL RICHARDS. Over 300 Instruments- their range. origin and
how to play them. Illustrated (available April 1).

Chicago: Yusef Lateef did four days at
the Brov.n Shoe and a benefit concert at
St. Dominic's Church . . . Ken Chaney did a
weekend at Roberts Motel. .. Dexter Gordon
was in town for two weekend engagements at
the Apartment . . . The Ramsey Lewis Trio
(Cleveland Eaton, bass: Morris Jennings,
drums) followed Gary Burton into the London
House . . . Woody Herman's Herd, with Al
Porcino on lead trumpet, did two area dates in
May- Milan, Ill. and Kenosha. Wis. . Chase
was in town to rehearse for aJuly recording
date . . . The Mahavishnu Orchestra and Sea
Train overwhelmed audiences at the Auditorium Theater recently . . . Stan Kenton's Orchestra did aclinic-concert date in Wheeling,
Ill. When Stan showed up late ( detained by a
radio interview) for the afternoon clinic, he
found the band all set up on the stand ready to
go. But it wasn't the usual band: Mel Lewis, in
the area for two concerts, was seated at the
drums and Willie Maiden, who was off the
band for a time to write new material, was
seated in his old baritone chair. Also on the
stand was Canadian trumpeter Paul Adamson,
who was forced to leave the band last year
when his work permit expired. Lewis proceeded to swing the band with his customary
aplomb when Kenton called up an old Bill
Holman chart. Stompin' at the Savoy. Regular drummer Jerry McKenzie, who came on
the band when John Von Ohlen split in February. has been doing an excellent job . . .
Quincy Jones and Donny Hathaway teamed up
for aconcert at the Arie Crown Theater . . .
At the Wise Fools, the Dave Remington Band
remains a Monday mainstay and Edwin Daugherty and the Third World have been appearing on Wednesdays.

POSTAGE: ( free USA). Air Mail ( USA) 51.00 one book. 75c ea. additional book; Cassettes 50c ea.; LPs $ 1.50 ea..
Carol Kay. Course $3.50

FOREIGN: 1-2 items add 51.25; 3or more $ 2.50 OR

FOREIGN AIR MAIL: 1-2 books $ 1.75, $ 1.00 ea. additional book. Cassettes $ 1.50 ea.. LPs $4.00 ea.
Carol Kaye Course $8.50 ($ 13.50 to Australia. N.Z.. Asia)
Free Brochure DSample Music Catalogue 50c ( free with $ 10.00 purchase)
California add
5% Sales Tax.
Sorry, no C.O.D s

GWYN PUBLISHING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 5900. SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF. 91413 • phone: (
213) 872-1828

Order direct or
through store or
distributor ( readily
available to stores

Las Vegas:

Ex- Woody Herman reedman

Bob Pierson and five cohorts played aconcert
at the Centre of the Arts recently. Personnel:

Dennis Dotson, trumpet: Ron Myers, trombone; Maurice Stewart, piano: Frank Stuart.
bass. and Tony Marillo, drums . . . Gary
Michaels used a I
4- piece band and four vocalists to present his Theta ( Thought) work at
the Centre. Featured were Bobby Shew, trumpet, fluegelhorn: Jim Cowger, flute, and Bill
Horn, alto sax ... Woody Herman's first visit
to the Hilton International was a resounding
success. Personnel: Al Porcino, Charlie Davis,
John Thomas, Bill Stapleton, Bill Byrne, trumpets; Bob Burgess, Rick Stepton, Harold Garrett, trombones: Frank Tiberi, Steve Lederer,
Greg Herbert, tenor saxes; Tom Anastas, baritone sax; Harold Danko, piano; Al ( Slim)
Johnson, bass, and Joe LaBarbera, drums . . .
Jim Hemming and a band made up mainly ot
ex- New York musicians played a swing-era
concert at the Union Plaza . . . Jeff Sturges
and Universe, ajazz-rock band backing Tom
Jones at Caesars Palace, had the following
personnel: Derek Watkins, Rob Hicks, Skip
Phyl, Ernie Jones,trumpets; Tom MacMurray,
John Boice, Joe King, Mike Wimberley, trombones; Jim Thomas, Russ Gere, Bob Rockwell,
Harry Kleintank, Larry Schect, saxes; Hal
Stesch, keyboards; Jimmy McGrew, Ken Herpin, guitars; Johnny Lopez, bass; John Pisci,
drums; John Kaye, percussion. McGrew and
Lopez also vocalized on the band's feature
numbers and Johnny Spence took over the
baton for the Jones segment and added his
own rhythm section: Jimm Sullivan, guitar;
John Rostill, bass, and Terry Jenkins,drums.

Syracuse- Rochester:

The Castaways
in Brewerton opened the new season with
Harry James and the band. Guy Lombardo
came along in June with Count Basie set for
July, Buddy De Franco and the Glenn Miller
Band for August, and Duke Ellington for September. Stan Kenton will close the season in
October. James did a one-nighter in Auburn
to over 3,000 . . . The Ellington Band combined with the Rochester Philharmonic for a
SRO concert in the auditorium theater . . .
Bobby Hackett appeared for aweek at Rochester's Top of the Plaza with the George Giroux Trio. Oscar Peterson was there at the
beginning ofJune . . . Tex Beneke, Ray Eberle,
Paula Kelly and the Modernaires did a
one-nighter for AGWAY at the Onondaga
War Memorial... Sal Nistico worked here for
afew weeks before taking off for New York.
He joined forces with brother Jim Nistico in a
group at the Regency Room with Art Olson,
organ: Vic Zipeto, drums; and also did a
couple of Sunday gigs at the Soo- Lin . .
Local favorite Lou de Santis re-formed his
Muskrat Ramblers for a short engagement al
Tutor's in Liverpool . . . Bob d'Imperio, formerly with the Salt City Six, brought his
Crown City Six in for a week at Sutter's in
North Syracuse. Bill Bartell was on trombone.
Nick Palumbo, another long-time local favorite, on clarinet. and Danny d'Imperio on
drums . . . Grady Tate was this year's guest
artist with the West Genesee High School
Jazz Lab. For the first time, concerts were
presented on two nights .. . The sixth annual
Bix Beiderbecke birthday festival was held in
Ithaca with two- beat organizations from
across the state in attendance, including Soda
Ash Six and the Dixie Dandies from Syracuse.
the Muskrat Ramblers of Ithaca and the
Penn-Cann Jazz Band from Binghamton . . .
Peanuts Hucko came in briefly to visit his
family and to promote his new album. Jazz

From Electro Harmon«, makers of
the Alike Matthews freedom /Imp.
Floor Boosters
1PB-2 Ihis is a new floor model

of the
1.I'B-1, enabling you to cut it in or out
instantly with your foot. Since all amplifiers are overdesigned to more than handle
the most powerful pick-ups, the LPB-2
will let you derive optimum results from
your amp.

Screaming Tree

et,
r,
1PB-1

Similar to the
Screaming Bird but with aheavy-duty foot

control switch, this ultimate treble booster
gives your rhythm or lead playing more
balls than you thought possible—by emphasizing the BITE you get just when your
pick plucks the strings.

Plug-in Boosters

1his linear power booster is a
compact solid state preamplifier that can
up to quadruple the acoustic output of any
amplifier. It will increase guitar sustain
and improve the performance of all wahwah pedals and distortion units.

little Stiff ff Like the Muff but in a
floor model that features a foot control
switch.

Hogs foot

A bass booster for professionals who want the thick, heavy sound
necessary for blues playing. Technically
similar to the Mole, but with foot switch.

Screaming Bird A treble booster that
will give your instrument the razor sharp
cut of a screeching harpsichord whose
strings are whipped instead of plucked.
Use two Birds and turn your guitar into an
electric banjo.
Muff This funkiest distortion device
will give you that dirty sound reminiscent
of the natural distortion of the tube amps
used by the Rhythm 'n Blues bands of
yesteryear.

Mae

The mole bass booster will extract the highs and amplify the subharmonics, giving your instrument the depth,
resonance and heavy penetration of the
foot pedals of achurch pipe organ.

Also available at your retail music store.

All Electro-Harmonix accessories are
guaranteed for ten years. They are compatible and modular. Any combination of
more than one unit will give you an infinite
variety of sounds.
Enclose acheck and Electro-Harmonix
will pay shipping. Or, if more convenient,
order C.O.D. for cost plus shipping. Enclose a 10% deposit on C.O.D. orders.
(C.O.D. orders are limited to the continental United States.)

Ego

This microphone booster is designed
for the vocalist whose PA system isn't
strong enough to cut through the noise
generated by the other members of the
band. The Ego will match any microphone
and up to quadruple the output of your
PA system.

Money back guarantee. Try any of our
boosters out for two weeks. If you don't
think they're the greatest, send them back
for acomplete refund.

electre-barmonix

DB314
15 West 26th St. ,New York, N.Y. 10010
quantity
Please ship:
quantity
D $19.95 Mole (plug into inst)
D $14.95 LPB-I (
plug into amp)
• 14.95 LPB-1 (plug into inst)
• 14.95 Ego (2 female jacks)
D 17.95 Bird ( plug into amp)
D 17.95 Bird (plug into inst)
• 23.95 LPB-2
D 18.95 Muff (plug into amp)
D 23.95 Tree
• 18.95 Muff (
plug into inst)
O 23.95 Little Muff
E 19.95 Mole (plug into amp)
D 23.95 Hogs Foot

D Enclosed is check for total amount $
D Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10% deposit $
[I] Please place me on your new product announcement mailing list at no charge.
Name
Address
City

State

p

According to Peanuts. He will also be appearing before the home town faffs with Lawrence
Welk in June . . . The Preservation Hall Jazz
Band with Billie and DeDe Pierce did concerts
at Onedia and at Colgate University. Both
were sell-outs . . . The Dinkier in Syracuse

continues with a successful jazz policy. Recent attractions have included the Jimmy
McPartland Quartet with Marshall Brown;
Maxine Sullivan with the Chuck Folds Trio
(Folds, leader and piano; Frank Skeete, bass;
Eddie Locke, drums): Big Chief Russell Moore:

Marian McPartland's trio; Buddy Tate with
Slam Stewart; Monty Alexander's trio: Earl
Hines, and Red Richards and his Saints and
Sinners. Richards and his trumpeter. Herman
Autrey, both underwent minor surgery at Syrcause's St. Joseph's Hospital at the conclusion of their last appearance . . . Slam
Stewart also did a week at John's Basement
with Gene Rodgers on piano.

Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Jazz Festival Director Walt Harper announced the names of
local musicians invited to perform as part of
two All- Star Groups at the Civic Arena, June
I7&18. The first group will include pianists
Linton Garner and Frank Cunimondo; flutist
Tommy Lee; drummer Roger Humphreys;
Scotty Hood, bass: Eric Kloss and Nathan
Davis, saxes: Benny Benack, trumpet and Harold Betters, trombone. The second group,
which will be one of several to accompany
trumpeter Roy Eldridge, will consist of pianists Bobby Negri and Johnny Costa; Bobby
Boswell, bass; Lou Shreiber, sax; Joe Harris,
drums; Tommy Turk, trombone and Jerry
Byrd, guitar . . . Crawford Grill fans are
excited about vibist Steve Nelson who was
seen recently with the Grant Green quintet.. .
Heinz Hall continued to draw near capacity
crowds for the Glenn Miller Band, Dave Brubeck and Dizzy Gillespie . . . Two jazz groups
which move from room to room are starting to
get devoted followings. They are pianist Bill
Cotten's trio with Honeyboy Minor on drums,
and the Rich Evans combo . . Pittsburghers
think of trumpeter Hershey Cohen as aman of
two cities. He does weekly gigs in both Toledo and Pittsburgh and will be here June 16
to participate in Roy Eldridge Day during
Pittsburgh Jazz Week. He, pianist Reid Jaynes
and vocalist Jeanne Baxter will make the Eldridge gig in the afternoon and leave that night
for an industrial show in San Diego . . .
Drummer Max Roach had plenty of fans on
hand for his opening at the New Diplomat in
East Liberty. His sometime vocalist, Pittsburgher Brenda Joyce, was there to listen.

What does Dizzy Gillespie
know about Conga
drums? Lots The late,
great Chane Pozo taught
him all about things
like Congas, Bongos,
Cowbells and the like
So when Dizzy digs LP
he knows what's good
and You might do well
to follow his example
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"BIG BANDS ARE BACK"
Send for FREE Bumper Sticker

HUMES and BERG MFG. CO.
4801 Railroad Ave.. East Chicago. IN 46312
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ANITA O'DAY IN PERSON
Available for jazz concerts, stage band appearances.
clinics. Just returned from tenth world tour. Original
jazz singer with Stan Kenton band. Has sold five
million recordings. Contact ANITA O'DAY RECORDS.
Box 442. Hesperia, Calif. 92345.

Bassist Gary Peacock, who has

been in Japan for two-and-a- half years studying Eastern philosophy, returned to the U.S.
and Washington University in April. While
here, Peacock contributed greatly to raising
the level of bass playing and recorded several
albums with Tokyo musicians, including
Masabumi ( Pooh) Kikuchi and percussionist
Msashiko Togashi. Peacock was given asendoff party that was attended by practically
every musician in Tokyo . . . Hard- to- believe
department: Tokyo's best known, if most uncomfortable jazz club, the Pit Inn, has 21
groups working each week. They start in at II
a.m. and run to 10:30 p.m. Morning sessions
are devoted to young groups working on a
sustaining basis, and afternoons and evenings
are relegated to more established musicians.
As is customary here, everyone works a
one- day stand on aweekly rotation system...
Oscar Peterson, who has an enormous following in Japan, was here for IIdays in May,
concertizing in Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Hakata, and Aomori ... Japanese musicians who
will be appearing at the Montreux Jazz Festival include Masahiko Sato, bassist Yasuo Arakawa ( a graduate of the Berklee College of
Music) and Masahiko Otsu.

Rates ( minimum ten words per insertion) one insertion.
70c per word Special multiple insertions schedules three
times. 65c per word. seven times 62c per word. 13 times.
60c per word, 22 times. 53c per word down beat, 222 W
Adams. Chicago. III. 60606

ARRANGEMENTS
WALKING BASS PART written to any chord progression.
sent with order. ( 50c/tune). Lennart. 57 Otsego. Verona.
New Jersey 07044

AT LIBERTY
BASSIST, single, will travel - resorts, road shows. cruises
20 yrs. experience. Read and fake. Walter Nagrod. 236
Maple PI.. Mineola. N.Y. 11501. ( 516) PI 2-2646

THE BOB TILLIES
PERCUSSION SERIES
A NEW METHOD OF TEACHING
'..1 Timpani Tuning Exercises
D Beginning Duet Studies .
:] Reading Exercises for Snare Drum
(Method for Beginners)
72 Reading Exercises for Snare Drum
(Intermediate Students
' - Mallet Practice Routine
'12" Record .....

$ 3.00
$ 2.00
$ 2.00
S 2.00
$ 2.00
$ 6.00

Package price: all 5books , LP

$14.95

G IA PUBLICATIONS
2115 W 63rd St . Chicago IL 60636

DRUMMERS
Stanley Spector writes Do you really know what happens when adrummer
uses rudiments and drum method books to build up
his " technique" so that he will " better" express his
"'dims"? At first the hands will become stronger and
faster by endless repetitions. Unfortunately the mechanical sounds produced by muscular practice are
so boring and monotonous that in self-protection the
ear unconsciously turns itself off. The results are
horrendous. By the time a drummer attempts to play
with a band he has unknowingly psychologically amputated his ear and paralyzed his brain. Sorry about
tnat. But when a drummer makes use of simplistic
theories and questionable assumptions that kind of
thing can and does happen. Some drummers have
found an alternative aporoach throuah considerina
the question - HOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET
TO PLAY BETTER. For further information about our
recorded home study course write to the

BOOKS

STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING

RICHARD DAVIS, 1969-70 Poll Winner has written a
book. -Walking on Chords for String Bass and Tuba"
Send $3.50 to RR & R Music Publishers, Inc.. P.O. Box
117. Planetarium Sta., N.Y., NY 10024.

200 West 58th St. let 7th Ave.)
Dept. 290
New York, NY 10019
i
or information about qualifying for personal instruction phone(212)248-5881

SICAL INSTRI'MENTS

FOR SALE

WHOLESALE PROFESSIONAL Guitars, Amplifiers, PA
Systems. Free Catalog. Carvin. Escondido, Calif. 92022.

COLLECTION OF classical and flamenco guitars made
between 1935 and 1939 by best makers. $300-$700 each.
Colburn. Box 61. Plymouth. NH 03264. (603) 536-2754.

30% DISCOUNT Name Brand Musical Instruments. Free
catalog Freeport Music. 455 T Route 110, Melville. N.Y.
11746.

INSTRI'MENTAL METHODS

30% TO 50% DISCOUNT! Any Model: Guitar, Amp, Drum.
Banjo, Dobro! Free Catalog! Warehouse 020. Box 16399
Forth Worth, Texas 76133.

GUITAR TEACHERS- Free Catalog. New and better
teaching publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN student interest. GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS. P 0 Box
55-DB. Dover. N. H. 03820.

LIGHTING

ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED Guitars. Amplitters.
Drums, PA Systems. and Accessories save up to 40%
Write for free catalog and prices. Bernies Music Center.
27 E. 2nd Street. Dayton. Ohio 45402

LARGEST PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING catalog $1 ( credited) . RockTromcs. 22-DB Wendell St., Cambridge. Mass
02138.

MUSICAL SUPPLIES and accessories at discount prices
Send stamp for free catalogue. Vaughn's Music, 1129
Pierre St.. Manhattan. Kans. 66502.

IMPROVISATION METHODS

RECORDS & TAPES

DICK GROVE IMPROVISATION COURSE- for all instruments. Most comprehensive, most effective ever
created. Send $7.50 for 1st lesson, worksheet and 4 learning aids. Or send $ 1for 12 page brochure detailing full
course. First Place Music. 12754 Ventura Boulevard, Suite
203, Studio City, California 91604.

JAZZ RECORDS - Free Lists JAZZ HOUSE, Box 455
Adelaide P 0 , Toronto. Canada
JAZZ- Send 10c in coin for complete SAVOY JAZZ CATALOG Parker. Hawkins. Young. Gillespie. etc SAVOY
RECORD CO 56-D Ferry St Newark. N J 07105

JAZZ PLAYERS- ALL INSTRUMENTS

RARE JAZZ LP sale. Art and Al. Box 228. Jericho. NY
11753

EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS
GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR
PROGRESSIONS, PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES
THROUGH THE POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES.

FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service- many rare
items- foreign orders welcome - send for FREE LP sales
list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 24504, 641 N. New Banes, Crave
Coeur, Mo. 63141.

C THE
C THE
O THE
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D THE
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CYCLE OF FIFTHS
117 V, PROGRESSION
BLUES SCALE
LYDIAN MODE
TRITON CYCLE
DORIAN MODE
MIXOLYDIAN MODE
BYZANTINE SCALE
IONIAN MODE
DIMINISHED SCALE
AEOLIAN MODE
POLYTONAL GUITAR
Send check or money order to:

$1.50
$2.50
62.00
82.00
$2.03
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
61.50

EDC PUBLISHING Dept. DB-64
1611 Kennedy Blvd.
North Berizen, N.J. 07047
Foreign Orders ADD $ 1.00 PER Book FOR Al, Man

NEW!

NOTHIN' BUT BLUES

• NOTHIN' BUT BLUES, Vol. II of A NEW APPROACH TO IMPROVISATION by Jamey Aebersold.
Vol. ll includes a Guidebook + Stereo LP .. . 11 different blues to practice with . . excellent rhythm
section to back you up . . slow - fast-jazz- rock 6/8 - 4/4 - modal. Chord progressions- scales - piano voieings - exercises included . . . Simple blues
piano voicings for horn players ... for all instruments.
Bass Clef scales and progressions.
El Vol. I, A NEW APPROACH TO IMPROVISATION
(Revised Edition of The original widely- acclaimed
Guidebook f LP record- for all instruments. MORE
RECORDED TRACKS- 10 TOTAL. Bigger guidebook
-more exercises- plus 12 page supplement! Excellent rhythm section accompaniment. Chord progressions- scales- patterns included.
Check/MO .... $7.95 per vol. (Canada add $ 1.50 eachl
• razterns for Jazz, by Jerry Coker et al.
Excellent for daily practice
D Improvising Jazz, Dy Jerry Coker
Paperback ( 5th printing)

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211 Aebersold Dr.
New Albany, Ind. 47150

$ 12.50
$2.45
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WHITEHALL DRUMSthe finest professional
quality at any price!

today • • •

For the name of your nearest WHITEHALL dealer
and a free, full- color WHITEHALL catalog, write.

DAVID WEXLER & CO.
823 South
Chicago,

FREE BENNY GOODMAN DISCOGRAPHY -ARG, 341
COOPER STATION. NYC, 10003.
DIXIELAND, MAINSTREAM LP's, Bill Dodge,
neoye. S.W.. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508

dealet

124 Ho-

AMERICA'S
EXCLUSIVE

Wabash Avenue
Illinois 60605

OLDEST

AND

PERCUSSION

LARGEST
CENTER

JAZZ ON TAPE- Giant catalog includes many rare and
unobtainable items- send wants:FREE catalog. Paul Stevens. P.O. Box # 90. Bala-Cynwyd, PA 19004.
BIG BANDS OF THE 40'S. Send for free list o' superb
quality LPs of selections never before issued anywhere by
Dorsey. Krupa. Pastor, McIntyre, Crosby. Spivak. Lunceford and others P 0 Box 03202. Portland, Oregon, 97203
THE JAZZ COMPOSER'S ORCHESTRA AND ESCALATOR OVER THE HILL ARE AVAILABLE FROM JCOA
RECORDS. 1841 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10023

ANITA O'DAY 1972
New album edited, produced and recorded 1970-71
by Miss O'Day with rhythm section. ANITA O'DAY
RECORDS. Box 442, Hesperia, Calif. 92345. $6.00.

THEORY & ARRANGING METHODS
BEGINNERS'S METHOD FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION,
215 pages. 259 examples, for all instruments. Send $ 12.50
plus 50c postage. Adolph Sandole, 243 Rambling Way.
Springfield, PA 19064

11.

Complete

percussion

stock

of

instruments

famous
and

name

brand

accessories.

II

Owned and operated by Maurie Lishon-18
Years staff percussionist CBS-WBBM Chicago,
226 S. Wabash Ave.

Chicago, III. 60605

922-8761

922-1300

WHERE Ti) STIDY
GEORGE RUSSELL IS TEACHING HIS LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT TO IMPROVISORS AND COMPOSERS
IN THE NEW YORK AND BOSTON AREA. Write George
Russell. Suite 1104. 12 East 41st Street, New York, NY
10017. Tel ( 617) 354-6092.
HARMONY-A complete two-year course right in your
own home. Free catalog. University Extension Conservatory. 400 N. Michigan Ave.. Dept. K. Chicago, IL
60611
SCHOOL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ( striving to build a
new way) Jazz- Rock-Classical. Full- Part time students.
Professional degrees. Jeffrey D. Furst ( Director). 2001
Beacon St.. Brookline, Mass, 617-734-7174.
LLOYD GARBER INSTRUCTS improvisation by mail. Cassette tapes and music. Also accepting private guitar students in Toronto area. Write Lloyd Garber, Box 66. Station
H. Toronto 13, Canada

SUBSCRIBERS!
Please include a down beat address label
whenever you write us about your subscription The numbers on your address label are
essential to insure prompt and accurate service

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please let us know six weeks before
you move

send to Subscribers Service
down beat
222 W Adams Street
Chicago, Ill 60606
July 20 Ii. 61

Six by David Baker...
Darranging & composing For The
Small Ensemble: jazz/r&b/jazz-rock
(1st Ed. 1970) 184 pps., spiral bound
$12.50
Jazz improvisation, A comprehensive
Method of Study for All Players ( Revised Ed. 1971) 184 pp., spiral bound
$12.50
Techniques of Improvisation:
D Vol I, A Method For Developing Improvisational Technique ( Based On
The Lydian Chromatic Concept by
George Russell)
1968; 4th printing/
Revised Ed. 1971) 96 pp., spiral bound
$7.50
Vol. II, The 11 V7 Progression (©
1968; 4th printing 1971) 76 pp., spiral
bound
$7.50
D Vol. III, Turnbacks (1st Ed. 1971) 84
pps., spiral bound
$7.50
Vol. IV, Cycles (1st Ed. 1971) 260 pp.,
.spiral bound
$12.50
D Techniques of Improvisation Set of
all 4volumes
$29.75
Free Catalog - Free Postage
NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019
Phone orders: 212/581-1480

Dave Baker's Jazz- Rock Library arrangements.
$4.50 ea.0 Ten arrangements. $37.50 0 Complete
Set of 20. $75.00
O Yuma Lateef Method On How to Improvise (
soul
music) $4.95
D Yueef Weed's Transcribed Solos for Flute. Oboe.
and Tenor Saxophone $3.00
• Yusef Lateens Flute Book of the Blues $2.50
O Yusef Weer' Trio for Piano. Violin & Flute $3.00
O Yuma Latie•rs Saxophone Quintet # 1 $4.50
Yusef Lateef's String Quintet $6.00
O Jamey Aebersold ( A New Approach to Improvisation Vol II book & record $7.95
O Jamey Aebersold ( Nothin' But Blues. Vol ll of A
New Approach To Improvisation) book & record
$7.50
O Van Alexander ( First Chart) 112 pages $6.00
CI Gordon Delamont ( Modern Harmonic Techniques)
Vol 1.2 - each $12.50
O Delamont ( Modern Arranging Technique) $ 12.50
• Delamont ( flodern Contrapuntal Technique) $5.50
O W. Fowler ( Guitar Patterns For Improv.) $4.00
O Wes Montgomery ( Jazz Guitar Method) $3.95
O Jerry Coker ( Patterns for Jazz) $ 12.50
O George Russell ( Lydian Chromatic Concept) $22.50
• Roy Stevens (Triple C Embouchure Technique)
$35 00
O Russell Garcia (The Professional Arranger) $6.00
O Angelo Dellaira (Chord Workshop) siso
O Angelo Dellalra (Arranger's Workshop) $5.00
O Angelo Dellaira ( Creative Arranging) $ 12.50
O Complete Encyclopedia of Chords $ 12.50
• Frank Skinner(Underscore) $6.00
D Dr. D. Reinhart (
Pivot System) all Brass $ 12.50
El Joseph SchIllInger ( Kaleidophone) $3.50
• SchIllinger Enyclopedia of Rhythm) $ 12.50
D Cohn- Schaeffer ( Encyclopedia of Scales) $ 12.50
CI Dr. Chas. Colin ( Complete Trumpet Method) $7.50
• Slonlmsky ( Thesaurus of Scales) $25.00
O H. Mancini ( Complete Trumpet Methcfd) $7.50
O Dan Wolohan° (Popular Jazz Harmony) $7.95
O Walter Stuart's Encyclopedia of Modern Jazz (8
great Stuart books) Complete volume $ 12.50
O Dr. Deutsch ( Encyclopedia of Arranging) $ 15.00
D Fake Book for the Club Date Musician $7.50
O Hank Mancini ( Sound & Scores) $ 12.50
O Oliver Nelson ( Sax Patterns) $8.00
O Oliver Nelson ( Blues and The Abstract Truth) $2.50
• B.B. King ( Improvising Blues Guitar) $4.95
O Carmine Caruso (
On Breath Control) $3.50
O Ca pozzoll ( Encyclopedia Around The Drums) $6.95
Cl Harris ( Advanced Trumpet Studies) $6.00
O Dr. Charles Colin (The Brass Player) $7.50
• Ulano (The Professional Drummer) $37.50*
(592 pages)
NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St.. New York. N.Y 10019
Phone 212/LT 1-1480
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Continued from page 50

next number about to begin. Missing the customary intro. B.B. peeped at the piano from
the corner of his eye. Levy finally grasped
Pullen's shoulder and regained his rightful
place.
Inquiring later as to what this was all about,
my worst suspicions were confirmed. Ms.
Simone, feeling that a soulbrother should be
at the piano, had instigated the whole thing.
Aside from its total lack of professionalism,
this incident was adisgraceful display of prejudice in action, wholly out of place at ajazz
festival - the sole jarring note of the entire
four days.
The program ended with along jam session
set, benignly presided over by Jimmy Smith.
It was blues and more blues, and its highlight
was aguitar duet featuring Kenny Burrell and
B.B. King.
There was also some marvelous blues tenor
by Stitt, more of Dizzy's caloric trumpet, a
strong Winding solo, and good work by the
boss or the organ, who also called the signals.
Two surprise participants were drummer
Bobby Rosengarden, working on his
back-beat chops, and New Orleans' own Al
Belletto on alto, having aball playing with the
distinguished visitors and getting off some
hot, passionate solos.
A large new auditorium is under construction in New Orleans, so hopefully this was the
last festival event to take place in the Municipal. At the very least, we can look forward to
abetter sound system.
-d.m.
Heritage Fair
Space precludes adetailed rundown of the
musical and culinary delights offered here.
Among the highlights: The Fairview Baptist Church Marching Band, organized by
Danny Barker and consisting of energetic
teenagers who never seemed to tire of staging
short parades, and found no shortage of second liners.
An impromptu duet involving B.B. King
and Jimmy Smith -just the two - the latter
playing some great funky blues piano. A happy set by trombonist Santo Pecora's band,
featuring Wallace Davenport on trumpet. The
format was swing rather than traditional, and
it was instructive to hear Davenport take off
on tunes like A Train, Satin Doll and Perdido,
playing great swing horn. Pecora, after all
these years, still looks and sounds as in his
prime.
Trumpeter Porgy Jones' group, featuring
the leader's Lee Morgan- styled horn and
James Black on drums. Some fine gospel singing. Some young cats from the Southern University Band jamming with Dizzy and backing
up Razorblade Toogaloo Shorty, a harmonica- playing blues singer with interesting lyrics.
Al Belletto's swinging quartet and the bright,
self-assured singing of Angelic Trosclair. Art
Blakey sitting in with Willie Tee's Gators.
The Cajun blues of accordionist- singer Clifton Chenier, with his brother on " rub board",
a washboard construction worn like a vest.
And veteran bassist Ed Garland. visiting his
home town for the first time since 1914,
guesting with trumpeter Tony Fougerat's
combo.
Plus: Red beans and rice ala Buster, crawfish, oysters, jambalaya, shrimp with remoulade sauce, etc. New Orleans is something
else!
-dm.
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MUSIC ' 72
$1 5°
with the new

'72 db/RECORD CLUB
CATALOG
For only $ 1.50 you get the full.
feature- packed MUSIC
72 which
includes the NEW down beat/
RECORD CLUB CATALOG ( listing
over 4,000 in- print jazz/blues/jazzrock recordings) .. . plus, the complete Big Band score of Alan Broadbent's Adam's Apple as recorded
by Woody Herman.
Music ' 72 contents include...
•Year in Review, by Dan Morgenstern
•The War on Rock, by Russell Sanjek
• Louis Armstrong Remembered, by
Charles Suhor & Don DeMicheal
• Billie Holiday, by Henry Pleasants
•Am IReally A Rock Musician?
•American Musical Theater, by
Martin Williams
•Consumer Review of Sound Equipment by Charles Graham
•down beat index to all 1971 issues
. . . and other coverage of jazz- bluesrock personalities

PLUS
Exclusive
•21- page big band arrangementAdam's Apple by Alan Broadbent
-as recorded by Woody Herman

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR COPY
Mail to.

down beat/MUSIC 72

222 W Adams St.
Chicago. III 60606

Please send my copy of MUSIC ' 72 with the
NEW down beat/RECORD CLUB CATALOG
Here's my money $
(Sorry! No

Billing or C 0 D )

Name
Address

City _
State

L_
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We could write a lot of words to tell you
how great Buddy Rich is and why he prefers
Slingerland, but when you've heard him
and tried these drums yourself
Who needs words?

SEND FOR FREE PHOTO OF BUDDY RICH!
SLINGERLAND DRUM CO.

07

Accm

6633 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles. Illinois 60648
Please send free photo of Buddy Rich Ienclose 50c for postage
and handling. Also send your new full color catalog.
Name
Addre.s
City

State

Zip

.1

Ingredients:
1. Pure Copper.
2. Pure Silver.

Cymbal Supreme

3. Pure Tin.
4. Avedis Zildjian Seasoning.
5. Patience. ( From casting through aging
and final testing takes six months or more.)
6. Pride. ( We won't put the Avedis Zildjian trademark on acymbal
unless we're proud of it. Old fashioned? When you're nearly
350 years old you'll find it difficult to change your habits too.)
Mix wih your favorite sticks for Cymbal Supreme. Crisper
from the very beginning.. will never go flat and actually
improves with age. Not available in supermarkets.
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P:layette Street, North Quincy, Mass., 02171

